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i FOREWORD
!
This report has been prepared and published for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) in compliance with _e design loads require-
; ments provisions outlined in Item 24b of the Centaur Documentation Require-










This external design loads report for the operational Centaur vehicle_ (AC-6
through AC-15) presents all design loads, parameters and environments necessary to
ensure operational vehicle structural integrity, maxAmize reliability and to provide the
design department, analysis department and configuration (desigu) review teams with
primary structure analytical supporting data within one report.
This report is conveniently divided into ten sections_ as follows:
I Introduction VI Propellant Tanks
II Nose Fairing , VII Liquid Hydrogen Tank Bolt-ons and
HI Liquid Hydrogen Tank Weldments
Insulation Panels VIII Liquid Oxygen Tank Bolt-ons and
IV Interstage Adapter Weldments
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1. 1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This report presents data upon which all analytical strength evaluations and struc-
tural test requirements are based in order to assure structural integrity and ensure
mission accomplishment. The external design loads and associated loading parametels
presented herein, when used in conjunction with the applicable structural design criteria
(Reference 1-1), shall provide the official source for all structural design criteria and
design loads for Centaur Vehicles AC-6 through AC-15.
1.2 APPLICATION AND REVISIONS
This report is intended to apply to the operational Centaur vehicle configuration
and necessarily reflects the most severe environment expected on Atlas/Centaur -
Surveyor Flights AC-6 through AC-15. However, when significant changes in specific
B vehicle configuration or performance occur addition or modification of two-burn(e.g.,
peculiar hardwa, e), suitable revisions and/or addenda will be established to effect
agreement with current project thinking. Each revision will be identified by change
letter suffix (i.e., GD/C-BTD65-017-X).
1.3 GENERAL
The residuum of Se(.tion I contains structural load parameters (of a general nature)
which affect the total vehicle (i.e., mission design trajectories, propulsion system
thrust histories, vehicle stiffness, inertia versus time data, etc.).
Sections II through IX present specific loads and loading parameters as related to
individual structural components and/or systems. Section X presents a bibliography
of Centaur Project, referenceable internal memoranda relating to a given structural
component and/or system.
i. 3.1 FACTORS OF SAFETY. All loads and load factors contained in this report
are given as limit, consistent with the definition within Reference 1-1•
I. 3.2 MISSION OBJECTIVES. Adequate vehicle stren=_d_ shall support mission
objectives for all operational Arias/Centaur flights. Mission objeetlves are presented
in the Centaur Unified Test Plan (Reference 1-2) for each operational vehicle.
-_ 1.3.3 MISSION DESIGN TRAJECTORIES. The data presented in Figures I. 3-1
-_ and 1.3-2 present the most extreme conditions expected during the first $00 seooads of






trajectories and are consistent with vehicle design trajectory data (Reference 1-3).
Three-sigma (30") dispersions about nominal performance parameters on drag, axial
acceleration, and alpha-q are accounted for in loads data contained in other sections
of this report. Figure 1.3-1 presents the low-limit (-3_) trajectory parameters, and
Figure 1.3-2 presents the high-limit (+30") values.
During Centaur firing, air loads are considered to be negligible, and the only sig-
nificant trajectory parameter affecting loads is vehicle axial acceleration. 2_ne max-
imum (+30")and minimum (-3_) values of axial acceleration during Centaur firing are
presented in Figure 1.3-3. It should be noted that the referenced time t = 0 corresponds
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1.3.4 PROPULSION SYSTEM DATA. All components of the Centaur structure
are subjected to thrust loads imposed by the Centaur main engine system, the Centaur
attitude control system, and the Atlas vehicle engine systems. The thrust loads and
parameters of each are given below.
1.3.4.1 Main Engine System - Centaur Stage. The main engine system of the
Centaur stage has two Pratt & Whitney fixed thrust, single-chamber, regenerative]y
cooled engines. These arc gimbal-mounted to the aft bulkhead of the liquid oxygen
tank and are controlled by hydraulic actuators. Each engine has its own turbopump
to supply liquid propellants (oxygen and hydrogen), and each has a thrast regulating
system.
After termination of the first stage of flight and Atlas vehicle separation has oc-
curred, the thrust produced by the Centaur main engines provides the major portion
of the propulsion that is required to accomplish the mission.
Three models ofthe Pratt& Whitney engineswillbe structurallyconsideredon
operationalCentaur vehicles.These are designatedRL10A-3CM-1, RL10A-3-1, and
RL10A-3-3. Each isratednominallyat 15,000pounds ofthrustexceptthe RL-3=3,
which may bc upratedtoa nominal 17,500pounds of thrust. Inthisreport,loadsdata
are presented for both the 15K and the 17.5K engines whenever the 17.5K engines cause
critical loads on file structure. Table 1.3-1 presents the thrust loads and parameters
for both engine thrust ratings consistent with Reference 1-4.
TABLE 1.3-1. CENTAUR MAIN ENGINE THRUST LOADS AND PARAMETERS
15K 17.5K
Parameter Units Engine Engine
Sea level thrust ' Pounds 7. 000 8,200
Maximum thrust (altitude) Pounds 15,000 17,500
Thrust tolerance Percent _.2.0 :_,2.0
Angular thrust misalignment Degrees ±0.5 _0.5
I.i_ar thrust misaligl_mcat I_lches _-tO.125 -H).125
1.3.4.2 Att,tuth _ O,ntrol and Ull:__t Settling System - Centaur Stage,
The attitude control engine _ystcm has two 3-pound thrust rockets and four 1.5-pound
thrust rockets. The 3-pound and the 1.5-pound thrust rockets are used during coast
periods for pitch and yaw/roll attitude control, respectively. The ullage/propellant
settling system has m'o 2-pound thrust rockets and four 50-pound thrust rockets. The
2-pGund rockets are used for ullage settling and the 50-pound rockets are used fox" pro-
e pellant settling during the coast phase of a two-burn mission only. The control and
propellant settling engines are monopropellant. The thrust loads and load parameters







TABLE 1.3-2. CENTAUR ATTITUDE CONTROL AND ULLAGE AND PROPELLANT
SETTLING ENGINES - THRUST LOADS AND PARAMETERS
u l t i
3-Pound 1.5-Pound 2-Pound 50-Pound
Parameter Unit
Engine Engine Engine Engine
J iJ
,_, m,
Sea level thrust Pounds
Maximum thrust (altitude I Pounds 3.0 1.5 2.0 50
Thrust tolerance Percent ± 3.0 ± 3.0 ±3.0 _3.0
Angular thrust misalignment Degrees ± 4.0 + 4.0 ±3.0 _:3.0
Linear thrust misalignment Inches ± 0.062 ± 0.062 _0.062 ±0.062
1.3.4.3 Atlas Booster Vehicle. The Atlas booster vehicle has two booster en-
gines, one sustainer engine, and two vernier engines producing thrust during the first
phases _f the Atlas/Centaur flight. The thrust loads and parameters of each type of
these engines are presented in Table 1.3-3. Their thrust history profiles are presented
I in Figure 1.3-4 where thrust is plotted against time.J
TABLE 1.3-3. ATLAS BOOSTER VEHICLE ENGINE THRUST LOADS
AND PARAMETERS
Booster ' Stmtalner' 'Vernier
Parameter Unite Engine (2) Engine Engino (2)
Sea level thrust/engine Pounds 165, 000 57,000 650
Maximum thrust (altitude) Pounds 187,900 81,900 950
Thrust tolerance Pounds ±1, 500 _940 _30
Angular thrust misalignment Degrees _0.5 _0.5 _2.0
Linear thrust misaligument ! Tnches ±0.125 _0. 125 ±0. 125..... ,i i i i ,,
1.3.5 VEHICLE STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION, Two views showing the gen-
eral outline of the upper stage portion of the Atlas/Centaur vehicle are presented in
Figure 1.3-5. This illustration shall be used for reference only. For specific details
of structure or of structural components, reference shall be made to applicable specific



















1.3.6 VEHICLE STIFFNESS. Figure 1.3-6 presents EI (bending stiffness) and
, AG (shearstiffness)plottedversus vehiclestationfortheoperationalCentaur stage
and the interstageadapter. The valuespresentedrepresentan analyticalmodel with
minimum stiffnessassumptions. These data shouldnotbe used where maximum stiff-
ness would be critical,withoutdiscussingtheirintendeduse withthe GD/C Stress
Group (Centaur).
1.3.7 STANDARD SIGN CONVENTION AND COORDINATE AXES. The standard
sign convention and coordinate axes for all structural analyses are shown in Figure
1-3.7.
1.3.8 VEttICLE MASS PROPERTIES VERSUS 'rIME. Vehicle mass properties are
presented in Table 1.3-4 (for a typical operational vehicle) based on nominal weights
and C.G. data. Moments of inertia are defined as follows:
a. Iz-z Moment of inertia about an axis passing through the vehicle center of
gravity and parallel to the Z axis (roll inertia).
b. Iv-, Moment of inertia about an axis passing through the vehicle center of
gravity and parallel to the Y axis (yaw inertia).
c. h_x Moment of inertia about an axis passing through the vehicle center of
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The Surveyor low drag nose fairingisa lightweightconicalshroud which isattached '
tothe frontof theCentaur/Surveyorvehicle.
The primary function of the fairing is to encapsulate the payload and protect it and
the electrical/electronic equipment mounted on the forward bulkhead from ambient en-
vironments prior to and during launch. In addition, the fairing reduces aerodynamic
heating and loads on the vehicle, electronic equipment, and payload during ascent
through the earth's atmosphere.
The fairingconsistsofa nose cone, a cylindrical(barrel)section,a fairingskirt,
a thermal bulkhead,an environmentalcontroland fuelventingductassembly, and a
separationsystem. The nose cone and cylindricalsectioniscomprised of two halves
joinedduringinstallationtothevehicle. The base ofthefairingbears on theStation
218.9 tank ring, which is attached to the liquid-hydrogen tank of the Centaur upper
stage. See Figure 2.1-1 for configuration. A split line along the vehicle X-X axis
allows the fairing to be jettisoned during flight. Explosive latches are provided; they
carry the tension loads between the fairing halves. Hinge fittings that attach to the
nose fairing and liquid-hydrogen tank are provided to permit Jettisoning of the fairing.
Vent holes are located in the thermal bulkhead and around the periphery of the for-
ward portion of the barrel section to provide for venting the environmental control
gases overboard during ground operations. The vent holes (Station 154.5) also tend to
equalize internal and external pressures as the vehicle ascends through the atmosphere.
The nose fairing separation system is designed to separate and jettison the fairing
during flight. Separation occurs after aerodynamic loads and aerodynamic heating have














toa honeycomb core. Figure 2.2-1 presentsbasicdimensions ofthe Fiberglasshell
structure.
2.2.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. Severe loads are imposed on the subjectfairing
atprimarilythreetimes duringthecourse offlight.These flight imes are known as
transonic flight, booster engine cutoff (BECO), and fairing jettison and occur in the
sequence as presented. The nose fairing may also be subjected to a critical loading
condition during vehicle erection, whereby ground winds and inertia may impose servere
loads on the handling fittings.
2.2.1.1 Transonic Flight. During transonic flight, the barrel section experiences
fluctuating pressure aft of the shoulder or Station 146. The maximum steady-state
aerodynamic loads also exist at this time; consequently these two load contributions
comprise the transonic flight loads. Maximum or extreme temperature conditions do
not occur at this point in flight.
2.2.1.2 Booster Engine Cutoff. At BECO, the maximum inertia loads become
apparent and must be considered along with maximum temperatures which exist along
the surface of the fairing. Aerodynamic loads (steady-state and fluctuating) have di-
minished essentially to zero at this time, therefore these should not be considered for
any load contribution at BECO.
2.2.1.3 Fairing Jettison. During fairing jettison, each half of the fairing is sub-
jected to bending caused by rapid angular acceleration. The applied loads at the
thruster bottles are presented in Subeection 2.8. High temperatures exist at this time
if no Thermolag is used on the fairing.
2.2.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Since Thermolag is planned
for use on the operational vehicle, two sets of data are presented for the purpose of
proper design and/or analysis at a particular time during the life of the fairing or
vehicle, i.e., before and after sublimation of Thermolag.
Respectiveoftheparticularanalysis,the followingmust be takenintoaccount:
a. Nose fairingweight shouldbe consideredwithThermolag for allground
handlingconditionsand flightconditionsup toand includingBECO (seeTable
2.2-1}.
b. Nose fairing weight after Thermolag sublimation should be used for loads
during nose fairing Jettison (see Table 2.2-2}.
c. Figure 2.2-2 is presented to indicate the distribution of nose fairing weight










LStation 20 ........... 4
Zone B
55-72007 -_ __Cone Assembly --...
" _\ Zone C
55-72023 _ _'-._Co'ct.'r Ass_',-nblv "" -_ - Station" 142
' 77.,J -3 M_.... " --- Station 151
55-72017 !
Barrel Assembly-"-_ Zone D
55-72152 ]
Hinge Pod (Z)--_._ 1
' 'I Station 220
Outside skin Inside skin Core
Zone Station thickness (inches) thickness (inches} thickness (inches}
t , .| .., , ,
A -46 to -35 0.03 0.03 0. 14 (solid)
B1 -3!5 0.06 0.06 0.50
2 0 0.06 0.06 0.70
3 0 O. 05 O. 04 O. 70
4 20 0.05 0.04 0.80
5 20 0.04 0.04 0.80
6 142 1 0._,...04 ....... O, 04 1, 50
C 146 ' 0.02 0.02 0.15
D7 154 0.04 0.04 I. 50











Complete Nose Fairing 1980
Heaviest Conical Half 556
Heaviest Cylindrical Half 511
NOTES:
*Also to be used for flight conditions up to and
including BECO.
**A weight contingency factor of ±10% shall be
considered for strength evaluation.
TABLE 2.2-2. NOSE FAIRING WEIGHTS DATA - JETTISON CONDITION*
Weight** C.G.
Item (Ib) z y x
Complete Nose Fairing 1879 123.6 -0.2 1.9
Quadrants I & IV Combined 902 122.0 30.0 0.0
Quadrants II &III Combined 977 125.0 -29.0 3.0
Mass Moments of Inertia about C.G.
Izz I. Ixx
Item (in.2.1b) (In.2-1b) (in .2_ib)
, ..... ,,.... , ,, - i , , ,m, ,,, •
Quadrants I & IV Combined 1,496,000 6,282,000 5,573,000
Quadrants II & m Combined 1,784,000 6,796,000 5,802,000
, ,,,,, , , ,,, , ,,
NOTES:
*To be used after sublimation of Thermolag.











2.2.3 THERMAL DATA. Atl data presented in this section assumes the maxi-
, mum heating trajectory which would reflect the most severe thermal environment for
any of the operal_ional vehicles. Maximum temperatures representing each station
along ",,hefairing are given in Figures 2.2-3 and 2.2-4. A typical station (just forward
of Station 146) outside bondline temperature plot is shown in Figure 2.2-5 as a function
of time tb correlate approximately when maximum temperatures occur. The outside
bondline temperature distribution during nose fairing jettison is described in Figure
2.2-6 while the inside skin temperatures for this time will be the same as shown in
Figure 2.2-4.
2.2.4 INERTIA LOADS. Steady-state inertia loads on the nose fairing are deter-
mined from the T-D/W versus time curves shown in Figures 1.3-1 and 1.3-2. Vibra-
tory inertia loads which result from buffet response are represented as equivalent
steady-state loads in Paragraph 2.2.6.
The inertia load factors which would be applicable for all ground handling conditions
may be found in Reference 1-5.
2.2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Ground wind loads during fairing erection
are found in Figure 2.2-7. With the fairing installed on the vehicle, the bending mo-
ment at Station 219 due to ground winds = 120,000 tn.-lb.
During flight, maximum air loads occur at transonic velocities. Maximum axial
drag, shear, and bending moment are presented in Figure 2.2-8, and maximum wall
Ap is presented in Figure 2.2-9. The above mentioned loads include the effects of an
angle of attack of 4.5 degrees. The unsymmetrical circumferential pressure distrib-


























STEADY STATE LOADS SHALL BE
MULTIPLIED BY A FACTOR OF 2.0
TO ACCOUNT FOR OSCILLATORY LOAI_.
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NOTE: The maximum local changes of pressure due to angle of
attack are determined from the normal force distributions
by assurmng that the normal force at a given station is
produced by a change of external pressure which is equal
and opposite on the windward and lee 8ides and varies as
the cosine of 9. Circumferential pressure distributions are
obtained by superimposing the effect of angle of attack upon




This contribution has been
accounted for in the pres-
sure envelope (Figure 2.2-9)
for cos O =0 °.








2.2.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. During transonic flight, the barrel see-
tion is subjected to high fluctuating pressures due to oscillation of and turbulence at
the normal shock. The response of the barrel section to these pressures is presented
in Table 2.2:3 in terms of deflections and internal loads. Symbols and sign convention
for loads an, t deflections are presented in Figure 2.2-11.
_%/" \




t OINT ON THE
I MID-PLkNE OF L
THI- SttFLL. I / "---..
IX l LONGITUDINAL / " x.
'CLEW A
NOTE: Symbols and signconventionior barrelsectiondisplacement. ..
MZ NZ
Nz
N Z, N0, Mz, Mo, NZ0 AND M Z0(-Moz ) ARE POSITIVE AS SItOWN
NOTE: Symbols and skinconventionfor internalbarrelsection.







TABLE 2.2-3. NOSE FAIRING BARREL SECTION BUFFET RESPONSE
DISP LAC EMENTS
Mach Number 0.70-0.85 Mach Number 0.80-0.90
2?rZ rrZ
x 1 =-0.0018 Sin 50 Cos L x_ = -0. 016 Sin 4e Cos L
2_rZ _rZ
x_ -- -0.0077 Cos 50 Sin _ x2 = -0. 053 Cos 40 Sin--L L
2rrZ _Z




Mach Number 0.70-0.85 Mach Number 0.80-0.85
2_rZ _.ZNz, lb/in. +28.4 Sin -'_ Sin 50 _-142.4 Sin Sin 40
2_Z 7rZ
N0, ib/in. -27.4 SinT Sin 50 -5.33 Sin--L--Sin40
21rz rtZ
M z _ in.-lb/in. *48.2 Sin _ Sin 5¢} +63.2 Sin --if-Sin 4{}
2rrZ _rZ
M0, in.-lb/in. +43.0 Sin _ Sin 50 +113.8 Sin _ Sin 40
2?rZ "rZ
Mz0,1b/in. -37• 5 Cos _ Cos 50 -155.3 Cos T Cos 45
2_Z rrZ
Mz0,in.-lb/in. +35.2 Cos---_- Cos 50 *62.8 Cos-L-Cos 40
NOTES:
a. The Nz , NO , M z and M0 loads have maximum values at increments of
K_ L 34L0 -" _- at Z =_ and Z = -- for the first case mad at increments of
0 K;r atZ= L
= --8-- -_ for the second case, where K = 1, 3, 5, 7, etc.The max-
imum values for Nz0 andMz0 are at increments ofe = _ at Z :: 0, L
D
and L for the first case and at increments of @ =-_ at Z 0 and L for
the second case, where j = 1,2,3,4, etc. The maximum stress may oc-
cur at locations other than for the abow_, .stated maximum individual
loads.
b. Nzo = N0z_md Mzo : MOZ
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• 2.2. , MISCELLANEOt, S LOAD PARAMETERS. During nose fairing jettison, each
hats of the fairing is subjected to bending due to thrustor bottle forces. The total jet-
tison forces, which are imposed to each fairing half, result from three effects:
a. Thr_ast from the bottle.
b. Gas impingement from the opposite thrustor bottle.
c. Static pressure within the nose fairing upper cavity.
Vig_urc,s 2.2- 1.- through 2.2-16 are to be used as input data for the basic shell bend-
in_ calculation, and are all based on an initial bottle charge pressure of 2450 psi. The
bending stiffness parameter (Figure 2. '2-16)results from a somewhat wide rmlge of
Y(Jung's Mc)duhls (E) which is always associated with 9 Fiberglas material. This data
a_ presented, alon_4 with the respective weights and C.G. ts (reference Paragraph
i
2.2.'2 and Fi_,_re 2.2-2), satisfies all of the load inpt_t vamables which constitute the
tot:ll jettison forces as defined above.
For local effects on the upper cavity basic shell wails, a burst pressure distribu-
tioa as described in Figure 2.2-17 should be used as design loads for purposes of anal-
sis. This pr¢ _sure distribution includes static pressure, gas impingement, a dynamic
impact factor which considers the sudden application of load as shown in Figure 2.2-12,
D and the response characte_'istics of the structure. The stagnation pressures P2 and P,.occur di ctly opposite the thrustor bottle exhaust nozzle az_d receive direct gas im-
pingement. These pressures along with their respective locations vary with time as
described in Figure 2.2-18. For the Quadrant I - IV fairing, the pressure along the
Y-V axis forward cf the stagnation point is assumed to vary linearly from the stagnation
point pressure (Pz) to the pressure labeled as P3 at Station -22 (Reference Figure
2.2-19), while that below the stagnation point is assumed to vary linearly from the stag-
,,.ation pressure (P2) to the pressure labeled as Plat Station -5.0 (Reference Figure
2.2-20). Circumferentially, the pressure varies with the angle {_according to:
P(c,..) - * - Pa) c°s2 d (Reference Figure 2.2-17)
For the Quadrant II -III fairing, the pressure along the Y-Y axis forward of the
stagnation point is taken as that of the stagnation point (Pa), while that below the stag-
nation point is assumed to vary linearly from the stagnation point pressure {P4) to the
pressure labeled as p_ at Station -22 (Reference Figure 2.2-19). Again, the pre.ssure
varies cireumferentially according to:
P(:,,. ) = * (P, - c°s20 (Reference Figure 2.2-17)
Figure 2.2-20 indicates the variation of pressure (Px) with time. In this art:a,
the pressure also varies circumferentlally according to:
t
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" 3 Nt)SE CAP
The n,,se cap is a solid hemispherical shell composed of a phenolic Fiberglas in-
h:'icw layer covered by a high silica glass outer laminate. Figure 2.3-1 presents
l),tqic nose cap conflg-uration.
2..:;. l CRITICAL ('ONI)ITIONS. Tile nose cap is subjected to high crushing pres-
s;_rt,,_ _lu,'ing the Maxq porti,m of flight, and receives maximum temperatures at time
oI I._[.i(7(: \t nose lairing jt.ttison, the cap receives high burst pressure and inertia
l():ll!._ In _ _:l;})ill;tlion with elevated temperatures.
2.3. '2 WEIGItTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The following woight and
C. G. location shall be used for structural design and analysis.
Weight T z y x
(lb) i (in.) (in.) (in.)
18.0 _ -37 0 0
!
2.3.3 TIIERMAL DATA. Maximum exterior temperatures of the nose cap for
various times in flight are presented in Figure 2.3-2. The temperature gradients
through the laminate for maximum temperature con,tition and for fairing jettison are
presented in Figmre 2.3-3. This thermal data rel)resents the worst expected environ-
ment for any flight.
2.3.4 INERTIA LOADS. At BECO, the cap receives a maximum axial accelera-
tion of 5.8 g's (acting aft).
During nose fairing jettison, the angular acceleration of the nose fairing half
causes additional inertia loads of magnitudes and directions as defined below.
a. Tangential inertia force = 100 g's (assumed to be concentrated at the C. G.
for simplicity). This load acts perpendicular ta) the axis described between
the C.G. of the nose cap ,-rod the center of rotation in an opposite sense to the
direction of rotation (see Figure 2.3-4).
b. Radial acceleration or centrifugal inertia force - 15 g's (assumed to be con-
centrated at the C.G. for simplicity). This force acts along the same axis as
defined above and directed away from the ceater of rotation (see Figure 2.3-4).
NOTE:
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Figure 2.3-4. Nose Cap Acceleration Forces at Jettison
2.3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR I,OADS. The wall Ap envelope presented in Figure
"2.2-9 should be used for stress analysis of the cap for maximum air loads.
2.3.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Buffet loads on the nose cap are negli-
giblt'.
2.3.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The nose cap receives burst
pressures during firing of the thrustor bottles at nose fairing jettison. This pressure
is suddenly applied, which causes stresses higher than those due to gradual load appli-
cation. This impact effect is includc'i in the equivalent static pressure presented tn ,
l:i_,nlrt; 2.3-5. The inertia loads due to fairing acceleration presented in Paragraph
2.3.4 must be combined with this pressure l,,md.
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"Fb_, should_u' t,_,.'ur is :l s,)lld laminate Fiberglas fairing which provides a smoot
at.t,_(tvnamic surla_'_' ,t,tween tht, nose cone and barrel section. Figure 2.4-1 presen
a ..r,;ss-s(.etion thl'_)ta_,_]_th_• sh,,ulder cover which illustrates the method of attachmen









Figure 2..t-1. Nos_. FairiugSimul,.ter Cover Cmflg:;rati_m
:2..t. 1 CRI'FICAL CONDITI()NS. The shoulder cover r,,cvives high steady-state
and fluctuating aurodynamic loading during transonic flight. No elevated temperature_
exist durin!Z time of maximum airloads. The maximum temperature exists at BEC(),
when aerodynamic loadmg is nefiligi,)h,. Du(, to the small mass of the: shoulder cover',
inertia loads are not eonsidereo critical.
2.4.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Loads imposed by inertia
are not critical.
2..t.3 TIqERMA[, DATA. Figure 2.4-2 presents a temperature history of three
t_)ints on lhe shoulder cover, r('fleeting the most severe environment expected on any
ot_crational vehicle.
2.4.4 INERTIA LOADS° Inertia loads are not critical
2..I. 5 STEAl)Y-STATE AIR LOADS. Fignar_ 2. 4-3 presents ma_rimum steady-
state differential pressure across the shoulde," cover m both bursting ::nd eru:_hing
directions. This steady-state load shall be combined with t]_t, fluctuating pressure
_ presented in I ._ra_r,:ph 2.4.6.
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D 2.4.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. During transonic flight, the air flow
discontinuity at the junction between the nose cone and barrel causes fluctuating pres-
sures to act on the shoulder cover. The stresses due to response of the shoulder cover
are equivalent to a static pressure as showp _n Figure 2.4-4. This loading may occur
at anytime between Mach numbers 0.85 and 1.30. Therefore, this condition should be
considered simultaneously with the steady-state airloads presented in Paragraph 2.4.5.
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2. -, N'.mE I.'AIRING St.(II{T
lhe nose fairin._ skirt provides protection to tile forward ed._e of the insulation
p:m_ 1._ and the nmtin,_ tank rings at Station 218.9 from aerodynamic heating. The skirt
].- ,,.ltisoned al,m_ with ttl(' nose fairing as it is attached to the :fit end of the cylindrical
0,,,, ,',,1) _ection. It uxt(.nds rift over the mating tank rings and circumferentially around
tht, x,.l,,cl,_,. A flc',_ibl_, seal provides attac'hmcnt to the insulatmn panels, which is sev-
_'re,! t,,'., :4_.ap_,d ('b:lrge at fairin_ jettison. See Figure 2.5-1 for skirt configuration.
".5. I ,"_II'ICAL (2()NDITI()N8. The environment considered to be most severe
regarding ,'h_ =,,)sv lairing- sMrt exists (luring the transonic phase of booster operation.
A,,rodynamic l,,ads reach a maximum at this time sin('(, steady-star,, wall differential
[)rt'._._urvs al_,t llucluating pressure effects must t)e imposed simuhaneously on the sub-
J,';'t sktFt, i),',trtmental temperalure efleets should not be consid(.r('d at this time.
i'h_. m:,ximum temt)erature condition (ex('cssive heatiag of Vitx.r_las surfaces)
,_(_'_ar._, aT a latur time ial flight xvh,'reb.v material allo_ablcs mu.-,l b,* altere(i accord-
In_t). However, during this tx)rtion(_l'llight, the :terodynamie loads have reduced to
a nt,_li..'ii)le maa_itu(t(,.
'2.5. 2 WEIGIITS AND CEN_'ER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due to the nature of this
particular component, inertia loads are of an inconsequential magnitude compared to the
aerodynamic loads discussed above, therefore, weights or C.G. data is not applicable.
2.5.3 THI';RMAI, I)ATA. 'Fhernml data ,m the sldrt is pres,'ntvd in Parab,q'aph
6 3 "• •_J,
2.5. t INI'Ii'I'IA I.()AI)S. l._)ad (',)ntrit)ution tr,ml inertia ('tl_ t'ts are n[_t to J}e
c,msidt,rt,(I l()r this c_mq)onent (.-_'e t)aragTaph 2.5.2).
2.5.5 STt-_AI)Y-STATE AIR LOAI)S. The static loading of the nose fairing skirt
is e,msidered to result from a differontial pressure acting radially across the skirt.
Figure 2.5-2 presents an envelope of wall difforential pressures for the nose fairing
sMrl ('_msidt, ring _mly a z(,ro dt'gree angle of attack. It is assum(,d that the flexible sea!
remains intact until insulation panel jettison, therefore venting occurs only through one
hin,av p_)(I. Tht, data ;it Math ntllllb(.'l" 0.94 includes an increment ,)f 1.0 psi t,) ae('ount
f,;r :in assumed vt'nting ' ....,,,_. This analysis is valid only if the fh'xible seal is not rup-
tur(,d in any way prior to the predetermined flight time.
.\nlale of attack corrections for (:z _ 6 degrees .,_ _ccounted for in Figmre 2.5-3;
therefore, for any smooth or ch:ar area on the skirt installation the, total A p would he
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.,.: Figure 2.5-3. Nose Fairing Skirt (Typical Section) Angle of Attack Corrections
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2.5.6 BVFFET AND I:I,UT'FEI: I,OADS. For design of the nose fairing skirt, an
equivalent static pressure can be used to represent buffet loads, which in the case of
the nose t airing.,, skirt, is r 0.50 psi. The so-called transonic buffet effect can occur at
any time I)etwcen Mach 0.85 and 1.30, therefore this condition must be considered
s;multaneously with the steady-state conditions in Paragraph 2.5.5. Assume this pres-





F'igure '2.5-6. Nose Fairing Skirt Transonic Buffet I.oads
2.5.7 MISCELLANEOUS IA)AD PARAMETERS. No other loads should be con-













_ 2.6 STATION 219 SEAL
A flexibleseal made of lightweightplasticprovides attachment between the insul-
;itl(;npanels :,ndthe nose fairingskirt arrangement as shown in Fig-dre2.6-1. This
>, ,I.while ,'cmaininzintact,also estal)lish_sthe proper venting conditionsfor the in-
._ui:ttmnpanel - Lll2 tank cavity during ascent through the atmc._.phere. This seal is
then .,.veredby a linearshaped charge at t:,eproper time to aecomodate insulation
panel';,,_I nose fairingjettisons.
Nuot I-MRING SKIRT
/_t hNkAR Stt ,xPl lJ C}i ,_RGI-
/
( 1_ * --'_///'/" _/-_ $2" ,VI l(_.'x 2,u ";1-_LI. )---- '% M. RL"I ,\INi R
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• Figure 2. (;- l. Static)n 219 Seal C,mfigurati,m
2.;,. 1 CIIITIC:'.I, ('()NDITIONS. The erlti('al h)adin_ condition !or the Statmn 219
s(.;tl ()ccu]-a during the t)'ansoni(" period of flight. At this time, '.hi, steady-state air
l,,a(Is must l)e c()lllbillt'tl with the buffet type air lo:_ds :lu,, to (Iv)_;,mlc respons,(, _)! the
t',)lll[),)llt_,l_l. Tht, pmximum ht'ating condition n(,e(l only he, inv(,stig:.tted fron: a thermal
st:m, lpoint since tl_t, IlCl'()ttylla)lli(" loads have essentially tllmini,sht,(t t() zuro.
2.6.'2 WEIGI!TS 3ND CENT1,;ll _)' GRAVITY DATA. The seal weight is of an in-
consequ(,ntial ,'nal_mitude; therefore, weir, his :rod C.G. data are not applicabh:.
'2.6.;1 TtIF:RMAL DATA. Th,, temperature ,_. :,,rv of the subject seal is t)resent-
ed :n l:ig-ure "2.6-2, which reprt,sents the most sev¢,rt %ormal tmvironment for any of
Ib, ()pcrati_mal vehicles.11
','.1i.4 INERTIA IA)AI)S. The seal weight is so small that inertia loads are neg-
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Figure 2.6-2. Station 219 Seal Temperature llistnry
2.6.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-Stateair loadsare givenas differ-
cntialpressures across theStation219 membrane. For purposes ofanalysis,the fol-
lowingmaximum differentialpressures shouldbe consideredas determined from ex-
perimentalwind tunneldata.
I_3.3psi (Crushing)A p = -2 5 Bur t
These loadsoccur duringthetransonicrange offlight.
2.6.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. As thuAtlas/Centaurvehiclefliesthrough
transonicspeeds (Math numbers from 0.85to 3.30),an additional_I)can resultfrom
the effects of buffeting (alternate boundary laver separation m_(l attachmeni). Due to the
dynamic response of the membrane to this effect, an equ_,'nlent steady-state _kP of -20.50
psi should be superimposed with the steady-state loads descl J_ed tzxParagraph 2.6.5,
thus accounting for fluctuating pressure.
C LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads should be con-7 MISCELLANEOUS







These items are simply protective Fiberglas fairings used to isolate the detonator
installation which in turn activates the linear shaped charge at the Station 219 jeint
area. Two fairings are used to protect the pyrotechnics from the severe environmental
conditions which exist during the vehicle's ascent through the atmosphere. Both fair-
ings are positioned 20 degrees from the X axis in Quadrants I and III respectively. See
Figure 2.7-1 for the fairing co_iguration.
NOTE:
T_'PiCAL FOR TWO PLACES, IN STATION 219 AREA
FIBERGLAS A "_
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Figure 2.1-1. Detonator Fairing C.onfiguratiou
2.7.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading conditions for the detonator
fairings occur during transonic flight when both steady-state and fluctuating air loads
are at a maximum and are also acting simultaneously. Additional considerations shoul
be made when surface temperatures attain their maximum values and immediately







D Z. 7. g WI,II;tI'I'S ANII Ct"N l'EIt ()!" GtiAVITY DATA. I)UC to tht' nature of this
('_)rlJ[)()I'l( .ql. ;:tt'I'[/,i ],%:,/15 :ll'O ')1 'All izlct,¢i_,lu(,z;tial zn;tgnilud(.; therelorc, weights and
C.G. dat. trt not al)l_hcable.
2.7. :; ,IIEI{MA L I)AFA. The dalat, rcscntcd hcrtqn rcpr-sents the maximum
tt'Int)_'r:_tur_',< t'xi,-ct,'d t_r any ()1 lhe f_,ll,_v.-on vchwl,':_. Tcnlperaturc histories are
.'lv,.,n ir_ i'ia.,z_,, _ 7 _' I_r tw(J typical f_,.)tnts alonia th,, surf,'w(,: n:tnlt,!\-, ;t Ix)int on th,_
l,, _1('_1 .., _,J]':l' :_, ' _P,(t_1 t)¢,illt ()n th,. surla(,c tmrall(,I t() {hi, vchich, I_meitudinal axis.
_11" ,_ l,'rr',},. P',_!tJ.t'_ ' " :,_,l_l+lt'(J t(_ hi. ' :|_I_ll(':lbl(' I(,F t/l( + ('ntir." surf;tee h'ngth within
[]1,' l'(':;llt'('t. IV, , ;ll'(.iJ,< ,', .,('l'i})_.'d.
:2 7. 1 [.'_I:l{'FI._ .tL,\t)S. l*md cow,irritation from im'rtia cflcets :__ n_,t t_) be c,m-
,,_,'"(',l I' 1}11',('()llllltqlt'lql (St'l' |);ll'llg'l'it[_}". Z.'7.2).
2.7 5fEAI)Y-SI'ATE AII{ I.t)AI)S. St_.ady-sta_v, dtlfcrcntial prcssur_.s at zero
..',::i,. ,,,l .,:l_.i-. at,' prcsenlcd in Figurc 2.7---J. A unif_rm distribution ow.z [he ,'¢,spce-
_, ,. _z,.a -_,_1! i)(. asstlmcd |or purp_)scs _)f :tnalysis. "l'hc data l'_)r M:wh number 0.91
J_,_,_,h,,-, ._q 111('1'_m(,nt _d (). ,3 l_sl Io 'A('ui)uIl{ [¢)I" {Ill _.t:_SLII']',IO(I VcllLillg lag. V_'nting occurs
(h,'_.ll.:}_ !h,' ,ill ,'rid ,')[ {}_t' laJri_lgs. An additional _:().6 ps_ should t)(, consi&_,rcd as a
1,_:_t r'.mtr_ul_,m to b_, sut,,(,rimpost d with the, values from Figure 2.7-3 (h_c t_ a 6 de-
_t-_, ,_tl_tt ,_1 attack.
Total axial drag amt side loads for each fairing arc given in Figz_re 2.7-.t. The
dratz and >id,. l+_ads shall be assumed to act through the ectltroi¢l ¢_f the. pt'oiectcd frontal
an, l si_h,:tr,,._.< r_spcctivcl3. These loads represent<rely thc_',/t_.rm_l pr_,ssure effects
,,n c;_ch 1)o_1,_:h:q'cas. th,,,wall Ap also consid_,rs internal l_ressure. C, mscquently,
tht, I,_:,ts sl_,,uhl t_c used accordingly in the an;llvsis of Iht, ':lrt_cturc.
2.7.6 I_I'FI:KT AND FLI"FTER LC)AI)5. Fluctuating ;_,ro, lvnamic presaures are
tlllpOSt'(t on the dot, mater fair|rigs during transonic fliaht {M:tch No. 0. S5 to 1. :{6).
For d,.'sign ot tills hardxvare, m_ cquiwdent e:tatie pressure el : 2.90 psi can be used to
represent bullet loads which results from the dynamic r,.'sponse of the structure. Con-
sidcr this pressure to act on the subject fairinla as described in Fil,mre 2.7-5.
These loads occur simultaneously with the steady-state an" h_ads given in Para-
graph 2.7.5.
2.7 7 MI, (. EI_I.ANEOUS IAJAI) PA1L,kMETEItS. ln_ ,_,diateh/l_)rior to nose fairing
, jettison, tb,:ch:,r_es underneath the detonator lairings at(. a, :_vatcd which in turn im-
poses a pressure shock load to the ,s ,, "', , .r(._t)cct_( fairings., l)ue It) t!_, ,xtremeh/ short
duration of this load, its effeet on the .,,tructure is not entirely defined, therefore the
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2.8 INSL'I.ATION PANEI_ J()INT FAIRINGS
The msulation panel joint fairings (four in number) are located in the Station 21,9
area, circumferentially alig_nect with the longitudinal splices of the insulation panels.
They actually form that portion of nose fairing skirt at these points and provide a pro-
tective shield over the panel splice angles. See Figure 2.8-1 for the fairing configura-
tion and locations.
2.8. I CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading conditions tot these fairings
occur during transonic flight when steady-state and fluctuating air loads are at a max-
imum anti are also acting simultaneously. Further consideration should be made at the
time of maximum surface temperature even though the air loads have essentially di-
minished to zero.
2.8.2 WEIGIITS AND CENTER ()f GRAVITY DATA. Due to the nature of thest,
items, inertia loads are of an ine,,msequential magnitude; therefore, weights and C. (;.
data are not applicable.
2.8.3 TItERMAL DATA. A temperature history for the insulation panel joint
fairings is presented in Figure 2, 8-2. This data reflects the maximum temperatures
e.,qmetod for any of the operational vehicles. The temperature, as described, is ap-
plicable to any Ig)int within the 15 del.,n'ee ramp area and is assumed as representative
of the entire surface leng,lh.
Z s..t INERTIA L()AI)S. Lc_ad contributio_ from inertia etfects are not to be con-
siderud for these components (see ParagTaph 2.8,2).
'Z.b.5 STEADY-STATIq AIR LOADS. Steady-state differential pressures vers, us
Math numb(,r at a zcr() angle oi attack are given in Figure 2.8-3. For purposes of
analysis, these pressures shall be assu:ned to act uniformally over the respectivt, arcs
of the fairing. These fairings were assumed to have a venting arrangement simtlar to
that described in Parag-caph 2.7,5, st)that the Ap at Math number 0.94 includes 0.5 pss
due t,) venting lag. An additional _:0.6 psi should be used to account for a 6 degree
angle t)l _ttack. '£herefor_' :0.6 psi should be superimposed with the, values t'r_,m l.'ig-
,) _.ure _. g-
Total axial drag and side loadb [or each fairing ar: • given in Figure 2,.8-4. l_)th
the drag :md sidu loads snail be assumed to act through the centroid of the projcct_._d
frontal and side areas respectively. Tl_ese loads represent only the external pressure
effects on each fairing; whereas, the wall AP also considers internal pressure. The
loads should be utilized accordingly in the analysis of the structure.
, 2._.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. For purposes of analysis, fluctuating
aerodynamic pressures which are induced to the fairings, may be represented by an
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t dynamic' rt, sp(ms(, ()f tilt, structurt, t() thi.-, t_h,.'nom('na. This condition can occur at any
time dul'in!¢ I.h(., transonic rang(: (,1 [lighl (Ma_'h ;(_}. 0.'_5 It) 1.30) therefi)r(,, eonsidera-
ti(m _)t' the.s_, _,rfec.ts must be made simultan,';,usly with the sleady-state air loads given
in l>araRral)h 2.8.5. Assurer, this |)l-_.,ssurt, to a('l on th(, sul).lt.,c.t fairing as described
i_ l"ita_t'e ". -,-3.
2,_.7 MiS,'ELLANEt)US I/)AD PAI{,\MEI'I.;RS. No other loads should be con-
si(lere_l !_,r thi. _: _-.m_pont, nt.
,1t_ 11(,I ,V]
I l.'ig,-t_re '2,_-B. ln._ulation Panel .lr_int l.':ttr_nla._ Steady-State Wall
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The jettison hinges (Figure 2.9-1) are part of the nose fairing separation system
since they provide the pivotal point about which the nose fairing rotates during jettison.
Each fairing half utilizes one hinge which is located approximately at Station 219 on the
¥-Y axis of the vehicle. These components also serve as the reaction point for load












2.9.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The nose fairing hinges are exposed to high tern=
peratures at time of fairing jettison. A longitudinal gap is preset in each hinge before
flight to prevcrit air loads and thermal deflections from la_tding up the hinges during
transonic flight,
2.9.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA, See Paragraph 2.2.2 for nose
fairing weights which are used to compute hinge loads during jettison.
2.9.3 THERMAL DATA. The maximum expected temperatures for various points
on the nose fairing hi_tge assembly are presented in Figure 2.9-2 and Table 2.9-1.
]'hermal deformations resulting from chiUdown and subsequent flight phase (includ-
ing nose fairing jettison) shall be based on these temperatures which are representative
of th(, most severe thermal environment for any of the subsequent operational vehicles.
F:_BI E 2 9-1. NOSE FAIRING HINGE-HALVES AND NOSE FAIRING SECTION -
TEMPERATURE TABULATION
Location Flight rime (see)
(]lt, ft, rcacc
Figure 2.9-2) 0 70 140 215"
|
A All temperatures are 112 112 111 108
B given in *R 113 113 111 108
C 97 96 96 95
D 88 87 86 84
E 97 97 88 • 81
F 97 97 86 78
G 95 94 81 73
• Approximate nose fairing jettison time
2.9.4 INERTIA LOADS. The loads on the hinges due to inertia effects at fairing
Jettison are included in Paragraph 2.9.7.
2.9.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The hinges are not designed to transmit aero-
i dynamic loads from the nose fairing. No direct air impingement loads act on the hinges
since they are covered by the hinge pods.










2.9.7 MISCEI,I_NEOUS I,()AD PARAMETERS. "II_c sequence of nose fairing
jct ttson tmposes tht: most severe loading to the jettison hinges. However, at some
• ,(predetermined time prior to this condition (BE(,) +30 seconds for single-burn missions
and BECO ",_ ._[_conds for 2-burn missions) the insulation panels are jettisoned. At
t
tills time, l:,_, slmped charge cuts the tension tie at the Station 218.9 joint. Conse-
quently, any trnsion or shear loads which may occur up until nose fairing jettison must
be transferred through the only remaJ.:ing path, namely, the jettison hinges. The de-
-.ign l_,ads for tins specific condition are as follows:
Load , Unit._: Nomi_ml [ ;_ Dispersiona .......
I
Shear It, 194 _ 256I
Axial l_oad lb 2,321) 2,436
tIk:nding Moment in. -lb 18,760 25,190
The data presented above is based on the following assumptions:
a. Aer(rdynamic coefficients based on Reference 2-15.
b. Nominal and 3-sigma trajectory parameters based on Reference t-3, i.e.,
angle-qf-attack, dynamic pressure, axial acceleration, etc.
c. Jettison times based on BECO + 30.
At nose fairing jettison, additional loads are induced to the hinges which result
from jetti'son bottle thrust and fairing l oration. These loads act on the tank at Station
219.5 and may act either simultaneously or independently, whichever is more critical.
Figure.2.9-3 is presented to correlate the fairing angle of rotation with time from ini-
tial bottle thrust_ Figure 2.9-4 and 2.9-5 associate the longitudinal and radial loads,
respectively, with time. In this case, an envelope of loads is employed to account for
the dispersions in the many load input variables such as nose fairing weight, modal
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The deflector bulkhead is located in the nose fairing directly beneath tht jettison
bottles. IL9 purpose i_ to prevent the escaping jettison bottle gas from impinging on the
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D _. 10. I CR[T1CAI_ CONDITIONS. The deflector bulkhead is subjected to a high
differenti_tl ,_rus,-,u:'e during nose fairing jettison. All other loads dur'ng flight are not
critical.
2. lu.,. WI,:IGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weight, C, G. positior:,
and mass m,,m:ent of inertia for the: hinged bulkhead are presented below.
t
_Vci_hl -- 10.4 lb
l,,v_ • 3-t2 lb-in.2
J. I0.3 "t'ttERMA L DATA. Temperatures are not critical.
$
2.10.4 INERTIA I,OADS. In.ertia loads on the deflector bulkhead are not criti-
cal.
2.10.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Since the deflector bulkhead is located
within the nose fairing cavity, direct air impingement loads are not applicable.
2.10.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Buffet loads are not to be considered
for this component. (Not critical.)
2.10.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The deflectorbulkheadissub-
jectedtomaximum differentialpressure loadsduringnose fairingjettisonwhen thruster
bottle gas is released. The effects of static pressure, direct gas impingement, and
impact are included in the pressures presented in Figure 2. I0-2.
o
Another consideration should be made regarding the design of the bulkhead when
the hinged portion (see Figure 2.10-1) strikes the Stafoam bumper. This condition
: occurs approximately 0.09 seconds after thruster bottle comm'md for nose fairing jet-
tison. The resulting reaction on the hinge mechanism at this time attains a maximum
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2. ]1 TIIRUSTOR BOTTLES
The thrust,,r bottles function is to provide the jettison forces for the two nose fair-
ing halves. The locations and configuration of the bottles are shown in Figure 2.11-1.
2. it-1. CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The thrustor bottles are subjected to high longi-
tudinal acceleration at BECO, and are subjected to a severe combination of inertia,
thrust, and gas impingement loads during nose fairing jettison. No other times in
flight are critical.
2. ]1.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRA%rITy DATA. The following weights and
C.G. locations sT_all be used for structural design and analysis,
' Weight C.G.
Item (lb) z y x
L ...... ..,,., .i i . H. .....
b
tipper Bottle (Full) 25.2 -26 +6 0
Lower Bottle (Full) 25.2 -17 -6 0J
'2.11.3 THERMAL DATA. tiigh temperatures do not exist on the thrustor bottles.
Therefore this condition is not applicable.
2. lt. 4 INERTIA LOADS, The thrustor bottles must withstand the following in-
ertia loads at time of BECO:
N z Nta T
Condition (g's) (g's)
_ _ ! Hnll i Hi IIIII iiii IIlilt
Maximum Longitudinal Inertia +10.0 _ 1.0
Maximum Lateral Inertia _ 6.0 _:6.0
During nose fairing jettison each bottle is subjected simultaneously to an inertia
load caused tW w:hicle acceleration, a thrust load from its escapir_ gas, and an ex-
ternal force caused by impingement of gas from the opposite thrustor bottle, The
longitudinal inertia load acting at the C.G. of each bottle = +œ +1,0 g's (+load acts in
the aft direction). Thrust loads and impingement loads are presented in Paragraph
2.11.7.
2.11.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Sincethe thrustorbottlesare locatedwith-
, in the nose fairing cavity, direct air impingement loads are not applicable.
II
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The seal bulkheads are located between the nose cap and top of the conical shell,
and serve to prevent leakage at this p,,rtion of the nose fairing sp!;t line. The configur-
ation oI the seal bulkheads is shown in Figure 2.12-1.
NOSL
' LUWVR S;. AI.
BULKH h A_
FORW AR[ )
1 NOSE. FA|RINf ".,H}iI.{..
/.AXLb
{
Figurv 2. !2-1. N_at Bulkhead Configuration
2.1._. 1 CRITICAl. CONDITIONS. The seal Imlkheads receive critical loads duriRg
nose fairing )ettison due to gas impingement axai static pressure inside the nose fairing.
I-.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Inertialoadsare notcritical.
2.12.3 TItERMAL DATA. Temperatures do not become critical on the seal bulk-
heads.
2.12.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads are negligible in comparison to the im-





D 2.12.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The steady-stateair loadswhich may occur
duringtransonicflight(Mach numbers from 0.85 to 1.30)are insignificantincompari-
son torressure loadswhich occur atnose fairingjettison(referenceFigure 2.2-9 and
Paragraph 'Z.12.7).The pressures as shown inFigure 2.2-9 couldresultfrom leakage
throughthvexteriorseal.
• ')2.1... 6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. I-kfffet loads are not oritical.
2.12.7 MI_(" ! I,LANEOUS LOAD I-'ARAMETEIL_. i he oressures, which occur at
fairing jettison an(! are presented in Figure 2.12-2 f_,r each of the seal bulkheads, in-























The thermal bulk(lead ser_ar-',t:_s the. surveyor payload compartment _om the Cen-
taur equipment area. The colfftgur_tio_l is shown in Figure 2.13-1. The purpose of the
thermal bulkh_;ad i.-, to ensure a ._t_rile enviromlaent for the Surveyor payload, and to
prevent mixing uf tt'.e Surveyor compartment and the equipment area air conditioning
: gases. The thermal bulldmadisc,)mposedof Fiberglassandwich,and issupported
during nose [airlnK jt:ttisonby strutsattachedtothe inboardedge. The jointbetween
the inboardedge and thepayloadadapteris sealedtopreventexcessiveleakage.
2.13. I CRFI'ICAL CONDITI()N3. The thermal bulkhead receives its critical loads
from a combi_mtion of differential pressure ;_nd inertia loads. Maximum hP loads
occur during tran_Jmc flight, (Math numbers from 0.85 to 1.30) when rapidly changing
external pressur,, creates high flow rates through the vent holes. Inertia loads on the
thermal bulkhead arc c'_uscd by t_ansonic buffet rcs_ovse of the nose fairing barrel
section.
High inertia louds ou thu thermai bulkhead also occur during nose fairing jettison.
These loads act in ::ombitmtion with the Lp caused by thrustor bottle gas leaking past
the deflector buikhcad _lnd impinging on the thermal bulkhead.
[
lib 2.13.2 WEI(;III'S AND CLNTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The following weights and
_, C,G. locations shall lx_ used for :_tructural design and analysis.
!
i Weight , C.G.
: Item (ll)) z y x




• Quad_algs _ - LII|[;tl[t 5:].7 I 150 -38 0
[ t
] l i
2.13.3 'I'll I._I{MA1, DATA. Fhe tt_ermat bulkhead remains at or near room tern-








































2.13.4 INERTIA I,OADS. Inertia loads on the thermal bulkhead and struts are
presented below for critical c,nditions during flight, These i_mrtia loads are to be
combined with differential pressures presented in Paragraph 2.13.5 where applicable.
a. L_mds During Launch: Vibratory Inertia.
Nc$SE _'_]_%_ _"_ _ LOAD ON STRUT = 40.0SIN ,_X g's\\/ /"x./ I_
FORWA_U Fi _-- _ LOAD ON THERM.4_ BULKHEAD
---. 4.og,,O._IFoR_¢a_YD_re.etrmD_
To the above loads, add a steady-state longitudinal inertia of +1.30 g's.
b. Loads at BECO: Vibratory inertia.
t
The vibratory inertia loads at BECO are the same as presented above,
however the steady-state inertia load at BECO = +5.8 g's.
c. Loads at Jettison:
1. Maximum Tangential Acceleration.
These loads are :;ssmned concentrated for simplicity. See Paragraph 2.13.7 for










2. Maximum Radial Acceleration.
4.5 g'S ACT,_,_G ALONG RADIUS
ROL_I-IN/F HINGE
/ These loads are assumed concentrated for simplicity. No _P •
/ across the thermal bulkhead exists at this time.
l
2.13.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. During transonic flight, the thermal bulk-
heac! is subjected to a differential pressure of 0.40 psi acting aft. T:is load acts
simultaneously with buffet response loads presented in Paragraph 2.13.6.
Z. t'l. 6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. During transonic flight (Mach w_mbers
from t_. s5 to 1.30), the thermal bulkhead is excited by the response of the barrel sec-
tS tmn t_ fluctuating air loads. The equivalent static pressure due to unsteady pressure
actia,.: on the. thermal bulkhead = _0.1 psi. This acts simultaneously with the steady-
state _,P presented in Paragraph 2.13.5.
2.13.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. Other loads acting on the ther-
mal bulkhead are as follows.
a. Deflection Consideration:
The inboard edge of the thermal bulkhead is in proximity to the payload
adapter and is attached to it by a flexible seal. This joint must be designed to
prevent interference between the thermal bulkhead and payload adapter consider-
ing a relative lateral motion of _1.0 inch.
b. Differential Pressure Condition at Nose Fairing Jettison:
The differential pressure during nose fairing jettison is 0.4 psi acting aft.
This pressure reflects the effects of a suddenly applied load, static pressure,
and gas impingement forces. For purposes of analysls, this pressure force








The hinge fairings are Fiberglas laminated sandwich structures which protect the
nose fairing hinges from aerodynamic loading. The location and configuration of the
fairings is presented in Figure 2.14-1.
2.14.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading conditions for the hinge
fairings occur during, transonic flight when steady-state and fluctuating air loads are
highest, and later in flight when temperatures reach maximum values. Inertia loads
are negligible due to the light weight of the pods.
2.14.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Loads imposed by inertia
are not critical.
2.14.3 THERMAL DATA. The inner and outer skin temperatures on the hinge
fairing ramp are presented in Figure 2.14-2.
2.14.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on the hinge fairings are not critical.
2.14.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-state wall differential pressures at
= 0 degrees, whic_a consider the maximum bursting and crushing conditions, are pre-
t sented in Figures 2.14-3 and 2.14-4. An additional increment of +0.675 psipressure
should be considered as the contribution due to an angle of attack of 6 degrees. Con-
sequently, the total design wall differential pressure for any area on the hinge pod
would be a summation of the AP at _ = 0 degrees (Figures 2.14-3 and 2.14-4), the angle
of attack correction, and the transonic buffet effects presented in Paragraph 2.14.6.
The total aerodynamic drag and side loads for each of the hinge fairings are pre-
sented in Figures 2.14-5, 2.14-6, and 2.14-7. The drag and side load on the fairlngs,
represent only external pressure effects, while, the wall/_P includes fairing internal
pressure. Thus, these loads are to be used for different purposes in the stress analy-
sis of the structure.
2.14.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. During transonic flight (Math numbers
from 0.85 tol. 30), the hinge fairings are subjected to fluctuating aerodynamic loads.
The equivalent static pressure due to response of the str, ucture is presented in Figure
'_. 14-8. ..
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Figure 3.14-7. HiNge Fairing Total Side Load versus Mach Number -
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2.15 HYDROGEN VENT FIN
t
The hydrogen vent fin is designed to direct the boiled off hydrogen gas clear of the
vehicle boundary layer and protuberances, so as to prevent ignition. The fin is an aero-
dynamically smooth, lightweight airfoil/cylindrical section extending approximately
fifty inches outward from the nose fairing at Station 186.94. (See Figure 2.15-1 for con-
figuration of vent fin. ) The hydrogen vent fin is functional prior to launch, between t + 69
seconds and BECO _ 0.1 second, and again between BECO + 7 seconds and faring j_,ttison.
2.15.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The hydrogen vent fin receives critical loads at
the following times in flight: hunch, transonic flight, and BECO. At hunch, the se-
paration of the hydrogen vent duct from the end of the vent fin imposes concentrated
loads on the fin. During transonic flight, buffet loads combine with maximum steady-
state air loads. Near the time of BECO, temperatures on the fin are highest, as are
steady-state inertia loads.
2.15.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The following weight and
C.G. locations shall be used for structural design and analysis.
C.G.
Weight (lb) z y x
38.4 199 -31 +67
2.15.3 THERMAL DATA. A temperature history of various critical points on the
vent fin is presented in Figures 2.15-2 and 2.15-3.
2.15.4 INERTIA LOADS. Maximum steady-state longitudinal inertia loads versus
flight time are presented in Figure 1.3-2.
2.15.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The stoady-state aerodynamic loads are
presented in the form of normal loads (in the plane of the vent fin and missile center-
line, also normal to the vent fin axis), and side loads (in the X-Y plaue of the vehicle
and normal to the vent fin radial axis). Torsional loads and loads parallel to the vent
fin axis are also induced as a result of the forces denoted component B. (Reference
Figures 2,15-4 through 2.15 -7 for orientation of loads.) Should a design angle of attack
(a D) of less than six degrees be considered, l_e side load shoukl, be multiplied by the
ratio a D/6; the normal load is assumed to be unaffected.
2.15.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The dynamic loading shown In Figure
2.18-8 is considered as an equivalent static pressure which should be imposed to the
vent fin to account for both mechanical vibrations and buffeting effects. Th_ load may
occur in any orientation to produce the most critical loading condition; however, it shall















TEMPERATURE HISTORIES OF THE EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL
SURFACES OF THE GH2 VENT STACK PHENOLIC-FIBERGLA,S
BASIC STRUCTURE. BENEATH THE CONOLON AND BEHIND
THE STAGNATION LINE (POINTS 'D', 'E'. 'J', AND 'K' OF
FIGURE 2.15-l)DUIRINGA MAXIMUM HEATING DESIGN
TRAJECTORY-DP35
o
Figure Z. 15-8. Hydrogen Vent Fin Exterr_l and Internal Wall Temper-








CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF CENTER OF 17,8 LI:,'IN















Figure 2.15-4. Hydrogen Vent Fin Distribution of Maximum Steady-State







CONTRIBUTION DUE TO0_ = 6° IS INCLU[_ED
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2.15.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The loading condition experi-
enced at launch results from the vent disconnect sequence which occurs at this time.
The maximum expected forces and associated moments are indicated in Fixture 2.15-9.
J
FORWARD' Fx _ -,r,4LB
l ---+66 LB
FFI +132 I.B REFERENCE
M× --+1186 IN.-LB 2-16
My _ +772 IN.-LB
Mz ---+ISl IN.-LI]
NOTI:: Till:S[ LO_').S WII.L BI- MODIHLD FOR THh
AC-8 VEHICL[; WHICt4 WILL HI- CONSISTENT
WITH Tt|F. EXPI.CTI D I)FSIGN C31ANGES FOR






, Fz s FORCE IN LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION|
|
FX =1 FORCE TANGENTIAL TO MISSILE SKIN
Fy m FORCE IN DIRECTION OF MISSILE RADIUS
" POSITIVE DIRECTION OF FORCES AND MOMENTS ARE AS SHOWN "
I-.









I 2.16 OPTICAl. ALI(;NMENT 1NS'FALLATION
The optical aligmnent window is mounted in a tube on tht • nose fairing at Station
175. The tube .is covcred .by an external door when not in use. The door is opened by
an electrical sigratl prior to launch and is closed again prior to lifto[f. See Figure
2.16-1 for configuration.
2.16.1 CI_ITICAL C()NT)ITIONS. The optical alignment window and tube is sub-
jected only to inertia loads. Acr<nlynamic loads are critical for the door.
i $ ,2.16,2 Wt-I(iWI'S AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The fol!.,wing weight and
C.G. location shall bc used for structural design and mmlysi,_.
22 iLll ii | ,,,m , iii1 ii Nil iiii ii " _??_
_. 1 1 175 -o3 +31) !
2.16.3 TIIEItMA1, DATA. Tcmpe, raturcs art, not critical for the optical aligmncnt
installati(m.
2.16..1 INERTIA t,OADS. Tht_ maximum inertia load on the _indow _ccurs during
transonic llight when the barrel section is subjected to high fluctuating pressures. Thet
window shall be designed to withstand an inertia load of +40.0 g's in any direction. In-
ertia loads art:not critical for the door,
2.16.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The maximum pressure differentials exist-
ing across the door are as follows:
Maximum Burst = 0. _ psi
Maximum Crush - 3.4 psi •
These steady-state loads act m combination with fluctuating pressure loads pre-
', sented in Paragraph 2.16.6.
2.16.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The equivalent static pressure due to
buffet response of the door = ±6.0 psi. This acts in combination with the steady-state
air Ioada presented in Paragraph 2.16.5 since they both occur during tra_oato flight
(Mach numbers from 0.85 to 1.30).
2.16. ? MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads arc critical for
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I 2.17 ELECTII(.)NICSCOMPARTMENT COOLING DUCT DOOR
The ,.qe(:troni('s compartment cooling duct door is located on the cylindrical (barrel)
section of the nose t.dring installation at Station 170.07 (Quadrant II. approximately
II.5 Irnm th,:X axi.s).Prinrto launch,thisdr:viceprovidesaccess tothe nose f&iring
('avitv !nr li gI'(,u:i,]-_tationcd air :'onditioning unit to supply the proper envir,mment to
the _::tylo_,d 0mi ,.'.-:"ri('al 'ch,ctr::nic equipment. At launch, thr air conditioning duct is
(li_'onn,_.:'ted |J',:m i 1¢'vehicle and from this point on. the door's only function is lo re-
main ('iosod at _,ll t_n,es ,mtil jettison of the nose fairing. See Figure 2.17- ! for COn-
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2.17. ]. ( R]TICA1. CONDITIONS. The duct disconnect support structure is sub-
.k.ctcd to ,n.txl_'mm loads a:. vehicle liftoff (luring separation of the ground air condition-
il_ duct. "l'h__ door is subjvcted to its critical loading during transortic flight when
fluctuatxu_4 pr'_.s_urc acts simultaneously with steady-state air loads.
2. 17.2 WEI_IITS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due to the small weight of






2.17.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads are not critical.
2.17.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The maximum pressure differentials exist-
ing across the door are as follows:
I
Maximum Burst = 0.8 psi
Maximum Crush- 2.9 psi
The steady-state loads act in combination with fluctuating pressure loads presented
in Paragraph 2.17.6.
2.17.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The equivalent static pressure due to
buffet response of the door = ±1.65 psi. This acts in combination with the steady-state
air loads presented in Paragraph 2.17.5 (occurs between Mach numbers 0.85 and 1.30).
2.17.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The loads experienced at launch
are due to the ground disconnect at vehicle riseoff.
The following sign cgnventJon is used for disconnect loads applied to the missile at




F = Force Tangential to Missile _i_
Fv = Force Normal to Missile Skin _ Positive Forces and Moments are as Shown
Fz - Force in Longitudi .m_lDlrectionJ
The following loads are applied simultaneously at launch:
Fx Fy Fz Mx My M z
Condition (lb) Oh) (lb) (in. -lb) (in. -lb) (in. -lb)
IJ I .. II I ...........
Maximum Downward Load -30 +70 +110 +830 +540 +400







- 2.18 SURVEYOR AIR CONDITIONING DUCT
The surveyor air conditioning duct is located on the cylindrical (barrel) section of
the nose fairing at Station 156 in Quadrant I, 24 degrees from the X-X axis. Prior to
launch, the Surveyor air conditioning duct ensures proper atmospheric environment for
the spacecraft. The duct is disconnected by vehicle riseoff, and the door is shut and
latched, sealing the opening in the nose fairing. See Figure 2.18-1 for duct door con-
figuration.
The electronic equipment and payload compartn)ent environmental control ducts
are further discussed in 'the stress analysis report GD/C-._TD65-023, Section 1.3, 10.
These items are functional only during prelauach operations in maintaining the proper
environment within their respective areas. After ground disconnect sequences occur
and the door shown in Figure 2.18-1 is closed, the only consideration should be to
ensure that these ducts remain intact for tb duration of flight. The magnitude of
loads which result from use of the generai ,.:ructural design criteria are of such an
insignificant nature, further discussion of these items ,,'ill be deleted in this report.
2.18.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The duct disconnect support structure is sub-
jected to maximum loads at vehicle liftoff during separation of the ground air condition-
ing duct. The door is subjected to its critical loading during transonic flight when
fluctuating pressure acts simultaneously with steady-state air loads.
2.18.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due to the small weight of
the components, inertia loads are not critical.
i
2.18.3 TttERMAL DATA. Temperatures are not critical for the Surveyor air
conditioning duct installation.
2.18.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads are not critical.
2.18.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The maximum pressure differentials exist-
ing across the door are as follows:
Maximum Burst = 0.8 psi
Maximum Crush = 2.9 psi
_i Only the crushing load acts simultaneously with the fluctuating pressure presented
, in Paragraph 2.18.6. 't
[
!
2.18.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The equivalent statlo pressure due to
buffet response of the door = _:6.0 psi. This acts in combination with the crushing steady-






I 2.18.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The loads experienced at launch
are due to the ground air conditioning duct being disconnected by vehicle riseoff.
The following sign convention is used for disconnect loads applied to the missile at
the airborne - GSE interface. ,FORWARt) _
• Fy
Fz
Fx = Force Tangential to Missile Skin_
• FY Force Normal to Missile Skin _ Positive Forces and Moments are as Shown
Fz Force in Longitudinal Direction .J
The foll(_ving loads are applied simultaneously at launch:
_ F_ Fv Fz M x Mv M z
=" Cor-.ition (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (in.-lb) (in.-Ib) (in.-Ib}
Maximum Downward Load +60 + 80 .110 +850 -640 -740













2.19 EXPLOSIVE BOLT FAIRINGS
These Fiberglas fairings protect the nose fairing explosive bolts from aerodynamic
loads during flight. There are eight fairings located on the nose fairing split line as
shown in Figure 2.19-1. Also shown is the configuration of the fairing structure.
2.19.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading conditions for the explosive
bolt fairings occur during transonic flight when steady-state and fluctuating air loads are
highest, and later in flight when temperatures reach maximum values• Inertia loads
are negligible due to the light weight of the fairings.
2.19.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Loads imposed by inertia
are not critical.
2.19.3 THERMAL DATA. Maximum temperatures on the hottest fairing (fairing A,
Figure 2.19-1) are.presented in Figure 2.19-2. This data is conservative for use on
all fairings.
2.19.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on the explosive bolt fairings are act cri-
• tical.
2.19.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-state differential pressures are pre-
sented in Figures 2.19-3, 2.19-4, and 2.19-5. These pressures shall be assumed to be
#
uniformly distributed over their respective areas of the pods shown on each illustration.
To the steady-state pressure, there shall be added an equivalent static pressure to ac-
count for transonic buffet effects as presented in Paragraph 2.19.6.
Total axial drag and side toad on each fairing are presented in Figures 2.19-6,
2.19-7, and 2.19-8. It shall be assumed that the drag load acts through the centroid of
the projected frontal area of the pod, and the side load acts through the centrold ,of the
projected side area. The drag and side load on each pod represent only external pres-
sure effects, while fl_e wall AP includes pod internal pressure. Thus, these loads are
to be used for different purposes in the stress analysis of the structure.
2.19.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The equivalent static pressure due to
buffet response of the explosive bolt fairings is presented below for each fairing shown
' in Figure 2.19-1. These loads occur at Mach numbers from 0.85 to 1.30.
Fairings A and B: ±0.5 psi '
Fairings C,D, and E: _1.8 psi
These loads act in combination with the steady-state air loads presented in Para-
gragh 2.19.5.
I
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Figure 2.19-3. Explosive Bolt Fatrtnp Steady-State Wall Differential Pressures
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LIQUID HYDROGEN TANK INSULATION PANELS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
: Liquid hydrogen (LH2) tank insulation p,_mels are used on the Centaur vehicle to
reduce aerodynamic heating of the fuel and to protect external equipment from aero-
dynamic heating and loads. The insulation is cylindrical and covers the Centaur fuel
tank from Station 220 to Station 412. Four 90-,degree segments are bolted together
along longitudinal joints to make up the insulation. Longitudinal support of the panels
is provided at Station 412 where the panels are fastened to the tank ring. A sketch of
the insulation panels is shown in Figure 3.1-1 and the components are listed in Table
3.1-1.
r When the aerodynamic heating is reduced sufficiently, the panels are jettisoned.
_; Shaped charges cut the panel longitudinally near the splices and cireumferentially at
Station 412 and at the Station 219 seal. The panels rotate (approximately 55 degrees)
l
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®
, NOTE:
SEE TABLE 3.1-1 FOR
IDENTIFICATION OFNUMBERED COMPONENTS
_flTTED ON AC-6 & ON
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8 3.2 BASIC PANELS
Honeycomb sandwich constructionisused for theinsulationpanels. A typical
panel is shown in Figure 3.2-1. A 1.0-inch thick Fiberglas honeycomb core with a
density of 3.1 pounds per cubic foot is filled with foam having a density of 2.0 pounds
per cubic foot. The skins of the sandwich are 0.015 inch thick and are made of 181
i glasscloth. The outerskinisimpregnatedwith phenolicresinand the innerskinwith
epoxy resin. 422-J adhesivebonds theskinsto thecore. Local reinforcementispro-
vided indiscontinuityareas. Such as jointsand tunnels. Lc_tgitudinalstripsoffoam
coatedwithTeflonare bonded tothe insideofthe panelstopreventcontactoftl_panel
skinswiththetank.
The space between the panels and the tank is purged with gaseous helium during
tanking, prior to launch and during early portions of flight to eliminate any air which
could freeze the insulation to the tank and interfere with the Jettison operation.
[
Contact between the insulation and the tank is maintained throughout the missionE
[
! from Station 220 to Station 397.7. The combined radial deflections of the tank and
, panels due to pressure and temperature are such that the panels must be installed on
the tank with an interference fit, thereby causing a tensile preload in the panels. T:.e
i,l pr_load through transonic fJtght (0.75 _ M _ 1.05) is based upon the following criteria:
s_ A 20-minute minimum pad chllldown time shall be assumed to allow the panel
temperature to reach equilibrium.
b. The LH2 tank shall he at a temperature of -423" F.
c. The minimum fuel tank diameter shall be base_ upon manufacturing tolerances.
d. The maximum panel diameter shall be based upon manufacturing tolerances.
e. The vehicle tank pressure shall be in accordance with current AC-6 and on
vehicle tank pressure schedules (see Paragraph 6.2.7).
f. The panel and pod burst pressure envelope shall be as presented in 8eetion
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Figure 3.2-1. Insulation Panel - Typical
3.2. 1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. A variety of loading conditions are experienced
by the basic insulation panels. Installation of the panels on the tank results in a pre-
, load which puts tension in the insulation and reduces the tension in the tank skins.
I After tanking with liquid hydrogen, the propellant tank contraction i8 slightly Ereater
! than the contraction of the insulation panels, thus reducing the preload in the _nel_
i somewhat. After launch of the vehicle and during flight through the atmosphere the[
fuel tank expands as the tank pressure ln,:reases causing addition_ hoop loads in the
! insulation panels. Aerodynamic loads cause a wide variety of pressure differentials
across the panels. Local deviations from these pressures occur near pods and protu oI berances on the panels. Tl_e highest longttudlual loads on the panels occur just prior
3-4
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to booster engine cutoff (BECO). The panel jettison hinge loads occur as the shaped
charge cuts the panels during the jettison sequence.
3.2.2 WEIGItTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Structural design weights,
C. G. 's and mass moments of inertia for the jettisonable insulation panels are listed
in Table 3.2-1.
TABLE 3.2-I. LIQUID IIYDROGEN INSULATION PANELS - STRUCTURAL
DESIGN WEIGHTS. CENTERS OF GRAVITY. AND l_L_kSS
MOMENTS OF INERTL_
...... rComplete' Quad I-II' Quad II-III Quad HI-IV _.tad I-.IV
Event Item Insulation Panel Panel Panel Panel
Liftoff Weight (lb) 1400
x- C. G. (in.) 4.1 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.
Y- C. G. (in.) -0.2
z- C. G. (in.) 32'5. 4
Panel Weight (lb) 375 340 305 315
Jettison
x- C. G. (in.) 57.6 5. 3 -53.4 -5. 2
y- C. G. (in.) N.A. 7.2 -54. 2 -5. 7 54.1
z-C. G. (in.) 331.7 321.4 321.5 322.3
I_x(in._ Ib) I,721,600 i,406,I00 I,358,700 i,189,000
Iyv (in? lb) 1,493,800 1,329, 100 1,137,500 1,409,700
Izz (in.a lb) 285, 900 258, 900 253,300 246,700
NOTE: The mass moments of inertia of each insulation panel are referenced to
coordinate axis passing through the C.G. of the panel and parallel to
the vehicle X, Y, and Z axes.
3.2.3 THERMAL DATA. Insulation panel temperature is plotted versus flight
time lq Figure 3.2-2. Data is presented for the basic cylindrical skin. The temlmr-
atares do not include the effects of Thermolag which will reduce temperatures on the










r2 ,)Temperatures of the basic panel near the Station 41_.7, joint shown in Figure 3.2-3
were established using the following assumptions;
a. All internal surfaces transfer heat b_, na_raI convection to the liquid oxygen
(LO2) tank at -284 ° F.
b. A contact coefficient of 300 BTU/ft_hr '_F between materials.
c. The maximum heating design trajectory (DP-35) was used in the analysis.
d. External surfaces radiate to the space environment with an emi_,sivity of 0. 85.
Temperatures at several times during flight are listed in Table 3.2-2.
TABLE 3.2-2. STATION 412 LIQUID OXYGEN TANK AND INSULATION PANEL
" JOINT - TEMPER ^ -" "RE VERSUS TIME TABULATION
Temperatures (oF) for Various Flight Times
" Location* 0 Sec 70 Sec 150 Sec .....: i70 Sec -
A -114 -82 -29 -20
B -112 -81 -30 -20
C -96 -68 -23 -15
- D -66 -48 -5 -2
I E -88 -60 -16 -10
F -87 -51 0 4
G 20 42 164 171
H 57 65 207 214 t
: I 59 67 210 _17
J 59 68 210 217
K 59 68 210 217
L 13 33 134 156
¢
[ M -86 -86 -85 -84
[,
N -88 -78 -77 -75
O -77 -77 -75 -72
, ,,,, ,









l Requirements for Thermolag insulation on aft portions of thethe basic insulaUon
panels are dictated by the maximum structural temperature allowable. The assump-
tions used to determine the required thickness of Thermolag are:
a. The Thermolag material sublimes at a temperature of 230 ° F.
b. A static pressure reduction factor equivalent to expanded flow exists at all
locations.
a
c. The maximum heating design trajectory (DP-35) was used in the analysis.
Portions of the AC-6 insulation panels, 55-74203, 55-74204, and 55-74206,
require Thermolag insulation patterns as shown in Figure 3.2-4.
3.2.4 INERTIA LOADS. Steady-state inertia loads on the insulation panels are
determined from the plot of (T-D)/W versus time which is presented in the mission
design trajectories portion of this report (see ,Paragraph 1.3.3).




I 3.2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR L(_DS. Aerodynamic loads on the insulation panels
vary with Mach number. An envelope of burst and crushing pressures is presented in
Figure 3.2-5. Pressures are shown for the basic panels and the tunnels which run the
length of the panels along the ± X and ±Y axes. External pressures on the insulation
panel were predicted from wind tunnel test data, while internal pressures were cal-
culated using conservative assumptions of gas flow from the vent, from predicted
helium purge gas pressures, and from conservative leakage assumptions.
Basic panel and antenna tunnels shall be capable of withstanding the crushing and
burst pressure envelope plus the vibratory response due to buffet and flutter load_.
Local deviations occur in the pressure loads near protuberances and falrings am shown
in Figure 3.2-6. These pressure increments must be added to the basic panel pres-
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Figure 3.2-5. Liquid Hydrogen InsuLation Panels - Aerodynamic Pressure Loads
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Ground wind loads on the nsulation panels during assembly of the vehicle are
shown in Figure 3.2-7 for a 25 knot wind. The two loa(ting condition shown are not to
t
be supcrimtx)sed but shou}_t bc applied independently of each other. A factor of 2.0
. shall be applied to the loads to account for dynamic effects.
t






Note: Normal Load and side
_Nu vmw oF PANEL load act independently
WIND LOADS ACT PARALLEL TO CROUND
l Figure 3.2-7. Insulation Panel Ground Wind Loads During Erection
Aerodynamic coefficients on the panels during jettison were obtained in terms of
components normal and tangential to the panels. Nomenclature and sign conventions
for these loads are shown in Figure 3.2-8. Force coefficient data for panel rotations,
)', up to 60_ and vehicle angles of attack, st, up to 30" are shown in Figures 3.2-9
through 3.2-12. During normal operation the panel hinges do not separate from the













(y-= t_) fur allpanels)
Fu= Normnl force(Ib) I = Pane[ length(ft)
Fs = Side force (lb) E --Distance from forward end of panel
to center of pressure of F,j and Fs (It)
C,, = __F_ ._ = Radial offset for Fs = 5 It
qA
Fs
Cs =_ a = Vehicle angle of attack in the pitch
plane (degrees) .
q = Dynamic pressure (psi) Yffi Panel rotation angle (degrees)
A = Panel projected areal normal to X,Y = Vehicle axis
F.(ft a )
i Figure 3.2-8. Centaur Insulation Panel Sign Convention and Nomenclature for
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Figure 3, 2-11. Centaur Insul_tion Panel Aerodynamic Coefficients during Jettison




































t 3.2.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Buffet loads occur on the Atlas/Centaur
vehtcle as i,t passes through the transonic speed range (0. 75 <;M < 1.10). Fluctuating
pressures couple with the burst pressures, especially near Station 220 to cause vibra-
tion of the insulation panels. An equivalent static pressure distribution of the vibratory
loads is shown in Figure 3.2-7. For analysis purposes it shall be assumed that the
panels are cylindrical and the tunnels are neglected. This is a conservative assumption
since the raised tunnels are reinforced with denser core and thicker skins.
the effect of Chevalier buffeting (alternate boundary layer separation and attach-
ment) has been conservatively evaluated and found not to be a design contribution to
the basic panel pressure envelope. Should liftoff occur forward of Station 230, the
dynam_L- load of the vi.brati_tg panels could cause a line load of 2.77 pounds per inch on
the liquid hydrogen tank for a liftoff deflection of 0.1 inch at Station 220 decreasing
linearly to zero at Station 230. The panels are prctensioncd to avoid tiftoff, therefore,
this is an emergency condition only.
3.2.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PAP_kMETERS. No other critical loads arc











;_.:_ PODS 4L AND 2_L (QUADRANTS II -III, ID - IV)
Pods 4L and 24L form tunnels which run the length of the insulation panels along
the Y-Y axis between Quadrants II and HI and along the X-X axis between Quadrants
III and IV. The tunnels are fabricated integral with the basic insulation panels, but
have a denser honeycomb core and thicker skins. The panel containing pods 4L and
24L is shown in Figure 3.3-1. The outer skin tapers from 0.015 inches on the basic
panel to 0.065 inches on the pods, while the inner skin tapers from 0. 015 inches for
the basic skin to 0.035 inches inside the tunnel. A 3.1 pounds per cubic foot Fiberglam
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3.3.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. Pods 4L and 24L experience loading conditions
similar to those of the basic panels, namely, initial pre!oad, additional tension due to
tank expansion during flight, aerodynamic loads and heating, longitudinal acceleration
at BECO, and jettison loads.
3.3.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The pod weights and C. G. 's
are included in the data for the basic insulation panels because pods 4L and 24I. are
fabricated integral with the basic panel.
3.3.3 THERMAL DATA. Temperature maximums during flight are presented
for pods 4L and 24L in Figure 3.3-2. The temperatures presented do not include the
effects of any Thermotag such as described in Paragraph 3.2.3 which will lower the
temperatures iu the aft portion of the basic panel skius.
3.3.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on pods 4L and 24L are the same as those
of the basic t)anel presented in Paragraph 3.2. t.
3 3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR L()ADS. A steady-state burst and crushing pressure
(h.-,trihution ior pods 4L and 24L (antenna tunnel) is _hown in Figure 3. _-5. Drag
loads on the pods (4L. 24L) and side loads on the pods due to a six degree ang!e of
attack arc shown in Figure 3.3=3.
3.3.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Vibratory loads on pods 4L and 24L
are shown in Figure 3.3-3 in terms of an equivalent static prussure which must be
added to the steady-state air toads to obtain the total burst or crushing pressure on
the pods.
3.3.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PAI_,AMETERS. No other loads are critical for














3.4 PODS 4L, 25L, lSL (QUADRANTS I - IV}
Pods 4L, 25L, and 16L form a tunnel which runs the IongtF of the insulation panel
along the Y-Y axis between Quadraa_ I and IV. The tunnel is fabricated integral with
the basic insulation panels as shown in Figure 3, 4-1. The skins and core for this tunnel
are the same as for pods 4L aml 24L as described in Subsection 3.3.















3.4.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. Pods 4L, 25L, and 16L experience loading con-
ditions similar to those of the basic insulation panels and pods 4L and 24L (see Para-
graph 3.3.1).
3.4.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The pod weights and C. G. 's
are included in the data for the basic insulation panels because pods 4L, 25L, and 16L
are fabricated integral with the basic panel.
3.4.3 THERMAL DATA. Temperature maximum_ dur!n_: fiight are presented
for pods 4L. 25L, and 16L in Figure 3.4-2. The effects of any Thermolag such as
described in Paragraph 3.2.3 will lower the temperatures in the aft porti Jns of the
basic panel skins.
3.4.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on pods 4L, 25L, and 16L are the same
as those, experienced by the basic panel presented in Paragraph 3.2.4.
3.4.5 STEADY-STATE AII_ LOADS. A steady-state burst and crushing ?ressure
distribution for pods 4L, 25L, and 16L (antenna/vent tunnel) is shown in Figure 3.2-5.
Drag loads on the pods (4L, 25L, 16L) and side loads on the pod due to a six degree
angle of attack are shown in Figure 3.4-3.
3.4.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Vibratory loads on pods 4L, 25L, and
16L are shown in Figure 3.4-3 in terms of an equivalent static pressure which must be
added to the steady-state _r loads to obtain the total burst or crushing pressure on
the pods.
3.4.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads are critical for















3.5 WIRING TUNNEL (QUADRANTS I-II)
The wiril,gtamml runs the lengthofthe insulationpanels"alongtheX-X axisbe-
tween Quadrants !and IIand isfabricatedintegralwiththebasic insulationpanel..The.
panel containingthewiringtunnelisshown inFigure 3.5-1. The outer skintapers
from 0.015 incheson thebasi6panelto0.080 incheson thewiringtunnel,and the inner
skintapersfrom 0.015 inchesto0.045 inchesinsidethewiringtunnel.

















3.5.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The wiring tunnel experiences loading conditions
, similar to those of the basic panels, namely initial preload, additional tension due to
tank expansion during flight, aerodynamic steady-state and buffet loads, aerodynamic
heating, longitudinal acceleration at BECO, and jettison loads.
t
3.5.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The pod weights and C. G. 's
are included in the data for the basic insulation panels because the wiring tunnel is fab-
ricated integral with the basic panel (see Paragraph 3.2.2).
i
3.5. 3 THERMAI.. DATtk Wiring tunnel maximum temperatures during flight are
presented in Figure 3.5-2. The data does not include the effects of Thermolag which
is applied to the aft portzon of _he tunnel to reduce t:m bondline :_m,_nr_t,,r_..
Insulation panel temperatures near the boost pu{np fairing are shown in Figure
3.5-3.
3.5. 4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on the wiri_.g tunnel are the same as those
experienced by the basic panel presented in Paragraph ":..2.4.
_ 3.5.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-stateburst and crushingpressure
distmbutio:_forthewiringtunnelisshown inFigure 3.2-5. Drag loadson thewiring
tunneland sideloadsdue toa sixdegree angleof attackare shown inFigure 3.5-4.
Loads on theboostpump fairingand boost pump fairingskirtare includedsincethese
protuberancesare boltedtothewiringtunnel.
3.5.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER IX)ADS. Vibratoryloads on thewiring_nnel
are shown inFigure 3.5-4 interms oI an equivalentstaticpressure which must be
addedtothcstea_ly-stateairloadstoobtainthetotalburst or crushingpr_:.-ssureon the
pods. The loadson theboostpump fairingand boost pump fairingskirtare included
sincethese protuberancesare boltedtothewiringtunnel.




























3.6 BOOST PUMP FAIRING AND SKIRT
The boost pump fairing and skirt are mounted on the aft end of the wiring tunnel
attd are made of Fiberglas honeycomb sandwich and solid laminates of Fiberglas. A
sketch of the boost pump fairing and skirt is s.hown in Figure 3.6-1.
t








Figure 3.6-1. Boost Pump Fairing and Skirt
I
3.6.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The booat pump fairing has two critical ooudi-
flons, maximum aerodynamic load and maximum aerodynamic heating. The maximum
aerodynamic load includes both steady-state and buffet loads wldeh ooour from the






i 3.6.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Wbight and C.G. datafor the
boostpump fairingand the boostpump fairingskirtarc presentedinT_bl(,"_.6-I,
TABLE 3.6-I. BOOST PUMP FAIRING AND SKIRT STRUCTURAL DESIGN WEIGHTS
AND CENTERS OF GRAVITY DATA
Weight X - C.G. Y - C.G. Z - C.G.
Component (Ib) (in.) (in.) (in.)
Boost Pump Fairing 30 75 0 392
Boost Pump Fairing Skirt 11 73 0 415
t
3.6.3 THERMAL DATA. A temperature history of the boost pump fairing
(55-74222) is shown in Figure 3.6-2. Point A is Fiberglas honeycomb sandwich con-
struction and Points B and C are solid laminates of Fiberglas. Prior to launch Point
B drops below -10W F due to the cold helium gas flowing in this region.
3.6.4 INERTIA LOADS. Steady-state inertia loads on the boost pump fairing and
skirt are determined from the plot of (T-D)/W versus time presented in the mission
designtrajectoriesection(see ParagTaph 1.3.3) of this relx)rt.
S • o
3.6.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Aerodynamic loads on the boost pump fairing
and boost i_mp fairing skirt are shown in Figure ._ 5-4. The side loads are for a six
degree angh: of _ttack. Burst and crushing pressures on the boost pump fairing are
included in Figure 3.2-5.
3.6.6 BUFFET Ai?D FLUTTER LOADS. Vibratory loads on the boost pump fair-
ing, skirt, and wiring tunnel are shown in Figure 3.5-4 in terms of an equivalent static
pressure. E(luivalent vibratory loads must be added to steady-state air loads to obtain
the total burst or crushing pressure loads on the fairings.
3.6.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads are critical for



















D 3.7 sEVERANCE SYSTEM FAIRINGS
The severance system fairings are located near the aft ena of the insulation panels
as shown in Figure 3.7-1. The fairings are made of Fiberglas laminate and are shown
in Figures 3.7-2, 3.7-3, and 3.7-4.
3.7, 1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The severance system fairtngs nave two critical
conditions, maximum aerodynamic load and maximum aerodynamic heating. Both
steady-state and transient air loads are significant in flight from transonic speeds
throt_gh Max a q. Maximum aerodynamic heating occurs near BECO and must not
impair the structural integrity of the fairings or the severance system components
which they protect.
3.7.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Inertia loads on the fairings
are small compared to the aerodynamic loads, therefore weights and C. G. data are
not _iven.
3.7.3 THERMAL DATA. Temperature histories of the severance system fairings
are shown in Figure 3.7-5.
3.7.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on the fairings are negligible compared to
the aerodynamic loads.
3.7.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-state air loads on the fairings are
summarized Lu Table 3.7-1. These lords shall be combined with equivalent steady-
state buffet loads.
TABLE 3.7--I.SEVERANCE SYSTEM FAIRINGS STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS
Load Units Fairing
55-74357-25 55-74357-27 55'74357-2£
,, , ,, ,,, , , ,
Drag lb 145 206 102
t Side Load lb ' 70 68 58
I
!
Max Crush Pressure psi 4.6 4.6 4.6












3.7.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Vibratory loads on the severance sys-
tem fairings are given below as an equivalent, uniform static pressure applied over
the entire area of each fairing for 0.75 _ M < 1.0.
Fairing Equivalent Static Pressure, Pv (psi)




These loads shall be combined with the steady-state aerodynamic loads.
3.7.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. During the jettison operation, the
ignition of the mild detonators inside the severance system fairings causes equivalent
steady-state pressures as presented below.
Fairing Equivalent Static Pressure (psi)
55-74357-25 _ 28
55-74357-27 :_20








































POINT A FOR-7 AND -1l (0.10 INCH FIBEROLAS)
POINT A FOR ,.9 (0.13 INCH FIBERGLAS)
POINT B FOR -7 .,M-ND,11 (0.10 INCH FIBERGLAS)
......... POINT B FOR -9 (0.|$ INCH FmERGLA$)
POINT C FOR -7 (0,15 INCH FIBERGLAS)
POINT C FOR -9 (u.18 1_! FIBERGLAS)
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D 3.8 JETTISON HINGE ARMS
The jettison hinge arms are located at the aft end of the insulation panels as sho_
in Figure 3.8-1. The hinge pivot pins are located at Station 436. After the shaped
charge cuts the panels, they rotate on the hinges about 55 degrees and fall free from
the vehicle. A gap of about 0.08 inches is provided between the hinge arms and the
hinge pins to prevent loads from bulIding up in the hinges due to aerodynamic heatin
and differential expansion between the hinge arms and the interstage adapter.
The hinges are all straight except for those in Quadrant II which are offset as
shown in Figure 3• 8-2 to'clear the LO2 fill anddrain line. The Quadrant II hinge on
th_ Quadrant II.- HI panel is only slightly offset and is treated as a straight hinge in
loads analysis. The Quadrant II hinge on the Quadrant I- II panel has an appreciable














3.8.l CRITICAl, CONDITIONS. The insulationpaneljettisonhinges,bythe nature
of their desLgm, are unloaded untilthe shaped charge cuts the insutati()vi. Once the
shaped charge is detonated the panels move _t until the hinges bottom out on the hinge
pins and the panels begin to rotate away from the vehicle.
13.8.2 WEIGI[TS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Wclghts, C.(;. 's lind mass
moments of inc:'tm data for the hinges are included in the basic panel data of Paragraph
3.2.2.
3. s. 3 "rHEI{MAI, DATA. ,Temperatures of the insulation panel hinges at the time
,)f pane! jettison (approximately 172 seconds) are shown in Figure 3.8-3. The maximum
hc-:tm_ d_..st_:, tr.q('('tory (I)P35) was used in the, analysi._.
3. ',..t INl-'.R'rk,x, I,()ADS. Figure 3.8-4 denotes the force, vectors for the insulation
l)aUel hini4t, j_.tti_,)u loads The load magnitudt.s a(:tin_, on _.t¢ h hinge arc [ist(.,d in
I.d_h, ;_ "_-1, amt all act simultaneously.
::..', :; STEADY-STATE AIR LOAI)S. Stc.ady-statu air l,,:ut_; on the msuhttion panel
wc.iti.,,u,j l_t_g_,_ arc negligible c_,mpared to the jettison loads.
D
:I..q'. I: tH;t;-'I E'T AND FI.UTTER I,OADS. Buftet anal flutter lu_cts on the insttl-
atiou p_mcl ir'tti.qou hinges are neghgibh, compared to the .iettlson loads.






















Figure 3.8-4. Insulation Panel Hinges - Jettison Forces
TABLE 3.8-1. INSULATION PANEL HINGE JETTISON LOADS
!
(APPLIED SIMULTANEOUSLY)
........................ Straight and Slight OffsetHinge
' Hinge Load Units Offmet Hinges (Only)
| iii t
- A. Longitudinal (Aft) lb " 2600 1420
N. Radial (perpendicular lb _400 :_00
to hinge axis)
S. Tangential (parallel lb ±100 *.tO0
I
to hinge axis)














3. 9 AFT SEAL AND ATTACHMENT A.T ,STATION 412
............ # -" ] ,, li .....| -
The aft seal and attachment at Station 412 consists of a ring as shown in Figure
3.9-1, The ring is bolted to the Station 412 a_nk ring at its inner edge and to the in-
sulation panels along its outer edge. At the X-X axis between Quadrants I and II, the
wiring tunnel aft bulkhead is mounted in the space between the Station 412 tank ring and
the aft seal ring. The aft seal plate provides the entire longitudinal support for the
insulation panels.















D 3.9.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. Two conditions ar6 critical for the aft seal plate.
the air loads and inertia loads from the transonic regime through Max _q, and the max-
imum longitudinal acceleration just prior to BECq which gives the highest inertia loads.
3.9.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The aft seal plate has neg-
ligible weight when compared to tha weight of the insulation panels that it supports.
3.9.3 TIIERMAL DATA. Temperatures of the aft seal plate for several times
during flight are included in Paragraph 3.2.3 of this report.
3.9.4 INERTIA LOADS. Steady-state inertia loads of the insulation panels on the
aft seal plate are det_:rr .ined from the plot of (T-D)/W versus time which is presented
in Paragraph 1.3.3 of this report and from the structural design weights of the insul-
ation panels given in Paragraph 3.2.2 of this report.
3.9.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-state pressure differentials acting on
the aft seal plate are 3.5 psi forward or 3.2 psi aft. Drag loads on the insulation panels
are given in Paragraph 3.2.5.
3.9.6 BUFF ET AND FLUTTER LOADS. A vibratory equivalent static differential
pressure of _0.5 psi acts on the seal plate and must be added to the steady-state air
I loads. #


































An interstage adapter supports the Centaur vehicle and provides a physical con-
nection between the Atlas and the Centaur vehicles. The adapter is a cylindrical sec-
tion approximately 13 feet long and 10 feet in diameter. It is of skin and stringer con-
struction. For the tnterstage adapter general arrangement refer to Figure 4.1-1. The
adapter is designed for bolt attachment to both the Atlas and Centaur vehicles.
J
A flexible, linear-shaped charge (FLSC) system is provided to separate the Cen-
taur vehicle from the Atlas booster vehicle by cutting the Interstage adapter near the
forward end. The charge is located on the forward interstage adapter flanged ring,
approximately 0.5 inch aft of the interfaces of the Centaur mating ring and the inter-
stage adapter. Two detonators are provided with four detonation outputs. The detona-
tors are located on opposite sides of the lnterstage adapter near the, forward end.
A stainless steel blast shield protects the Centaur liquid oxygen tank from frag-
ments; this shield is covered with Fiberglas matting and attached around the periphery
of the tank directly in line with the shaped charge system located on the adapter. Four
separation bumper guides assist in guiding the Centaur aft section out of the interstage
adapter during separation.
Breakaway connections are provided for four flexible Teflon tubes that connect be-
tween the engine's helium chilldo_n tubing and the interstage adapter helium chilldown
collector manifold.
The operation of the separation system is initiated by a signal from the Atlas pro-
gramer. Physical separation of the two stages is accomplished as a result of the











The lnterstage adapter basic structure is essentially a thin skln cylindrical shell
stiffened by internal "I section" circumferential frames and external '_at section"
longttudlned stringers. Integral skin reinforcement has been incorporated where these
major load carrying members attach to the basic skin. The basic structure provides
a path whereby the axial, shear, and bending moment loads are transferred between the
Centaur upper stage and Atlas booster vehicles. Reference Figures 4.2-1 and 4.2-2
for configuration of basic skin, frames, and stringers.
t
4.2.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The interstage adapter basic structure experi-
ences critical loading during prelaunch operations and essentially two flight conditions.
Combinations of ground winds and minimum propellant making (tower away) pro-
duce maximum preflight axial tensile stresses in the adapter as a result of moments
which are conservatively based on the GD/C Ground Wind Restrictions Procedure for
operational vehicles.
During transonic flight, peak bending moments are induced to the adapter t_:rough
maximum steady-state and fluctuating pressures. The detailed loads will be further
discussed as applicable In the subsequent pages.
_ The _um booster acceleration condition, which exists at booster engine cutoff
(BECO), imposes the maximum axial loads to the structure as a result of maximum in-
ertia loading which must be considered simultaneously with the maximum temperatures
at _ertlnent areas along the structure. Aerodynamic loads have become negligible dur-
tng this time of flight, therefore they need not be considered as a load contribution at
BECO.
Axial load and bending moment are negligible at the time of Atlas/Centaur separa-
tion (BECO +76.0 seconds) due .o near zero aerodymmflc pressure and z_ro accelera-
tion. Separation is initiated by a circumferential linear-shaped charge located at Sta-
tion $13.38. Adequate simulation ground tests along with AC-2, AC-3 and AC-4 flight
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I 4.2.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The ¢¢eightsdatalistedin
Table 4.2-1 shallbe used forpurposes ofdesignand analysis,
TABLE 4.2-1. INTERSTAGE ADAPTER BASIC STRUCTURE WEIGHTS
Weight
Item Oh)
i ii i i i t i a i till,
Basic Structure








Brackets, Stiffeners, and Miscellaneous 17.3
Rivets, Screws, and Other Fas_ners 30.0





Total JettisonWeight , 1127.4








•4.2.3 THERMAL DATA. The structural differences between the operational In-
terstsge adapter and those used on previous vehicles, as well as protuberance modffi-
catiorm, will result/n different disturbance heating patterns and different thermal loads.
4.2.3.1 8taUon -_12 Liquid Oxygen Tank Joint TemPeratures. The interstage
adapter - Centaur interface has been redesigned for the operaUonal conflguratton. The
wedding band between Stations 408 and 412 has been eltmizmted and the Centaur liquid
oxygen (L02) tank ring has been moved aft to Station 412. ?2. Th/s change alters the
temperature history of the forward end of the/nterstage adapter.
Figure 4.2-3 shows a cross-section view of the Interstage ad_ter Just aft of the
Station 412 Joint. The sect/on callouts indicate loeatlons where thermal profiles w_re
made. The temperature profiles at these secttcns are given in Tables 4.2-2 through
4.2-6. Figure 4.2-4 shows a segmented section of the Station 412.72 Joint. The seg-
ment numbers versus ter_perature (at critical flight times} correspond to those listed
in Tables 4.2-2 through L 2-6.
The temperature b_.storles at Section A-A of Figure 4.2-3 are expected to be the
most severe {highest temperatures) of any location around the circumference, except
for the regions d/recfly beneath the insulation panel hinge arms, which may get warmer
near the Station 412 ring but will not exceed 230"F due to the nearly total coverage by
Thermolag T-230 {reference F/gure 4.2-5), The temperature history at Section E-E,
which is partially protected from aerodynamic heating by the detonator fairing, will be
the least severe of any location. The adapter aft of Section F-F Oaken through the
boost pump} is considered thermally" remote from the ring at Station 413, and being of
minor structural interest, is purposely deloted from temperature tabulations of this
area. No portion of the adapter between _atlon 434 and 446, and stringers 13 and 17
(location of shaped charge detonator) should experience temperatures outside the
range of 30 to 100"F from launch to staging since the area is protected by the boost
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4 ,__o TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION A-A OF FIGURE 4.2-3
............... ,....... ,,i
........
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment N.umber .............
Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 i50 170 235
II IIIIJI I I II I II I _ II I /I [
t 72 88 230 230 224
2 70 88 230 231 221
3 61 86 255 277 216
4 52 85 292 319 242
5 34 78 286 320 255
6 -11 54 199 222 172
7 -38 33 140 158 113
8 -57 16 102 116 75
9 72 86 230 230 225
i0 70 85 229 230 221
11 60 79 222 243 210
12 51 79 278 303 242
13 32 71 278 309 257
14 -19 43 187 208 170
15 -50 13 115 132 103
16 -73 -6 70 82 51
17 73 83 230 230 225
lb 70 82 228 229 221
19 60 70 189 207 205
20 49 72 267 287 243
21 30 64 272 299 258
22 -25 33 177 195 169
23 -59 -5 98 111 98
24 73 94 230 230 220
25 71 93 229 230 214
26 60 74 183 204 197
27 48 92 322 349 233
2 8 31 87 335 364 248
29 ' -35 44 186 205 158
30 -62 -1 94 109 90
31 73 96 230 230 218
32 71 95 229 230 212
33 61 75 183 203 195
34 47 95 341 366 230







4.2-2. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION A-A OF FIGURE 4.2-3
(CONT_:4UED) .......................
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment Number ......_..........................
Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 170 235
IIIIImli ii t i i i i i
36 -37 51 195 213 155
37 -64 0 92 107 86
38 60 67 170 187 199
39 60 69 168 186 195
40 61 70 168 185 193
41 60 65 154 172 194
42 60 67 153 171 191
43 60 67 153 171 190
44 60 63 130 150 187
45 60 64 130 150 185
46 60 64 130 149 184
47 60 62 116 137 182
48 60 62 116 137 181
49 60 62 116 137 181
50 -66 -15 81 93 85
51 -69 -13 79 91 79
52 -?0 -12 77 89 76
53 -94 -35 25 33 15
54' -98 -39 18 26 9
55 -99 -40 16 23 6
56 -100 -43 14 22 5
57 -103 -46 8 16 -1
58 -104 -47 6 14 -3
59 -I01 -48 11 19 2
60 -104 -47 6 13 -3
61 -105 -48 4 11 -5
62 -265 -260 -252 -251 -251
63 -266 -261 -252 -261 -252
64 -266 , -261 -252 -252 -252
65 -137 -97 -50 -46 -54
66 -139 -100 -66 -50 -58
6'/ -140 -iO0 -56 -69. -60
68 -II0 -63 -7 -I -II
69 -112 -65 -11 -6 -15
70 -113 -66 -13 -8 -17
............... ,,,, ,,,
temperatures ar_ In • F.
.......... I IlnU L till i[ t lint I I IJINLIII
• 4-11
1966013613-263
GD/C -B'I t)6,_-O t 7 .,
1 May 1965 .:
f-
.:
I TABI+E 4.2-2. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION A-A OF FIGURE 4.2+3
(CONTINUED)
Time From Launch (seconds)
¢ •
Segment Number ...........................
(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 170 235
I IL I II ii l iii iii III II Sill _ II
71 " -262 -256 -246 -245 -246
72 -262 -256 -247 -246 -247
73 [ -263 -257 -247 -246 ... -247
NOTE: All'temperatures are in °F.
TABLE 4.2-3. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION B-B OF FIGURE 4.2-3
Time From Launch {seconds)
Segment Number ......... ':.
(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) o 75 150 235 -":
l 1721 | _ 230 203
2 70 t 88 230 198 :
3 61 86 255 190 :
4 52 ! _5 292 207 :*
6 -11 1 54 199 I41
' I "7 -38 33 140 88
[ -57 : 46 102 54
9 1 72 _6 230 203
I0 I 70 i 85 229 198 '
11 t[ 60 l! 79 222 187 "
12 [ 51 79 278 208 '"
13 ' 32 71 278 216
14 19 "
- 43 187 139 3
15 1 -50 : 13 115 80 :
16 -73 -6 70 32 ":
17 ! 73 83 230 203 :}
1_ ! 70 82 228 i98 ,-.
19 i 60 70 189 183 ._
20 49 72 267 208 i__-
21 ; 30 64 2 72 217 _:;.
22 i -25 33 177 138 -_:
23 i -59 -5 98 76
24 J 73 94 230 196 _!
;................ J








• (Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
- ill IIIIIIIL II II Ilillill _ , - II Ill I IIIIII
25 71 93 229 190
26 60 74 183 177
• 27 48 92 322 198
28 31 87 335 206
29 -35 44 186 128
, 30 -62 -1 94 68
31 73 96 230 194
32 71 95 229 188
33 61 75 183 175
34 47 95 341 194
35 31 91 357 , 203
36 -37 51 195 125
3 7 -64 0 92 65
38 60 67 170 179
39 60 69 168 176
40 61 70 168 175
41 60 65 154 176
42 60 67 153 174
43 60 67 153 173
44 60 63 130 171
I 45 : 60 64 130 170
i 46 60 64 130 169
i 47 60 62 116 168
I 48 60 62 116 167
49 60 62 116 167
, 50 '. -66 -15 81 64
' 51 -69 -13 79 58
52 -70 -12 77 56
53 -94 -35 25 -I
54 -98 -39 18 -7
_ 55 -99 -40 16 -9
56 -100 -43 14 -10
57 -103 -46 8 -15
58 -104 -47 6 -17
59 -101 -45 11 -13
NOTE:





I TABLE 4.2-3. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION B-B OF FIGURE 4.2-3{CONTINUED)
Time From Launch {seconds)
Segment Number ......
(Re{. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
IlllI I ,
60 -104 -47 6 -17
. 61 . -105 -48 4 -19
62 -265 -260 -252 -253
63 -266 -261 -252 -254
64 -266 -261 -252 -254
• 65 -137 -97 -50 -66
66 -139 -100 -55 -69
67 -140 -100 -56 -71
, 68 -110 -63 -7 -25
69 -112 -65 -11 -29
70 -113 -66 -13 -30
' 71 -262 -256 -246 -248
72 -262 -256 -247 -249
73 -263 --::" -247 -249 ,
NOTE: All temperatures are in °F.
!
I
TABLE 4.2-4. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION C-C OF FIGURE 4.2-3
! Time From Launch (seconds)
' Segment Number
(Re{. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 170 235
.... , ,,,,,,,
1 72 '88 230 230 218
2 70 86 230 230 209
3 61 82 222 236 :1.89
4 52 79 240 259 201
" 5 34 69 227 250 190
6 -11 ' 37 136 150 111
7 -38 7 72 81 52
' 8 - 57 - 16 33 40 16
9 72 85 230 230 219
10 70 84 228 229 209
11 60 76 194 208 183
12 51 74 229 246 201





4.2-4. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION C-C OF FIGURE 4.2-3
(CONTINUED)
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment Number
Figure 4.2-4) 0 ' 75 150 170 235
Ill ]1;1111I I
13 32 64 221 242 199
14 -19 27 126 139 109
15 -50 -12 51 60 42
16 -73 -38 4 10 -7
17 73 83 230 230 219
18 70 81 227 227 209
19 '60 68 166 180 178
20 . 49 68 220 236 201
21 30 57 t 216 236 201
22 -25 18 119 130 107
23 -59 -27 38 46 37
24 73 94 230 230 214
25 71 91 229 229 203
26 60 72 161 176 172
27 48 85 265 280 193
28 31 79 269 285 193
29 -35 28 124 134 97
30 -62 -27 32 40 29
31 73 95 230 230 213
32 71 93 229 229 201
33 61 72 160 175 ' 170
34 47 89 280 294 190
35 31 83 287 301 191
36 -37 34 131 141 94
37 -64 -28 29 37 25
38 60 66 150 164 174
39 60 67 148 163 170
40 61 68 148 162 169
41 60 64 137 152 169
42 60 66 136 151 167
43 60 66 136 150 166
44 60 63 117 134 163
45 60 63 117 133 162
46 60 63 117 133 161
47 ' • 60 62 105 123 1[i9





4,2-4. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION C-C OF FIGURE 4.2-3
.... (CO NTINUED )
'rime From Launch (seconds}
gment Number
Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 170 235
i " i" lJ i ii t Ill
48 1 60 62 105 123 159I
49 ! 60 62 106 122 158
50 -66 -37 23 31 25
!
51 ; -69 i -37 19 26 19
52 _ -70 r -38 17 24 ' 16
i53 _! -94 -66 -34 -29 -38
54 -98 ' -70 -40 -36 -44
55 -99 -72 -42 -38 -47
56 - 100 -73 -43 -39 -47
57 -103 ! -77 -48 -45 -52
58 : -104 ! -78 -50 -47 -54
F
59 -101 i -75 -46 -42 -49
I
60 _ -104 i , -78 -50 -47 -54
61 - 105 -79 -52 -49 -56
62 -265 i -263 -259 -258 -259,
63 -266 ; -264 -260 -259 -259
64 -266 -264 -260 -259 -260
65 -I,37 -119 -93 -91 -95
66 -139 -121 , -9'7 -95 -99
67 -140 -122 1 -99 -96 -100
68 -110 -89 1 -58 -55 -60
6 9 - 112 -91 -63 -60 -64
70 I - 113 -92 -64 -62 -66
71 -262 -260 -254 -254 -254
72 -262 -260 -255 -255 -255













TABLE 4.2-5. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION D-D OF FIGURE 4.2-3
D .... ......
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment Number ....................
(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
s s|, ,,,l |,u_, , m,| I ii il i IL
l 72 87 230 198
2 70 86 230 188
3 61 82 222 168
4 52 79 240 174
5 34 69 227 168
6 -ii 37 136 89
7 -38 7 72 35
8 -57 -16 33 2
9 72 85 230 198
I0 70 83 228 188
11 60 76 193 164
12 51 74 229 174
13 32 63 221 169
14 -19 27 126 87
15 -50 -12 51 27
16 -73 -38 4 -19
17 73 83 230 198
18 70 81 227 188
19 60 68 166 161
2C 49 68 220 175
21 30 57 216 170
22 -25 18 119 86
23 -59 -27 3_ 22
24 73 93 230 192
25 71 91 229 181
26 60 72 161 157
27 48 88 265 166
28 31 79 269 161
29 -35 27 124 76
30 -62 -27 32 15
, 31 73 95 230 189
32 . 71 93 229 179
33 61 72 160 155
34 47 88 280 163
35 31 83 287 159
- , ,J |, i - --
NOTE:











(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
Jl i lJ i i i
36 -37 34 131 73
37 -64 -28 29 12
38 60 66 150 158
39 60 67 148 155
40 61 68 148 154
41 60 64 137 156
42 60 65 136 153
43 60 66 136 153
4-I 60 63 117 151
45 60 63 117 150
4_} 60 63 117 150
4 7 60 62 105 149
48 60 62 105 148
49 60 62 105 148
50 -66 -37 23 12
I 51 -69 -37 19 652 -70 -35 17 4
53 -94 -66 -34 -47
54 -98 -70 -41 -53
55 -99 -72 -43 -55
56 -100 -74 . -43 -56
57 -103 -77 -49 -61
58 -104 -78 -51 -63
59 -101 -75 -46 -58
60 -104 -78 "-50 -62
61 -105 -79 -52 -64
62 -265 -263 -259 -260
63 -266 -264 -260 -260
64 -266 -264 -260 -261|
65 " -137 -_19 -93 -101
" 66 -139 -121 -97 -105
67 -140 -122 -99 -106
68 , -110 -89 -55 -68
69 -112 -92 -63 -72
NOTE: '
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TABLE 4.2-5. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION D-D OF FIGURE 4.2-3
(CONTINUED)
........ ] ..... , . i
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment Number .........................
(Her. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
70 - 113 -93 -64 -74
71 -262 -260 -254 -255
72 -262 -260 -255 -256
73 -263 -260 -255 -256
NOTE: All temperatures are in °F.
TABLE 4.2-6. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION E-E OF FIGURE 4.2-3
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment Number
(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
, ... .. _ |||,.. ill ill
1
1 72 / 87 230 192
2 70 1 65 229 174
3 61 t 81 191 129
ID 4 52 76 i91 1205 34 , 64 166 102
6 -11 30 93 39
7 -38 3 47 -3
8 -57 , -18 15 -29
9 72 t 85 230 192
i0 70 83 227 174
11 60 73 156 124
12 51 68 168 120
13 32 54 148 103
14 -i9 14 74 37
t
15 -50 -17 24 -i0
: 16 -73 -40 -II -46
17 73 I 82 230 192
16 70 i 80 224 174
19 60 i 64 1"..3 120
! 20 49 60 150 120
21 30 45 132 103
22 -25 0 60 36!
', 23 • -59 -33 10 - 13
....... : - . .,.j . - ............
NOTE:




D TABI.E 4.2-6. TE.MPEIIATI'IIE ttlSTORY AT SECTION E-E OF FIGURE 4.2-3(CON'FINUEI))
I "rime From Launch (seconds)
Segmcnt Numtx, r [ [ --
(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
, " " t i i
2-t 73 ; 93 230 186I
25 71 i 90 228 167
26 60 61 102 116
2 7 4_ 52 11;] 118
2_, 31 ;]2 96 102
•) (
__.) -35 -16 35 30
30 - 62 -36 0 - 18
31 73 95 230 183
32 71 92 22t_ 165
33 61 61 96 115
34 47 50 101 117
35 31 2b _3 101
36 -37 I -21 26 28
37 -64 ! -38 -4 -21
3b 60 62 109 117
a 39 60 6! 97 11540 1 0 2 4
•t 1 60 61 100 t 14
-12 60 61 91 112
i -t3 60 60 S7 112
-t4 60 61 87 109
45 60 60 82 109
46 60 60 80 108
47 60 60 79 107
4_ 60 60 77 106
4 9 60 60 76 106
50 -66 -42 -1 -21
51 -69 --44 -8 -25
52 -70 -45 -11 -27
33 -94 -67 -44 -69
54 -98 -72 -50 -74
55 -99 -73 -52 -75
56 - 100 - 75 -52 -76
57 -103 -78 -57 -80
58 -10,1 -80 -59 -82
NOTE:





TABLE 4.2-6. TEMPERATURE HISTORY AT SECTION E-E OF FIGURE 4.2-3
(CONTINUED)
Time From Launch (seconds)
Segment Number '
(Ref. Figure 4.2-4) 0 75 150 235
59 - 101 -76 -54 -78
60 - 104 -79 -59 -81
61 -105 -81 -61 -83
62 " -265 -264 -260 -262
63 -266 -264 -260 -263
64 -266 -264 -261 -263
65 . -137 -119 -99 -117
66 -139 -122 -103 -120
67 -140 -123 -105 -121
6_ -II0 -89 -65 -86
69 -112 -92 -69 -89
70 -113 -93 -71 -91
71 -262 -260 -255 -258
72 -262 -260 -256 -259
I 73 -263 -260 -256 -259
NOTE:
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D 4.2.3.2 Temperatures For Unprotected Smooth Areas. Table 4.2-7 presents
maximum temperatures predicted for the operational t:_e interstage adapter. The
figures shown are for unprotetAed, undisturbed regions between Stations 425 and 560.
All other areas will experience cooler temperatures due to Thermolag protection or
proximity to a heat sink.
The areas of the interstage adapter requiring Thermolag protection .re shown in
' Figure 4.2-5.
6
TABLE 4.2-7. OPERATIONAL INTERSTAGE ADAPTER MAXIMTJM
TEMPERATURE BETWEEN STATION 425 AND
STATION 560
Time from Temperature Temperature
Launch / between Frames at Frames
Component (sec) Event I .......... (° F) .. (°F)
u,, " i I itl i , ii
75 MACH t 98 78
0.032 SKIN 150 MAX g 449 243
I, t_'o ( M._xTEMP 489 276
lli
75 M&CH I 89 87
0.059STiFFENE R 150 M.a_Xg 391 319
170 MAX TEMP 440 356
....... ,
75 MAC,H 1 . 73
IFRAME (O.D.) 150 MAX g " 1 227
i70 MAX TEMP - 259
75 MACH 1 - 61
I FRAME (I.D.) 150 MAXg " 90











I 4.2. :}. :_ Station ;57U "I'vn__liL_..!'Lttuj'2s. Th¢. Station 570 joint is the interface between
the inters_ge adapter and the Atlas hquid oxygen tank. The temperature history of the
Station 570 joint and porti,::.:. _,_. lht Atlas lltllR is given in Paragraph 4.2.3.4.
Figure .t .Z-6 shows a cr,,;._-xt,vti,)n ', w_v of tht. lntersl_tge adapter just for_vard of
the Station 57u joint. Th,. svt.li,m c.:tll_m:s indic:tie l(,cations wilt.re thermal profiles
were made. "l'hr t('lll|_cl':_.lUl'OS ,tl lhese locations are given illTal)h: 4.2-_.
TAB[.1.; 1."_-_. S'I AII_)N .,, '._ 1 IIMPl-RATI'III-i DISTIIltlI'TI()N-INTERSTAGE
,\ DA PT I.il/
............. I ........................... "I'i _1"1_" _'LL'_t." {.° _ !




' [ - :71 -I'_ } . ',5
,, - :_.. - - ' - '_2I
-, l -ll_ , ! - hS
° i- ' -- - 42
- " -If! "'._4
-" .. ; -.bF. * 2r'7
•__" _ "qJ2
- ; • .1,- --12-
I -t - "'" --l-i:
' - It - "I-t
_ • '.'_ -I'*'- -'-23 c,
I . '. - -(...... l-l-,
:" I t - 1., "'I[' r|S{I
1: _ , - "l, +2t4
i
I': ,,, - , - ;" • 129
,, ,,,.... -- i • ].I 4L --
2: i I --It," " 214
• : "at "" .)'I _-I t_7 ' .'.]_
Nt_('l : ",II Ii 'il_ R\I1 R • 'M-" ,]VIN!N"F.
4.'2.;;..I :\t_l.LE._l'-tp}:.. "lht t, :nl)t,r:tl_:r,. hi..dorit,s t)I _aru)-ls p_,ints on the Atlas L() 2
tank skin arr prt....vttt,..tl 111 |",gJl! |" .|. 2- 7 :lI,)ll_ with the mating l'ings at tht, Suttion 570
joint i ntt, r la(.t,.
"the tt.mtx'rat',n't'. ,, sh,,wn _ r,. _let_.vminv.t l)y conbidt.rinl; tht. t,ffeots o[ aerodynalnic
t
heating et*lltluctioll heat trallslt, r i,lI_ thc tank ring, t'Oll\ uctJt}ll heat loss in,side the Atlas
IX)._ tank, t'it¢tl:lti,_ll heat 1_,._._. :t[.l hv t't,tlsitl,'l'ltlg the t ,t It,c t,., _,1 the flow of hot boundary-
.a
layer air flowtnu, in thr, mRh tht lr,,d t.nd ,I tht. heat shit,ld. Arl'odynmnic heating on
the adaptt, r ,lust ft)|'x_at'd of flu ll.ttlgc wa,', illt'l't.a,-,t.d by a [actor t)l' 1,2 to account for the

















Figure 4.2-7. St_tion 570 Atlas Tank Ring and Centaur Interstage Adapter




•: ,,_ 4.2.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads for the interstage adapter are incorporated
t
in the form of total bending moments and axial load9 at Stations 412.72 and 570 respec-
i tively.
: 4.2.4.1 Preiaunch. Effects of vehicle misalignment, initial center of gravity off-
set, and elastic bending are included:
Bending Moment at Station 412 = 0.805 × 106 in.-Ib
Bending Moment at Station 570 = C.61 × 106 in.-lb
Minimum axial loads associated with the all tanks full prelaunch condition are:
Axial Load (Compression) at Station 412 = 36,820 lb
Axial Load (Covapressi m) at Station 570 = 3_,300 Ib
Moments and DxiaI loads m_y be considered to vary linearly over the adapter
length.
4.2.4.2 Transonic Flight (Mach Range 0.80 < M < 1.2). The transonic condition
is one of two flight conditions during which peaking longitudinal stresses are imposed
on the adapter. Following are the total bending moment and axial load (drag + inertia
+ _P across the adapter):
Bending Moment at Station 412 = 3.15 x 106 in. -lb
I Bending Moment at Station 570 = 4.25 x 106 in. -lb
Axial Load at Station 412 = 135,600 lb (Compression)
Axial Load at Station 570 = 140,300 lb (Compression)
Lateral shear forces are obtained from the slope of the bending moment curve (S -
dM/dS):
Lateral Shear at Station 412 = 8500 lb
Lateral Shear at Station 570 = 7000 lb
4.2.4.3 Maximum Booster Acceleration. Maximum acceleration occurs at booster
engine cutoff (BECO). The total bending moments, axial loads, and lateral shears
applied to the fore and aft rings of the interstage adapter at Max g are primarily inertia
effects and are listed below:
_ Bending Moment at Station 412 = 0.25 x 106 in. -lb
Bending Moment at Station 570 = 0.46 × I06 in. -lb
Axial Load at Station 412 = 233,000 lb (Compressio,._
Axial Load at Station 570 = 239,000 lb (Compression)
Lateral Shear at Station 412 = 1670 lb
Lateral Shear at Station 570 = I000 lb





t 4. "2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR I.OAD8. Ground wind loads during prekaunch opera-
tions contribute to the total tn, rvling _mments and axial loads described in Paragraph
,t.2.4.1.
Envelopes of maximum crushing and bursting differential pressure at zero angle of
attack are presented in Fihntz'cs 4.2-8 through 4.2-13 for the Math nmnber range of
large differential pressures (0.80 < M • 1.20).
Adapter differential pressures behind the major protuberances at the aft end of the
Centaur vehicle art: also shown in Fit,hires 4.2-8 through 4, _-13. It should be noted
that the protuberance effects are shown only for the maximufia crushing condition.
Protuberance effects for the maximum bursting condition can be obtained by applying
the curves for the maximum crushing condition to the maximum bursting "clean area"
curves.
!
Maximum changes in adapter external pressure due to a design, angle of attack of
six degrees art, shown in Figure 4.2-14 and 4.2-15.
For strength analysis purposes, the angle of attack effects shall be applied in the
most conservative way:
i a. Increase the ,:P on the windward side and decrease the ,".Pon the leeward sideby th_ values aivt, u in Figures 4.2-14 and 4.2-15 and use a cosine variation in
tx'hvecn.
b. Consider the wind_,ard side to be that side which causes the most severe load-
ing effect of a. above.
These steady-state differential pressures should be considered simultaneously





4.2.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Both empirical and analytical evidenceindicate that the combination of stiffness and mass parameters which determine the
modal frequencies of ;he AC-6 adapter are equivalent to those of the AC-2 adapter. For
this reason the data obtained from the AC-2 and AC-3 adapter frame vibration was used
to determine the AC-6 adapter frame bending moments.
Since there was no flig_ data on AC-2 stringer deflection, the stringer moments
were conservatively calculated from maximum relative frame movement.
The transonic buffet bending moments in the frames and stringers to be used for
stress analysis are the following:
B.M. : 2500 in.-lb (frames)
and
B.M. _ 140 in.-lb (stringers)
These moments should be superimposed on all other moments to produce maximum
stresses.
4.2.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads need be consid-
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4.3 HELIUM CHILLDOWN SY_EM
The purpose of the helium chflldown system is to increase the payload capability
over an Inflight system by shortening upper stage free-faU time and reduction of In-
flight chilldown requirements and attendent overboard propellent losses.
Helium ducts are mounted In the Interior of the interstage adapter which extend
from the T-4 umbilical panel to the Centaur engines and from the Centaur engines to
the four helium vent fins.
The single large helium vent fin which had been used on all previous vehicles is re-
placed by four smaller vent fins on the operational vehlcle. These f'_s are located at
Station 483 (see Figure 4. i-I) and as shown In the configuration sketch (Figure 4.3-1).
4.3.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The helium ducts are considered only for discon-
nect forces which occur at the Pratt & Whitney interface during Atlas/Centaur separa-
tion. Since these duct are essentially made of a plastic or Teflon materlal, no other
loading conditions are applicable.
The helium vent fins are exposed to the airstream, therefore the critical loading
occurs durlng transonic _t when steady-state and fluctuating alrloads act simultane-
ously. Maximum temperatures occur at a later time during fll_ht; however, the alrloads
S have reduced to a negl/gible magnitude and need not be coneidered at this time.
4.3.2 ,WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due to the nature of this
hardware (both the ducts and vent fins) inertia loads are of an Inconsequential magnitude
compared to disconnect forces and aerodynamic loads on the fairing. Weights and C.G.
data are not applicable.
4.3.3 THERMAL DATA. Temperature considerations regarding the disconnect
forces on the plastic ducts (interface) are further discussed in Paragraph 4. $. 7.
Figures 4.3-2 and 4.3-3 present the temperature histories of the internal and ex-
ternal surfaces of the fins at 0 degrees, 45 degrees and 90 degrees from the stagnation
llne. Figure 4.3-2 is applicable only to the vent that is located in Quadrant II and im-
mediately aft of the ON2 oondition/ng ducts. The analysis of th/s vent took/nto account
_ the distaLrbance of its flow field by the presence of the ducts. Figures 4.3-3 gives the
temperature htstor/es predtoted on the remaining three vent fins, and were obtained
















VE-N_ FIN IS CONSTRUCTP.D OF
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Referring to Figures 4.3-2 and 4.3-3, the pyrolyzation temperature of 740"F forphenolic resin is well exceeded throughout the entire wall thickness for a distance of at
least 45 degrees on either side of the stagnation line. Even though the resin will char
completely, the Refrasil cloth should remain intact since the maximum temperature
attained by the fins is well be.low its melting temperature. The aerodynamic forces act-
ing upon the vent fins at the time of significant resin degradation should be small enough
that a failure, other than a change in shape, should not occur.
The heat abgorbed by the phenolic pyrolysis reactions is not accounted for in
these analyses, which results in somewhat conservative temperature history predic-
tions.
#
The maximum heating design trajectory described in Reference 1-3 is used for
this study which also introduces considerable conservatism.
4.3.4 INERTIA LOADS. Load contribution from inertia effects are not to be con--
sidered for this hardware (see Paragraph 4.3.2).
4.3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Steady-stateair loadswhich occur during
transonicflight(Mach numbers from 0.85 to 1.30)are givenas a maximum differential
pressure,a normal force,and a sideforceas shown inFigure 4.3-4.
_I STATION 483.2
I
VENT EXIT NORMAL FORCE = 91 LB
SIDE FORCE = 50 l._
k I
_ '...... 14.92 ....... _1
NOTEI {1) APPLY LOADS LINIFORMLYOVER PROJECTED AREAS (Reference Figure 4.3-1)(2) MAXU_ WALt.AP Is2.7s Pal CRedO
I





• 4..3.6 BU'FFET AN;) 7. I.['l TEt¢ i.(JADS. As the vehicle ascends through the
atmospher,., at tr.4n._,)_i(.._i,,.(.d._ (Math numbers O.b5 t<,1.;_0), an additional ,._:Presults
from Ch(:valk.r }" :1, ting _.fh,cts. I)u, t,, tht, dylmmic response of the vent fin to this
phenomena, an ,,quivalent I ) ot : I. !) pst sh, mhl be superimposed upon the steady-slAte
airhmds th:s,-riix_.d in P:, r:t,:raph t. ;;. 5.
.t.:}. 7 MIS(;EIA.ANE(}tS I.(_AD P.\I{AMt.'TEi{S. At Atlas/Centaur separation, the
plastic stug,ag duct.._ experien<'(, disc,mnc(-t f(wt'es at the Pratt & Whitney engine chill-
down valve ilrh'rfac( . Th,:se loads at,. b:lsed on two disconnect modes, namely, the
primary and buckup d tscoml('ct s3'sk',n.-.
The load._ prest,ntt,d in "l'_,bl(, t.:i-t _rt taken from data obtained in test (_ the dis-
connect m(.c|lanisms _! cry-rzt.nlu t,.mp(-r._tures. Since the temperature is more nearly
at 0°F at the lower end (-20o: F to -25, : t: at thr. uppct'} during tiisconn('et, these values
are cons(-rvativety high.
"FAtal.!-; 4.'-'.-1. HEI.[i'M Ct!I].I.IX)WN DUCT - I.OADS ON TIIE
' t)ISC()NNFC T .MECHANISMS
"1...... [ i
I i tk, nding
;1Axia Sh(,a r ! Moment Torque(tb) , (lb) ] (in.-lb) (in. -lb)
_ - , ............ _ ?
*Pratt _. Whitn,-v Al],,w:ttde " 25 20 , 300 300l
!
hlk'l'fa('t' I_,:,tt_ " I !
t IPrima ry Di_c<um,,_:t ] "2t 6 i 174 30
Backup Disconncct | "fI ] (; [ 174 30
I i I
*hfformati<m ot,,v







i 4.4 LIQUID HYDROGEN BOOST PUMP FAIRING
The boost pump fairinghas been modifiedfortheoperationalvehicleby enlarging
thecutouton the forward end.
This was done to reduceweightby removing nonfunctionalmaterialand does not
affecttheloadson thefairing.The boostpump fairingskirthas alsobeen modifiedb_
theadditionof a sma_.lshaped charge fairingon theforward ramp. The new fair'ng
does notaffecttheboostpump fairingwind loads.
The boostpump fairingisphysicallyattachedtotheinterstageadapterimmediate
aftofStation412.72 on the X-X axisbetween QuadrantsI and If. See Figure4.4-1 fo
configurationoff_iring.Reference Figure 4.2-1 forlocationofcutoutintheadapter
skin.
4.4.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The interstage adapter liquid hydrogen boost
pump fairing experiences most severe loading during the transonic period of flight
when steady-state and fluctuating air loads are imposed simultaneously to the fairing.
Detrimental temperature effects should not be considered at this time.
Temperature effects should be included after aerodynamic loads have reduced to
() negligiblemagnitude.
4.4.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due tothenatureofthis
component, inertialoadsare ofan inconsequentialmagnitudecompared totheaerody-
namic loads,therefore,weightsor C.G. dataare not applicable.
4.4.3 THERMAL DATA. The predictedtemperature historyispresentedinFig-
ure 4.4-2 forthe innerand outer Fiberglasfacings. The thermal analysiswas per-
formed for a pointon thefairingconsideredtobe inan expanded airflowregiondown-
stream of a shockwave that is generated by the boost pump fairing.
The following assumptions are made:
a. The exterior surface emissivity was 0.85
b. Forced convection from the interior surfaces of the fairing to liquid
oxygen surfRces was considered during chilldown with a heat transfer
coefficien_ equal t_ 2.0 Btu/hr-ft 2 OR (gas temperature - 80 ° F)
c. No solar heat flux was considered.
4.4.4 INERTIA LOADS. Load contribution from inertia effects are not critical
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4.4.5 STEAI)Y-STAT E AIR LOADS. The steady-state wall differential pressureenvelope as shown in Figure 4.4-3 represents an average &P based on a zero angle of
attack (_ :- 0 degrees). These v'dues are assumed to act uniformly over the surface
of the boost pump fairing and bulkhead.
The incremental pressure changes due to six degrees angle of attack as presented
in l_igure 4.4-4 should be added to the average pressure for the windward wall and sub-
tracted for the lee wall.
For purposes of analysis, determine total side loading from Figures 4.4-3 and
4.4-4:
Windward Side = +1.50 *0.45 = +1.95 psi (Crushing)
Leeward Side = +1.50 -0.45 = +1.05 psi (Crushing)
Therefore, the net side loading, Ap = +0.90 psi (Crushing)
and, the running side load can be calculated for _ = 6 degrees:
0.90 x h (Fairing Height) -_
_, 0.90 psi × 20 inches : 18 lb/in.
And the total side loading for (_ - 6 degrees is:
0.90 / (Fairing Side Area) -
0.90 psi x 400 in. 2 : 360 lb
These loads occur during transonic flight (Maeh No. 0.85 to 1.30) and must be
superimposed with the buffet loads described in Paragraph 4.4.6.
Steady-state aerodynamic loads on the -7 boost pump fairing skirt (mild detonator
fuse retainer) arc also shown in Figures 4.4-3 and 4.4-4. Drag versuB Mach number












4.4.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Transonic buffet effects can be repre-
sented by means of equivalent static pressures as follows (superimpose three loads
with those of Paragraph 4, 4.5):
AREA PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
Top and Side +2.10 Reference Figure 4. 4-6Aft Bulkhead • tl.75 I
NOTE: These loads are applicable only in the Mach number range 0.70 - 0.90.
For all other Mach numbers, an equivalent static pressure of ±0. G0 psi should be
used to account for dynamic effects on both the fairing and the aft bulkhead.
THE PRESSURERF__T[I_ FROM TRANSONIC BUFFET







l - "- .... "X a l.7@ PSI
i
: X
QUADRANT II QUADRANT I
; NOTE:VIEW L(K)KING AFT
CUTOUTSEG_OIqAPPEARSIN
[ 4B276LV] QUADRANTII ".I_Y
Figure 4.4-6. Liquid Hydrogen Boost Pump Fairing Transonic Buffet Loads
4.4.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads need be con- "
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4.5 SAFE AND ARM FAIRING
The safe and arm fairing protects the safe and arm device from aerodynamic heat-
ing.This fairingisassociatedwith theinterstageadapterseparationsystem and is
locatedatStation414 between strL'_gers44 and 45. See Figure4.5-1 for safeand arm
fairingconfiguration.Reference Figure 4.2-5 forlocationon adapter.
4.5.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The fairingissubjectedtosteady-stateand fluc-
tuatlngairloads simultaneouslythroughthe transonicrange offlight.Maximum tem-
peraturesoccur aftertheaerodynamic loadshave essentiallydimlnsl-_,dtozero.
4.5.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due tothenatureof this
component, inertialoadsare ofan inconsequentialmagnitudecompared totheaerody
namlc loads,therefore,weightsor C.G. data are not applicable.










4.5.3 TItERMAL DATA. The fairing temperature history is shown in Figure
4.5-2. These tempcratur(:s are applied to the entire upper surface of the fairing. The
thermal Imalysis :.: based on the following assumptions:
a. The aerodynamic heatin_ to thu upper surface or"the fairing was assumed to be
0.4 times undisturbed local flat plate values
b. Maximum heating trajectory I)P-35 was used
c, There will be no path oi continuity far flow of hot boundary layer air through
the fairing.
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4.5.4 INERTIA LOADS. Load contribution from inertia effects are not to be con-
sidered for this component (see Paragraph 4.5.2).
4.5.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The steady-state wall differential pressures
are shown in Figure 4.5-3. The axial load and side load due to steady-state aerody-
namic loading is shown in Figure 4.5-4.
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I 4.5•6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS, An equivalent steady-state differential
pressure of *_1.0 psi should bc imposed on the fairing to account for fluctuating pres-
sures which occm- during the (ransonic portion of flight. This load must be superim-
posed with the steady-state air loads de'ccribed in Paragraph 4.5.5.
4.5.7 MISCELLANEOUS T,OAD PARAMETERS. No other loads need be cotmid-
ered for this component.
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4.6 STATION 570 HEAT SHIELD
The purpose.of the Station 570 heat shield is to promote streamline flow over
upstanding legs of the tank and interstage adapter ring 4. It has a double wedge cross-
section and extends circumferentially around the Atlas tank - interstage adapter inter-
face at Station 570. See Figure 4.6-1 for configuration of Lhe Station 570 heat shield.
4.6.1 CRITICAL LOADING CONDITIONS. The environment considered to be most
severe regarding the heat shield occurs during transonic flight. Since steady-state and
fluctuating pressures must be considered simultaneously, the resulting loads reach a
maximum at this time. Detrimental temperature effects, however, should not be con-
sidered at this time as maximum heating does not occur until after BECO.
4.6.2 WEIGttTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The safe and arm fairing
weight is of an inconsequential magnitude, therefore, weights and C.G. data are not
applicable.
4.6.3 THERMAL DATA. The forward ramp on the heat shield was analyzed as a
wedge using shock wave theory (Reference 4-4). The aft ramp of the heat shield was
analyzed as a flat plate using heating factors from Reference 4-5.
The temperature distribution on the heat shield is shown in Figure 4.6-2. Maxi-
mum tem[_rature on the heat shield is 775°F and it occurs after 160 seconds of flight.
Even though the intent of the heat shield is to create a streamline flow over the
Station 570 interface joint, it does not completely eliminate boundary layer separation.
Re-attachment of the boundary layer occurs on the heat shield. A heating factor of 1.5
was used at the point of boundary layer re-attachment.
4.6.4 INERTIA LOADS. The load contribution from inertia effects are not to be
considered for this component (see Paragraph 4.6.2).
4.6.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Wall differential pressures on the forward
face of the heat shield are given in Figure 4.6-3 for several Mach numbers, the
most severe case occurs at M = 1.60. Corresponding axial loads as a function of Mach
number are plotted in Figure 4.6-4.
_ There is a possibility of some unknown amount of air leakage into the underside of
the shield at the lnterstage adapter hat sections where surface mismatches may occur,
and there are uncertanttes in the flow field aft of Station 570. To account for these un-
knowns, design wall differential pressures of _-1.0 psi shall be used for the aft wedge.
The following are the basic assumptions used in the analysis:
a. The maximum dynamic pressure was chosen from trajectories which are
conservative for all Surveyor-Centaur flights
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Figure 4.6-2. Station 570 He.at Shield Temtmrature versus Time Dl_tribuf, ton
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Flbmre 4• 6-4. Station 570 Heat Shield Axial Loads
4.6.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS, The following equivalent steady-state
loads shall be used to account for fluctuating pressures which occur on the forward and
aft ramps of the heat shield• These loads should be superimposed with the steady-state
differential pressure (Paragraph 4.6.5) respective to the Math number in question.
For Mach numbers O. 75 to 1.1:
Up ramp ,I.0 psi. Down ramp ,3.0 psi
For other Mach numbers:
Up ramp and Down ramp _0.54)s1
4.6.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PABAMETERS. No other loads need be con-,














D 4.7 WIRING TUNNEL CUTOUT FAIRING
"_ • - : .......... , ii Ji , ....
The wiring cutout fairing at Station 570 provides a shield for the maze of electrt-
ca1 wiring which extends from the Centaur upper stage down through the wiring tunnel
of the Atlas booster, it is circumferentially located on the Y°Y axis between Quad-
rants I and IV. See Figure 4.7-1 for configuration of fairing.
4.7.1 CitITICAL CONDITIONS. The fairing is subjected to simultaneous loading
from steady-state and fluctuating air loads during the transonic range of flight. This
condition is considered most critical for the subject fairing; however, a maximum tem-
perature condition occurs at a later time in flight which also must be investigated. Air
loads are considered negligible at this time.
t,
4.7.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due to the nature of this
component, inertia loads are of an inconsequential magnitude compared to the aerody-
namic loads; therefore, weights and C.G. data are of little structural interest.
4.7.3 THERMAL D,4TA. The physical characteristics of the fairing, along with
the regions of interest in this analysis, are shown on Figure 4.7-1. The 15-degree
forward facing conical section will receive the largest amount of aerodynamic heating,
which is reflected in the temperature histories shown on Figure 4.7-2. These temper-
ature histories, as well as those given for the surfaces parallel to the vehicle axis, are
the results of analyses which assume that local flow is undisturbed and fully developed.
The temperatures predicted on this fairing are not high enough to cause significant
phenolic resin degradation (pyrolysis); therefore strength reduction from this source
is not anticipated.
4.7.4 INERTIA LOADS. Load contribution from inertia effects are not considered
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The solid lines of Figures 4.7-3 and 4.7-4 represent pressures to be applied
everywI_ere except for 2.B-inch s_ripe along the fairing sides. The Station 670 heat
shield is attached to the sides of the fairing causing a strip of disturbed air flow. In
this region, the pressures represented by dashed lines shall be applied. Maximum
axlal drag and side loads are presented in Figures 4.7-5 and 4.7-6, respectively. The
drag and side loads on the fairing represent only external pressure effeots while the
wall £P includes fairin_ internal pressure. The, these loads ar,,.,to be used for dif-
ferent purposes in the strbss analys_s of the structure.
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4.8 AZUSA AND C-BA_ AF;TENNA FAIRING_
The Azusa and C-Band antennas for AC-3 and AC-4 were mounted on a ground
plane attached to the lnterstage adapter. Tests have shown that satisfactory antenna
operation can be obtained without the ground plane. The antennas for the operational
vehicles are mounted directly to the skin of the interstage adapter.
The Azusa and C-Band antenna fairing originates approximately at Station 482 and
terminates approx/mately at Station 546. The antennas are located circumferenttally
on the interstage adapter as shown in Figure 4.2_5. See Figure 4.8-1 for the fairing
and ramp for detail configuration.
4, 8. 1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading condition for the subject
fairing occurs during transonic flight. At this time, steady-state air loads are com-
bined with buffet loads due to dynamic response of the structure. The maximum heat-
ing condition need only be investigated from a thermal standpoint since the aerodynamic
loads have essentially diminished to zero.
4.8.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Weights and C.G. data for
the falrings are not critical (see Paragraph 4.8.4).
4.8.3 THERMAL DATA. The predicted thermal history of the Azusa and C-Band
antenna falrings is given in Figures 4.8-2 and 4.8-3. The thermal analysis was based
on the DP35 maximum design heating trajectory. A surface emissivity of 0. 85 was
assumed and the effects of the adapter frames was not considered. The temperatures
given are maximums for areas between frames.
4, 8.4 INERTIA LOADS. Load contributions from inertia effects are not critical
for this component (see Paragraph 4.8.2).
4.8.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The steady-state aerodynamic loads are
shown in Figure 4, 8-4. These loads, which occur during transonic flight (0.85 g M
1.30), are based on the assumption that the forward half of the fairing vents to the ln-
terstage adapter and the aft half vents to the atmosphere. In addition, a uniform pres-
sure increment of _0.26 psi will be imposed due to a design 6-degree angle of attack
(Reference 1-1).
A maximum side load of I00 pounds, uniformly distributed along the length of the
pod, shall be considered at Maoh 1.0. The axial drag load versus Mach Number is
, given in Fisure 4.8-5.
4.8.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The fluctuat/ng pressure loads on the
Asusa and C-Band antenna pods, shown in Figure 4.8-6, occur in the transonic rqiou
(0. 85 • M < I. 30). These fluctuating pressure loads should be added to the applicable
- s_ef_y-state loads in Paragraph 4.8.5 to obtain max/mum pressure distributions.
4.8.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads need be consld-
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4.9 T-0 AND T-4 UMBILICAL PANEL CHUTES
i
The T-0 (2-inch rise-off) umbilical panel chute provides a guide for the 2-inch
rise-off electrical disconnect, and the T-4 (aft) umbilical panel chute similarly guides
the aft umbilical plate during disconnect (Reference Figure 4.1-1 for vehicle location).
Both chutes serve to seal the area surrounding the respective panel and electrical dis-
connect against leakage during prelaunch air conditioning of the interstage adapter. See
Figures 4.9-1 and 4.9-_ for the configuration of the T-0 and T-4 umbilical panel chutes
respectively.
4.9.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The T-0 and T-4 umbilical panel chutes must be
investigated for three loading conditions, namely, launch, Max c_q and Max g.
At launch, the chul._s are subjected to impact loads as the umbilicals are
withdrawn from their respective receptacles.
During transonic flight, the chutes experience a combination of maximum steady-
state and fluctuating air loads along with applicable inertia loads.
At BECO (Max g condition), the vehicle attains maximum acceleration; conse-
quently, maximum longitudinal inertia loads are combined with maximum heating
simultaneously.
4.9.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRA'VITY DATA. Structural design weights
and C.G. 's for the subject chutes are given in Table 4.9-1.
%
TABLE 4.9-1. T-0 AND T-4 CHUTES - WEIGHTS AND CENTERS OF GRAVITY
C.G. tin.)
Weight (lb) z y x
II III II HI IIIII II IIIII II l I _ _
T-0 Panel Chute 1.4 442 -58 +18
T-4 Panel Chute 3.1 445 -55 +22
- 4.9.3 THERMAL DATA. The following temperatures respective to the appropri-
ate time in flight should be used for analysis regarding the umbilical panel ohutes.
, FLight Time Temperature (°F)
illlli I I IIII IIII Ill I Ill
Transonic 100
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Figure 4.9=2. T=4 UmbilicalPanel Chute = Configuration
4.9.4 INERTIA LOADS. During transonicflight,the inertialoadfactorsdescribe
inTable 4.9=2 must be comlZned withtheaerodynamic loadsgiveninParagraph 4._,5.
At Max g (BECO), theinertialoadfactorsshown inTable 4.9-3 must be oombh_
with the maximum te:_perature gtve_ in Paragraph 4.9.3.
TABLE 4.9=2. INERTIA LOAD FACTORS DURING TRANSONIC FLIGHT
Lon&itudtml Inerttt Lateral hmrtta
Condition (S's) (S'8)
Max Aft Inertia +8.0 :bl.O
Max _wd Inertia -4.0 iX. 0
Max LateralInertia +2.0 _=6.S





TABI,E 4.9-3. INERTIA LOAD FACTORS AT MAX g (BECO)
LongitudinalInertia LateralInertia
Condition (g's) (g's)
HIu m[n ]fill!, I IIIII I I II II
Max Longitudinal +9.0 :_I.0
Inertia
I
Max LateralInertia +6.0 ±3.5
4.9.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. During transonicflight(0.85< M __I.30)
the steady-state air loads are maximized. For analysis of the umbilical panel chutes,
a maxinmm differential pressure of 2.40 psi should be considered; this includes the
load contribution resulting from fluctuating pressure effects.
4.9.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The loads which result from fluctuating
pressures also occur during transonic flight and have been incorporated as a maximum
design differential pressure within the steady-state criteria described in Paragraph
4.9.5.
4.9.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. At launch, the T-0 and T-4
i umbilicals are withdrawn and the disconnects may impact upon the chutes. In deter-,mining the impact loads the following assumptions were used:
a. The chutes were perfectly elastic for very large deformations.
b. A coefficient of restitution equal to 0. 707 was used for the disconnect rebound
velocity.
I
c. The disconnects fall vertically from the top of the chute in a 1-g environment.
For the T-0 chute, an impact load of 93 pounds may be appiied any place within 1






4.10. INSULATION PANEL - INFLIGHT PURGE SYSTEM
An insulation panel infiight purge system has been incorporated on operational
vehicles. The system consists of: a 50-pound helium bottle mounted to the interior of
the interstage adapter between Stations 511 and 526; a ground disconnect bracket mounte
on the exterior of the adapter at Station 449 (between stringers number 16A and 17); a
solenoid operated shutoff valve mounted internally at Station 460 (between stringers num
bet 17 and 18); a staging disconnect and mounting bracket at Station 419 on the exterior
of the interstage adapter under the boost pump fairing; and tubing connecting the com-
ponents.
The purpose of this system is to provide a gaseous helium cavity between the in-
sulation panels and the Centaur LH2 tank to prevent the panels from freezing to the
tank.
See Figures 4.10-1 and 4.10-2 for the configuration of the helium bottle and ground-
air disconnect support, respectively.
4.10.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The insulation panel helium purge system con-e
sists of several major components all of which experience critical loadings irrespective
of their weight, size, location, or function in the system.
i The heliufn bottle is subjected to internal pressure and inertia loads which are con-
sidered applicable to all flight conditions.
The ground-air disconnect experiences disconnect forces at launch combined with
vibrational or inertia loads from the attached ground hoses.
The solenoid shutoff valve is subjected to inertia loads which are considered con-
sistentthroughoutflight.
The stagingdisconnectreceives a disconnectforceatAtlas/Centaurseparation,
)
The tubing within the system experiences inertL- loading wh/ch results from the

























4.I0.2 WEIGHTS AND CEN'rER OF GRAVITY DATA. The variousweightsand
C.G. 's for the components within the" helium purge system are found in Table 4.10-1.
TABLE 4.10-1. IIELIUM PURGE SYSTEM - WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY
C.G. (in.)
Component Weight (Ib) Station Y X
...................... l .....
ltelium Bottle 50 519 0 -48
Solenoid shutoff valve 1.5 460 0 -53
4.10. :3 TttERMAL DATA. This equipment is mounted within the interstage adap-
ter cavity; therefore, aerodynamic heating is not critical. The temperature of the
staging disconnect is assumed to be -50°F at all times.
4.10.4 INERTIA LOADS. The inertia load factors resulting from steady-state
acceleration and vibrational characteristics of the hardware are given in Paragraphs
4.10.4.1 through 4. i0.4.3.
The m::ximum load on the tubing installation is due to aerodynamic buffet of the
interstage adapWr to which the tubing is mounted. The maximum vibrational accelera-tion is 125 g's in a lateral plane.
4.10.4.1 ltelium Bottle Inertia Loads. The inertia load factors for the helium
bottle at various flight conditions are listed in Table 4.10-2.
TABLE 4.10-2. ttE LIUM BOTTLE INERTIA LOAD FACTORS
Condition Longitudinal (g's) Lateral (g's)
I I II II IIII I )_ III JIV II ]I ) IIU I II IIIII - .
Launch +1.4 ' _16
+1.4 _:15 :l: 1
Mach I +2.3 :1:16
+2.3 ± 15 :l: t
BECO +7 :1:3
+7 _:$ _: 1
NOTE:
Longitudizml load factors are p(,sitive acting aft.







4.10.4.2 Solenoid Shutoff Valve Inertia Loads. The solenoid shutoff valve is
mounted to a sheet metal bracket on the interior of the tnterstage adapter. The valve
and support bracket will be subject to lateral vibration accelerations due to aerodynam
buffeting of the adapter and longitudinal acceleration due to vehicle acceleration. As-
sociated load factors are given in Table 4.10-3.
TABLE 4.10-3. SOLENOID SHUTOFF VALVE INERTIA LOAD FACTORS
Longitudinal (g's) Lateral _g's)




4.10.4.3 Ground-Air Disconnect Inertia Loads. The geometry of the disconnect
support and the coordinate system for the loads is shown in Figure 4.10-2. The X and
Y axes are in the vehicle X-Y plane and the Z axis ts parallel to the vehicle Z axis.
Positive forces and moments are in the positive shown directions.
a. Case A: Vertical Hose Vibrational Load at t _0.
The maximum vertical acceleration of the hose is 5.5 g. The maximum
wind velocity is 46 mph acting horizontally. This combination of forces pro-
duces the following loads:
Fx = -2.6 lb
Fv =0
Fz = 14.5 Ib
Mx = 81.5 ln.-lb
My =0
M z = 24.0 In.-Ib
b. Case B: Horizontal T#ose Vibrational Load at t :: o.
The maximum horizontal acceleration of the hose is 4.5 g. The combina°
t/on of inertia plus drag (46 mph wind velocity) forces yields the following loads:












e c. Case C: Flight l_j_,ts.
tn the trans,>mc regi,)n, the following load factors shaU be applied to the
air},orm, disconnect half and its support.
I.ongitudimd (g's) L_t_,ral (gts)
' 15, -3 ±4.5
Nc_4it_ll)[,' e125
_-2[_ Ncgtii4ible
t. 10.5 STEADY-._TATL AIR I.t)ADS. Since this equipment is mounted within the
interstagc adapter ,.:axity, dirrct air impingement loads are not critical.
The ground-air dis(.unnt_-ct, how( vcr, is exposc_t to the airstream, but externally
just aft of thr boost pump fairing at Station 449. The boost pump fairing proteeta the
disconn(.ct instailatlon from acrodyrulmic heating and wind loading. However this load
is negligible (.omp:tn:d to the disconn_.ct and inertia loads at the interface.
The st:iging (tist',,m_cct ts mounicd under the boost pump fairing and is thus pro-
tectcd from _tt,rodyn:_mi<. heating and wind loading.|
4. I0.6 I_U'FFI_;T AND FLUTTER LOADS. The loading wb.ich results from vibra-
tioz,al c.haracterishcs ,_1"the tubing is given in Paragraph 4.10.4. See Paragraphs
4.10.4.1 thr_. :.h-t. !,._.4 .:3 for load factors on the various componez_ts winch result from
vibration or buffeting _f the interstage adapter during flight.
•I. I0.7 MISCEI.I.ANE()US I.()AD PAI{AMETEI_S. The individual components are
subjected to additi,)mtl loads as follows:
4.10.7.1 Helium Bottle. Thr helium bottle maintains an internal operating pres-
sure of 3000 psig which should be superimposed upon other loading conditions imposed
on the bottle.
4.10.7.2 Ground-Air Dxsconm, ct. The ground-air disconnect experiences lanyard
loads and disconm.ct reactions at hunch as follows:
a. The maximum lanyard pull (t - 0) is 110 pounds, applied in the +Y direction
within a 15 drgree half-angle cone. This load is for the primary lanyard and
will not }x, cxc(:eded by the, backup system_
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A
b. The disconnect reaction (t > 0) is equal to a spring force of 150 pounds. Since
- the spring load is suddenly applied, an impact factor of 2 results in the fol-
lowing loads:
Fx = 0
Fy = -290 lb




Tl_cse loads act independent o[ other loading conditions.
4.10.7.3 Sta_ug Disconnect. The maximum disconnect load is 7.5 pounds applied
along the centerline of the disconnect. Because disconnect is initiated by a metal to
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_j 4.II INSULATION PANEL JETTISON HINGES
The insulationpaneljettisonhingesare mounted on the interstageadapteratSta-
. tion437.08. These hingesprovidethepivotalpointsaboutwhich thepanelsrotateat
jettison.Two hinges are utilizedforeach quarterofinsulationpanel. The configura-
tionofone hingeisshown inFigure 4.11-1. Locationofhingeson the interstageadap-
terisshown inFigure 4.2-5.
(POINTS ARE FOR TEMPERATURE








Figure 4. Z1-1. Insulation Panel Hinge Configuration
4.11.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading condition for the insulation
panel Jettison hinges O0_Lrs at panel Jettison.
4.11.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY. See Paragraph 3.2.2 for insulation
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w 4.11.4 INERTIA LOADS. The loads on the hinges due to inertia effects at fairing
jettison are included in Table 3.8-1.
4.11.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Direct air impingement loads are negligible
compared to the jettison loads.
r
4.11.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. Buffet and flutter loads on the hinges
are negligible.
4.11.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The loads which occur at insul-
ation panel jettison have already been presented in Subsection 3.8, therefore they will















4.12 AIR CONDITIONING DUCT DOORS
The air conditioning duct doors serve as seal covers to the environmental control
receptacles within the interstage adapter. The doors are hinged in order to accept
ground air conditioning ducts during prelaunch operations. At launch, the ground _ines
are removed and as the hinges are spring loaded, the doors automatically close and
remain closed during flight by means of a magnetic latch. The configuration of the duct
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t 4.12.1 CRITICAl. CONDITIONS. At 'launch, disconnect forces are developed
which are reacted by the: interste.ge adapter, therefore, these loads will be presented
in this section simply Lecause o'f their association with the environmental control re-
ceptacles and doors.
The doors are subjected to a maximum loading condition due to a combination of
steady-state and fluctuating differential pressures during transonic flight.
4.12.2 WEIGttTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Due to the lightweight
nature of the doors, inertia loads are of an inconsequential magnitude compared to the
aerodynamic loads; therefore, weights or C.G. data is not critical.
4.12.3 TttERMA L DATA. Aerodynamic heati_tg of the duct doors is not critical.
: See Paragraph 4.2.3.2 for skin temperature associated with undisturbed flow areas on
the adapter.
4.12.4 INERTIA I.OADS. Load contributions fl'om inertia effects of the doors
are not critical (._¢.uParagraph 4.12.2).
I 4.12.5 STEAI)Y .'¢fATE M/R LOADS. Air impingement loads on the doors are
,
give, n as a combination of steady-state and fluctuating differential pressures as follows:
Crush pressure =4.4 psid
Burst pressure : 2.0 psid
These loadsmay occur atany time du,ing transonicflight(0.85.<M _ 1.30).
4.12.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. These loadsare includedintheequiva-
lentquasi steady-stateair loadsdescribedin"Paragraph4.12.5.
4.12.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. Disconnectloadsoccur at
• launchwhich are reactedby _e interstageadapter.
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TABLE 4.12-1. GROUND HEATING DUCT TOTAL LOADS AT DISCONNECT
Fx Fy Fz IVix My Mz
Condition
(lb) (Ib) (lb) (in. -lb) (in. -lb) (in. -It))
,,m,
Maximum
Downward Load -60 +140 +220 +1710 +1650 +850
Maximum
Upward Load -70 +150 -170 -270 -1600 +920
SIGNCONVENTION
Pz = FORCETANGENTIALTO VEHICLESKIN
F v = FORCE IN DIRECTIONOF VEHICLERADIUS










=? PAYLOAD ADAPTER (SURVEYOR TYPE)
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The Centaur AC-4 (and on) payload adapters (Figure 5.1-1) provide a structural ti,
between the liquid hydrogen tank forward bulkhead and the payload. The adapter con-
: verts a three-point load concentration, imposed by the payload model or spacecraft, to
i! an acceptable load distribution at the mounting ring (Station 172.45). Q" The Surveyor
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The adapter is a semimonocoque truncated corneal shell stiffened by circumferen-
tial frames and longitudinal stringers. Three longerons, located at I20-degr_ inter-
vals around the periphery, react loads introduced at the three payload separation fit-
tings. The adapter further contains a thermal diaphragm to pro'ride a thermal barrier







O 5.2 PRIMARY ADAPTER STRUCTUREG
5.2.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. It is necessary to consider three different load-
ing environments in structurally evaluating the payload adapter primary structure:
a. Inertia loads due to dynamic response of the payload.
/
b. Thermal environment.
c. Differential pressure across adapter wall.
5.2.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The payload adapter struc o
ture shall be analyzed for a variable payload ranging from 1500 to 2500 pounds. The
payload design center of gravity envelope shall be considered as follows:
between Stations 89 and 118 |
y between +2.2 and -1.0 ! (Reference 5-3)between +2.0 and -2.0
The weight of the payload adapter plus miscellaneous equipment 0. e., TLM RF-Sys-
terns, Surveyor Destructor, etc. ) shah be considered as 135 pounds with a C.G. at
Station 147.
5.2.3 THERMAL DATA. Thermal data is of structural concern only to the aft
most area of the payload adapter. Maximum relative thermal contraction is seen to
occur between Stations 172.45 and 164.45, based on a temperature differential of
133°F. Therefore, only the aft bay of adapter stiffeners need be evaluated for the
additive stress due to nAT.
Thermal analysis of the Station 172.45 Joint assumes perfect contact between the
interfaces of dissimilar materials (reference Figure 5.2-I).
The heat transfer through the payload ring is primarily dependent upon the assumed
ullage gas temperature during flight; therefore, the temperature distribution for the two
times in flight presented in Figure 5.2-2 is considered conserva_ve for structural an-

















l 5.2.4 INERTIA LOADS. Table 5.2-1 presents limit load factors for a Surveyor
payload with a conservative weight range be.nveen 2100 and 2800 pounds. These load
factors appli(.d "_t the C.G. of the payload are used to determine the maximum longitu-
dinal ,and lat('ral loads to which tim payload adapter will be subjected during all signifi-
cant phases of flight between Atlas thrust buildup (pro.launch) and Centaur MECO.
TABI.E 5.2- I.*SUIIVIiYOI_ t)A_'I,OAI) SUPPORT STRUCTURE DESIGN LOAD FACTORS
MAX. LONGITUDINAL _'s) MAX LATERAL (g°s)
L().M) CONDITIONS LONGITUDINAL k &TERAL LONGITUDLNAL LATERAL
(1) t)RELAL,_C!5 +1.0 _0.1 tO.02 +1.0 _0.12
(2) ATLAS THRUST BUILDUP ;-1.0 _1.3 _0.52 +1.0 -jr0.6 I -1:1.22
(3) LAt.%Clt +t.3  1.24-i.25 +1.3 J:0.5 .t'rl.95
(4) I'OSTLAUNGtt IONG. OSC +1.3 t-1.0 1-0,25 +1.3 t-0.3 _0.95
(5) t " 30 SIC +1.5 5:0.7 -1:0.50 +1.5 -k 1.20
(6) MACH 1 - MAX c_ +2.4 _-0.7 _:1.02 +2.4 J:I.72
(7) BtCO +5.8 _0.45 Jc0.10 4-5.8 -E0.1 4-_0.45
(8) CFNT_tUR IST "IltRt;ST BUILDUP +0.87 &l.2 -t:0.60 +0.87-1-0.5 _:1.30
(9) CENTAUR 2ND "IHRUST BUILt)UP +2.3 -1=1.7 _0.60 +2.3 +1.0 _:1.30
(10) CENTAUR MAX ACCELERATION +4.0 _0.7 _,0.10 +4.0 &0.80
(ll) MI:CO +0.05-i: 1.7 i:0.50 +0.05 ! 1.2 i: 1.00
' *Rt:lert.n('(. 5- l
11 5.2. :) STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. During the transonic portion of flight (0.8
M " i. 3), dif[erential pressures are developed across the walls of the payload adapter.
The design differential pressures which introduce critical loads into the payload adapter
art. the followiug:
a. A 0.4 psid pressure, acting ai_ on the sterilization bulkhead (Station 150).
b. A 0.4 psid pressure, imposed between Stations 149.41 and 156.45, acting
inboar, l.
c. A 0.2 psid pressure, imposed between Stations 156.45 and 172.45, acting
outl)oard.
5.2.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. No consideration need be given for buffet
and flutte r loads as the payload adapter and payload are shrouded during the transonic
portion of flight.
5.2.7 MISC E I.LANE()IJS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads or loading para-







5.3 STERILIZATION BULKHEAD (THERMAL DIAPHRAGM)
5.3.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The sterilization bulkhead is located within the
payload adapter and attached to the inside periphery of the adapter at Station 150. Its
primary purpose is to provide a thermal barrier between the Centaur vehicle and the
payload and is designed by differential pressure requirements. Configuration is shown
in Figure 5.3-1. Reference Figure 5.1-2 for bulkhead location.
46.88 DIA i/_ 49.50 in. |




BH! 4 SPACED AT .60 in. _ .06 in.!
"t Figure 5.3-1. Sterilization Bulkhead
5.3.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF G_AVITY DATA. Weight and C.G. of this
component are of little structural interest due to very small inertia loads resulting.
5.3.3 THERMAL DATA. Thermal data of this component is of minor structural
interest except to note that the sterilization bulkhead or inner thermal bulkhead simply
serves as a thermal barrier between the spacecraft engine compartment and the LH2
tank forward bulkhead.
5.3.4 INERTIA LOADS. The sterilization Imlkhead does not receive critical loads
due to inertia.
5.3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Design differential pressure occurring
across the sterilization bulkhead is considered to be 0.4 psid (acting aft) during tran-
sonic flight (0.85 • M • 1.3), The pressure differential causes the d/aphragm to de-
velop membrane loads which are in turn reacted by hoop compression and bending in
the supporting ring and in addition, by the vertical component induced into the payload
ring.
6.3.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER. The sterilization bulkhead does not receive
critical loading due to buffet or fluctuating pressures.
5.3.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads or loading para-











_ 5.4 SEPARATION LATCHES
!
5.4.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The separation latch system (Figure 5.4-1) is
designed for a maximum pretension load of 3000 pounds plus reverse longitudinal loads
induced at MECO (reference Table 5.2-1, Condition 11). Refer to applicable section of
the final AC-6 stress report (Reference 5-2) for internal loads and detail stress anal-
ysis of this component.





Figure 5.4-1. Payload SeparationLatch System
5.4.2 VCEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. (Notcritical)
#
5.4.3 THERMAL DATA. (Notcritical)
5.4.4 INERTIA LOADS. (Not critical)
5.4, 5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. (Not critical)
5.4.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS, (Not critical)
5.4.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads or loading para-
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• PROPI I LANT TAI_KS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The datapresentedinthissectlonisonlythatrequiredtoanalyze the b_t¢ Wink
structure.AllboR-on'sandbrac.ketweldmentsare coveredinSectionsVIIandVIii.
6.2 BASIC TANK,,,pTRUCTURE
The function of the propellant tanks is twofold - to serve as the container for fuel
and oxidizer, and to provide the primary vehicle structure. The propellant tanks are
of monocoque construction and derive structural stability from internal pressure. The
over-all configuration of the propellant tanks is shown in Figure 6.2-Io
6.2.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The propellant tanks are loaded by s combination
of the following:
a. internalpressure (hydrostatic plus ullage pressure).
b. Inertia loads from structural weight times vehicle acceleration.
e. Bending moment due to air loads, C.G. offset, lateral inertia, and propellant
sloshing.
d. Aerodynamic drag from nose fairing and insulation panels.
?,
e. Nose fairing and lntorstsge adapter lnter_/pressure.
Only loads data of a general nature which is appl/cLble to several portions _ the
tank struomre is presented in _tbseetlon 6.2. Loads on specific portions of the struc-
ture are presented in other sections of this report.
6.2.2 WEIGHTSAND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The upper ets4_ propellant
level stst/ons and C.G, looations are presented in Figure 6.2-2. This date represents
current nora/hal values for the AC-6 (operational) vehiole flying the direct asoent 8111'-
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D 6.2. :3 TtIERM\ I. DATA All portions of the propellant tanks which are wetted
by the contents shall be assumed to be at the following temperatures:
LO 2 Tank -297 ° F
Ltl2 Tank -423 ° F
A specific thermal analysi._ of each major tank skin discontinuity is presented in
the respet'tive report sectic)n dealing with the discontinuity joint.
6.2.4 INERTL& IX)ADS. The steady-state acceleration of the vehicle is presented
in Figures 1.3-1, 1.3-2 and 1.3-3. Maximum steady-state acceleration at BECO equals
5.7 _*0.1 g's. Bending m:)m('nt on th(: vehicle at BECO, as presented in Figure 6.2-3,
acts simultaneously with maximum vehicle acceleration.
6.2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The propellant tanks are not subjected to
direct a,:r,)dynamic impingement. The steady-state differential pressure across the
tank wall is the differenc(, between absolute internal pressure and absolute external
pressure. The internal tank pressure is presented in Paragraph 6.2.7. The nose
fairing intt.rnal pressure (the external pressure on the forward bulkhead) is presented
in Table _;. 2-1. The intcrstage adapter internal pressure (the external pressure on the
•aft bulkhead) is presented in Table 6.2-2. Local ambient pressure is presented in Table
6.2-3.
l The data in "r_ble (;. 2- l is currently valid only for the AC-6 vehicle. Revisions to
this data will be pubhshcd ul,on finalization of AC-7 and On pitch programs.
2L-_,BLF 6.2-1. AC-6 NOSE FAIRING INTERNAL PRESSURE
Time* __._ _ __]Pres_su,:_e_ I:imits** Time* Pressure Limits**
;_0 12.51 to 11.15 68 4.03 to 2.21
•t0 10.(;4 to s.71 70 3.84 to 2.03
-t2 10.21 to _. 15 72 3.64 to 1.83
44 9.76 to 7.51 74 3.43 to 1.62
.t6 .q.3l to 6.62 76 3.21 to 1.44
4,_ _._-! to 3.85 78 2.99 tol.24
50 _ 32 to 2.80 80 2.77 to 1.07
52 7. l:'to 2.92 82 2.55 to0.92
54 5.20t,) 2 90 8.t 2.31 to0.78
56 4.5,_to 2.89 86 2.08 to0.67
58 4.,')7 to 2.89 88 , 1.86 to0.57
60 ,t.34 to 2.85 90 1.65to0.49
,.
: 62 4.2"_to 2.74 100 0.90to0.22
6,t -t.25to 2.57 110 0.48 to0,09
66 4. I7 to 2.3!) 120 0.24 to0.04
• Times are in seconds from 2-inch motion.
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-- TABLE 6.2-'2. IN'I'ERSTAGE ADAPTER INTEI{NAL PRESSURE
* | • " • * '1-i,...... -": .... *--] ............... " " **Time PIc,--_ure I.lmits* F_me l're.,,_ur_ I,_m_ts
to -!--io._VFhV-;.__ ,,,_ ........ _....
|
...... , _ _ .:_:5_ _ob-_7
.14 I 9.7"_,tc) 7.91 i! 75 i 2 54 to0.29
.1,- ' ',.74to6 71 i _.o : ') 03 tn0.02
52 ' _.59to5.-t2 , %1 ' i 57 to0. O
5{1 [ 6.47 to 3.82 "1 s8 i 1- 24 to 0:0
: !i i
_;o i .5.26 to "2.83 I, '.-_2 ' 0 :i4 to o.0
(;t l i!
, -;.16to1.93 _ _,6 [ o. 70toO. 0
_;_. i 3.67 to I. 26 l,t0 !._.53 to 0.0....... J_ ..............................................
"Times ar(: in secon, ts from 2-inch motion
t *t'ress,tres arc ill l)sia
¢
TABI.E 6.2-3. AMBIENT PI(ESSt'I,'F l.l,MIl'S
Tin,e* --I-'_'essure Limits** --- Time*-"l--i')_:e-_sure IAmits**_
.......... ] ........:I to240 1o. 83 to 9.69 72 .62 .t i ' q. x7 to 8.81 76 2.. _}5 to 2.02I
-t_ q. 99 to 7.88, ._0 ! 2.20 to 1.49
152 7.97 to 6.93 .q4 : I. 70 to 1.05
t I
56 [ 7.04 to 5.98 "" i t 3b to o. 7 5i{if) [ 6. 16 to 5.05 92 | 0.96 to 0.52
i 5.17 to 4. 19 96 [ o. 71 to 0.3464 /
6S ,| 4.44 to 3.3._ lO0 ..[.L 0.5:1 to 0.23
*Times are in seconds from 2-inch motion
** Pressures are in psia
6.2.(; tl['l.'l.l.:'l: ANI) F I.UTTER LOADS. 'the basic tank structure is nol directly
subjected t') bui tt.t ,)r flutter h)ads except at local attavh tafint._ _ ith external structure.
The rt,action._ ,m v;wh tank attach point may bt, compulr, t from tb," buffet _)r fha!er loads
[wt.scntt'LI lor ll',t, v,.sl)t.ctivc atht('hed conl|a_tlcllt,
6.2.7 MIS('E IA_ANEt)US LOAD PARAMETER.S. Figures 6.2--t through 6.2-8 pre-
sent the propellant tank pressure profiles. The data presenh:,l in these fit,rares are ap-
plicabh, ,rely Io AC-6 and AC-7 vehicles. Revisions to this data will be published lat(,r
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i 3 STATION 9 JOINT6. 2l,_.
The Station 218.9 joint reacts all aerodynamic _ln,t i,l,,rtia loads on the nose fairing•
The configuration of the joint is presented in Figure 6. :3-1.
6.3. l CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loads oil the Station 2118.9 joint occur
during the first 100 seconds of flight when air loads .',re high. mid at BECO (maximum
vehicle acceleration).
fi.3." WI':I(;tI•I'S ANI) CENTER ()I." GIIAVITY DATA. Nest. fairing weights and
(." (} '.% :il't' l)i'l_,.,4cntt2(t ill ])aralAraph v ,_ ,)
6.3.3 TIIERMAL DATA. The data presented herein reflects the most severe
thcrm_d environment for any of the operational vehicles. Maximum temperatures for
various times during flight are given in Table 6.3-1 which are associated with the
points (h,scribed in Figure 6.3-2. Points 3_ _ and_may be construed as the
typical temperature gradient through the outer surface of the skirt which exists along
ils t'iltll',, h,ngth.
The temperatures in Table 6.3-I are based on the us(;of a i).u:linch layer of
Thcr,imhig T-230 and correspond to the maximum heating trajectoryfor a parking
ortiit (I)I)'15).
(Additional ;nl:tlysis was pcrformi,d which (:onsidcr,.d "i ,liri.ul :ts,:,,nt trajec'tory
SI):I5A tmscd on the usc of an 0.0JS-in('h layer of Thcrmohlg T-23t). F,_l • this application_
'J0 anti _T:tblc ti. 3- l i't,nlaillS unchanged with the excepti, m of t)oinis @ 1) . The max-
iniuni l('nll,('ralurc_ lit lhcsc points decrease 27 ° ;in(t 11: respectivcly.)
6.3.-t INERTIA LOADS. The inertia contribution to Station 218.9 joint Loads
during the first 100 seconds of flight is included in the data presented in Table 6.3-2.
At BECO, the longitudinal inertia load = + 5. 7 • 0. 1 g's. This acts simul *taneously
with the bending moment at Station 218.9 presented in Figure 6. :' -3.
6.3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Drag and nose fairing internal pressure
contributions are included in the axial loads data presented in Table 6.3-2. The bend-
ing moment due to angle of attack is included in the plot shown in Figure 6.3-3. Since
the time of maximum bending moment is not well defined, it shall bc assumed to nccur


















TABLE 6.3-2. STATION 218.9 JOINT - AXIAL I,()ADS(AXIAL
COM PR LSSION)
Time (sec) Maximum I,oad(Ib) Minimum I,oad(Ib)
t0 15,800 6,000
44 20,500 7,200
, 48 54,100 9,900
|
52 59,200 27,000
56 59.400 35, 600
60 58.400 34,600
6-t 56,400 26,900
6x 49,000 21, 90()
$
72 42, lO0 18, 600
L
76 36, 100 15, 500
! 8o 32.100 13,200
'.
,_t 29, 20.0 11. lo0
: q_ 26,500 9.500
!
c,)._,) _.3. 800 8, 40{)
:_6 21,200 7. 600
100 18,900 7,000
NOTE:
The loads presentt<t above include the effects of inertia, drag, and differ-
ential prc-ssure across the nose fairing. Bending moment on the Station
t)218.9 joint is presentczt tn Figure 6.3-3.
6.3.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER IL)ADS. The Station 218.9 joint is subjected to a
reaction from buffet loads acting on the nose fairing. A discussion of buffet loads on
tile nose fairing is found in Paragraph 2.2.6.
6.3.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. During nose fairing jettison, the
Station 218.9 tank ring is subjected to dynamic loads. These loads are discussed in
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Figure 6.J-3. Station 218.9 Joint and C'ylindrical Tank Skin ,aft of Station
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6.4 FORWARD BUI,KHEA'D - FORWARD OF STATION 214.9.
"Flit' forward bulkh(,ad (i.'i:2?dre 6..t-I) reacts. :m.) t i:, I:_:,,is item th(. p:tvload and
,.Iectronic equi'pment mount,:d to tht, cquilmit.nt _ht.ixt.s. 'l'hc.._ccti,,,_ ,_1"th(. forward
bulkhead under consideration is that immt.diat_,]v t',_ru ::rd ,,l the Station 218.9 t,'mk ring.
S(-.e Fig-urc 6.3-1 for Station 218.9 join! conl'i*Al_r:di,m.
a
6. t. 1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The forward bulkhead is subjected to a combin-
ation of inertia loads and _ P across the tank sl¢in. The most critical loads occur
during the lirst 100 seconds of flight.
6..t. 2 WEI(;IITS AND ('ENTER ()F C;RAVI'I'Y I)ATA. "Fh_. I'olt,_ving weights and
('.(;. l_,(.ail,ms ._ha]] t)_. usc, t for structural (k,si_n mid :'.nalv_is.
:t. W_.ighl ,_I all structure forward of Stati, m "21_.'.) [inclu(iing payl,)t_d) which im-
p,,_(,s inertia ],)ads (m the foruar(! bulkht,_..,l:
Maximum Weight 3'.Lgf_ i,,
Minimum Weight "2h.(;p llJ
t
t). ('.¢;. l,,cali,,n of th( al)ov_, assumed lumt_:_i m.,ss (t.xcet)t the lJaylc)ad) shall be
l:ti.cll ;it St:tticm I75 -_"2 in.
Th-' u_.ivht and C.(" l,)c'ltion of the payload and l_ayl,)a,l atlapt,-r :_rc ln'esentcd in
Para._r:,l,h 5. 1.2.
6. t, 3 TtIERMAI, DATA. The portion of the tmlk skin wetted })y the liquid hydrogen
is at a temperature of -423 ° F.
6..I..t INERTIA I,OADS. Bending moment in the forward bulkhead immediately
forward of Station 218.9 is presented in Figure 6, t-2. This is entirely due to inertia,
and does n,)t add to the bending moment at the Station 218. :) joint.
The axial load in the forward bulkhead due to inertia is presented in Table 6.4-1.
The effect of ^P across the forward bulkhead must bc included in the analy._is of the












Figure 6.4-2. Forward Bulkhead, Forward of Station 218.9 - Bending





D TABLE 6..1-1. FORWARD BULKItEAD MAXIMIJM AXIAL INERTIA LOADS -
FORWARD OF STATION 218.9



















For a discussion of loads due" to differential
pressure across the forward bulkhead, see
Paragraph 6.4.5.
6.4.5 STEADY-STATE AIR I,()ADS. The foI_ard bulkhead is subjected to a burst
pressure due to the difference between LH 2 tank ullage pressure and nose fairing in-
ternal pressure. The IAI,) tank ullage pressure is presented in Figure 6.2-4, and the
nose fairing internal pressure is presented in Tabl_ 6.2-1. The loads due to differ-
entiai pressure are applied simultaneously with the inertia loads presented in Para-
graph 6.4.4.
6.4.6 BUFFE'F AND FLUTTER LOADS. The forward bulkhead does not receive
critical loading duc to buffet or fluctuating pressures.






6.5 CYLINDRICAL TANK - AFT OF STATION 218.9
The loads presented in tills subsQction are for the cylindrical tank skin immediately
aft of the Statism 218.9 tank ring. The general configuration of the Station 218.9 joint
and tank skin buildup is shown in Figure 6.3-1.
6.5.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The forward Ix_rtion of the cylindrical tank reacts
a combination ,_f aerodynamic and inertia loads from both the nose fairing and inertia
loads from the forward bulkhead. Critical times during flight are the first 100 seconds
of flight, and IH-:('O.
I
6.5.2 WI-:IGtlTS AND ('ENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The following weights and
C. (;. h}cati, ms shall be used for structut'al design and amtt5 .,is.
a. Maximum weight forwsrd of Station 218.9 ---5570 lb
b. .Mimmum weight forward of Station '218. :: - 4.t30 lb
t
See Paragraph 2.2.2 for nose fairing C.G. and Paragraph 6.4.2 for forward
bulkhead C G.
_; 5.3 TItEHMAL DATA. The imrtion of the tank skin wetted by the liquid hydrogen
is at a teml_rature of -t23" F.
6.5. -! INERTIA IX)ADS. The irmrtia contribution to axial loads is included in the
oO
data presented in Table 6.5-1. The Inertia contribution to bending moment is included
in the data presented in Figure 6.3-3. It should be noted that the maximum bending
moment on the cylindrical tank aft of Station 2 ]8.9 is the same as that for the Station
218.9 joint. The bending moment due to inertia loads ou the payload and forward
bulkhead does not add to bending moment from the nose fairing.
6.5.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The axial loads due to aerodynamic drag
are included in the data presented in Table 6.5-1. Fuel tank ullage pressure must be
included in the axial loads analysis (see Figure 6.2-4).
The bending moment due to angle o._ attack is included in the da_a shown in Figure
6.3-3.
6..5.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER. The forward portion of the cylindrical tank does
not receive critical loads due to buffet or fluctuating pressures
6.5. 7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads on the forward












6.6 STATION -t 1'2.72 JOINT
The Station 412.72 joint is the interface between the Cent'mr upper stage :fit tank
ring and the forward mating ring of the interstage adapter, tiowever, a circumferential
linear shaped charge at Station 413.38 provides a separation plane between the Atlas
and Centaur in flight. The confiKuration of the Station 412.72 joint is shown in Figure
6.6-1.
6.6.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The Station 412.72 joint receives critical loads
(turin_ the first 10() seconds of flight when air loads are maximum, and at BECO (max-
imum v(,hi(.h: acceleration) when axial inertia loads are maximum. The loading on the
joint is :t <',)mbin:_ti,m of inertia loads from the entire Centaur stage, aerodynamic
h)ad:,, :m,l dillt.rt.ntial pressure a('ross the intcrstag(, ad;)l)l,'r.
6.6.2 WEI(llITS AND CENTEt_ OF (IRAVITY I)A'FA. "rh,, lollowing weights shall
be us_.d I',w stru('lut'al design and analysis.
a. Maximum weight above Station 412.7"2 j(_int .in. 700 lb
b. Minimum weight above Station 412.72 joint 37, _00 lb
(_ 6.6.3 "I'Itt-:RMAL DATA. "rhe thermal environment of the Station 412.72 joint is
presented in t):lragraphs 3.2.3 and 4.1.3.
6.6. t IN I.:RTIA LOADS. The inertia plus drag contribution to Station -ti2.72 joint
axial l,.,ads is in_.huh:d in the (tata presenled in Table 6.6-1.
At BEC() the hmgitudinal inertia load _.5.7 :: 0.1 g's. This acts simult:meously
•) *
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TABLE 6.6-I. S'FATI()N .;12.72,J_}IN'I" AXIAL I,OADS
-.~
Axial Compr(:ssi(,n (Ib)
Time (see) Maximum "V Minimum
1
40 ,_o. 500 [ 6-I. 600
•14 86, 500 [ 6_.000
48 94,400 72..t00
52 I00, I00 { 78.200
,56 12-t. _00 ] 86. 300
60 133.200 I ')_.300
64 t33.700 106.800
8 .9 106. 19o
• 72 133..900 I06.-100
76 134. 500 106..()0o
B0 I35, 300 I¢)7. 300
' 84 1:}7. 000 107. 500
88 138. 500 107. ,900
{)2 t40. 500 1{)9. 100
96 143.200 11 I. 500
t00 1-t6, S00 11.t. _t){}
') N(ITE:
"rh(' h)a{I8 l}r('scntccl al)ov(, inc'ltt_h, the,
{'l't'{'('ts of im, rtia, (ira.,_,, :m_l diil(.v_,nti:ll
t)I't'._SUI'C across tilt' interstag{, aduI)tcr.
Ben(ting moment on the 412.7: joint is
pr(.sented in Fi)411rc 6.6-2.
t
6.6.3 STEADY-STATE AIal I,OADS. Drag and inter.-da_c mlaptrr inte)'nal pres-
sure contril)utions to %xial load arc i_mlude(t in the data prcsented in Table 6.6-1. Ef-t
fect8 of angle ,J attack art, included in the bending moment data presented ip. Figure
6.6-2. Since the exact dine of maximum bending mom(,nt is not well defined, it shall
1}¢' ,'ISSUllqe(I to ¢)cctlr between 56 :rod 76 t.ieoon(I,,4.
6.6.6 I_UI:FE'P AND FLUTTER LOAP,8. Th(' Station 4 12.72 joint doe.., aot receive
6
critical loading due to buffet or fluctuati,,g pressures.
6.6.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads at the Station
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t_ 6.7 CYLINDRICAL TANK SECTION FORWAI_D OF STATION ,t12.72
The loads presented in this subsection art, for the cylindrmal tmlk immediately
forward of the Station 412.72 tank ring. The configuration of this portion of the tank
is shown in Figure 6.6-1.
6.7. 1 CRITIt'.\ L C()NI)ITIONS. The aft l)ortion of the cv!indrical tank reacts :
:tcr,),tvm_mic :lnd in,.rtia loads which arc ap.plied forward of th(. Station 412.82 ring. Thf::
critical l.)adlng ,'_,n, litioo.s ,)(cur (luring the tits! l[)0 sec_)nds _)1 flight, and at BECO.
_;.7._' WEI(;ItTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. For structural design and
._mtlv.-.is l)Urp,,._,.s, the maximum w,.,ight which imt_ses inertia l_)a(ts on the cylindric':.l
lank l,_r\_:tr(t ,d _I;,_i_n 412.72 7731) 1t).
i;. 7.3 "I'}IIHIMAI. DATA. The portion of the tank skin wetted by liquid hydrogt;n
is at a teml_,rature of -123 ° F.
6.7.-t INI-:RTIA 1.OADS. The inertia contribution to :txial toad is included in _he
data pr:,some_l i:a Table _;. 7-1. Fuel tank ullage pressure must be included in tte
analysis of tht. _tructure (see Figure 6.2-.t). The inertia contribution to bendirg morn
,'nt is mctu,5-,I ir the data presented in Figure 6.6-2.
The maximum axial acceleration of the vehicle at BECO ,- 5.7 1 g's. This
acts _imult;tnc_msly with thc BEC() bending m()lm.n! l)r(.._(,ntt,(t in I:i:41_re 6.2- 3.
6.7.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Drag contribution to axial loads is J.ncluded in
the loads presented in Table 6.7-1. The aerod_mmie contribution to bending moment
is included in the data presented in Figure 6.6-2.
$
6.7.6 BUFF ET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The aft end of the cylindrical tank does
not receive critical loading due to buffet ()r fluctuating l)r(,s._urcs.
6.7.7 MIS('ELI,ANE()US LOAI) PARAMETERS. N() _)thcr lr_ads "at the :aft _.nd of






TABI.E 6,7-1. CYLINDRICAl. TANK F()RWAIil) OF STATI()N .t12.72 -
MAXIMI'M AX[AI, I,()AI)S
' I












I ,_0 42, :300





: These loads include inertia and drag contribution
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, 6.8 AFT BI'I.F!tEAD- AFT()F STATION -t12.72
Thc aft t)ulkhc"ul l'l.:tcI._ the im,riia lo:uls ,_l I1_,. liclui,! ¢)xv_t.n ma.ss l)lus aft bulkhead
._tructure, and tl'avlsnlits tilt. h)a,i inI_)the. Stati,)n-t 12. ",2 I;mi. ring. "l'i,_" c,mtiguration
of t|l(: aft bulkhca_t is shown in Figtlrc 6 _-1.
6.s.l ('RII'It'AI, C()NI)ITIONS. A eombinali,m,ff ira.riga l, ruts and ditlerentiaI
pressure acr,):.s tim tank ._kin causes critical h);tding <)n the :tit bulkhead. The critical
times during lIlght ar_, (luring the first 100 s_.c.cmds of flight -m¢l ttI _IEC{).
6._.2 WEI(;II'I'S AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. i-'_,r structural design and
.mah'sis, Ih,. m;iximum wt.ight which italy)Sos im.rtia loads ,,n tim :tit t)ulkhe:_d. ;fit of
Station-112.72 2x.1'_0 pounds. This includes tbt. _xeighl f)l"the. liquid oxyg,.n and ¢_ngim,s.
6.'_.:I "I'IIEI{MAI. DATA. "rht. portion <_1th<. tan!, ..,kin wcttc,t t)y liquid ,)xygt.n is
:it ;t tctnt)cralul,' ,)I -'-'97 F.
6. _. 4 INI-RTIA I.()ADS. The maximum axial inct'tia l,,:uls ,)n lhe aft t)ulkhead aft
_,l Station .t12.," ar_, pr_.scnted in "rablc 6.a-l. "l'hc _.ll,.cts of C()2 tank ullage, |)l't,sstll-(,
' .,n,I lnt,.r.-.t;v:, _,!aptc'r int,.rnal pressure must t)t. lnt.lu,i(.(I ill tt.(' lift bulkh_'ad stability
;maly.-,is. 1,():., l'ulk ulla_.c pressure is prcscn!cd itl l.'igt_re 6.2-5, and intcrslaae adapt-
,. r int<,rnal l_rcs.--urt, is presented in Tabh' 6.2--'. l h.n, ting m¢,m_.nI effects at,. minimalI
¢lu:'in-. the' It: .'q II}{i sc('on(ls _f flight.
TABI.E _;. _q-1. AFT BUI,KHEAD M:LXIMUM AXL'_I. INERTIA LOADS --
AFT OF STATION 412.7')
I
"rime (see) I Maximum Axial Compression (Ib)i .... ;I

















NOTE: For a discussion of loads clue to differential













At BECO, the maximum vehicle acceleration -5.7 -,t).l g's. "['h(" bending m¢)-
ment on the 'aft bulkhead is considered negligible :It ttlis tiroL.
6.8.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Tilt, eftects of int, rstagc mlal)t_.r internal
pressure must be included in the analysis of th(, "aft bulkhead. Scc Table 6.2-2 for
limits of interstage adapter internal pressure.
6.8.6 I_UI:FI-iT AND FLUTTER LOADS. Tilt. aft bulkh(.ad does n(,t rct'cLve criti-
cal loading due to buffet o,- fluctuating pressurc.q.
6. _. 7 MISCEI.I.ANEOUS LOAD PARAMriTI-:RS. No ,)tht,r loads (m the att bulk-





l SEE SECTION 'q3"
[I[ ,_.
IV PLATFORM
UPPER TIER FORWARD BULKBI:.AD
. ASSEMBLED VIEW
I ANTENNA - C°BAND 7 FWD EQUIP PLATFORM STRUTS
2 &NTENNA- AZUSA 8 FWD EQUIP RAIL ASSY
3 LH2 PLIS ASSY 9 FWD BHD INSULATION
4 PAYLOAD ADAPTER - FWDm 10 FWD DOOR ASSY
5 PAYLOAD ADAPTER - AFT• II FWI) F.LECT EQUIP PLATFORM
6 FUEL ELBOW SUMP AS,SY






1.1%}!II) IIYI)It{}{;FiN TANK B(}I.'I'-t :N5 ANI} WI.' II)MI..NTS
7. I IN'I'IU }l}l{"I Ic _.'_
Ih,. ,14t:t l,r_ _, nt{.{l in {hi8 s{.{'Iion i8 :tpl}lh;_ld," I,, m:t.i,}r t',mlt},mcnt.'+ t},}Itcd {>r
w: i,h._i t.. tilt t}:_-.t,. ,_quid hy(h'{i_eP. {l.ll 2) tank .-I rtl('tLir{'. Th{' I,,;tdB _}11_J*'+{'|)'l_J.{' tLtl'lk
t:'t. _,,_-{-rjh.d i'_ >,-,'l.l{m VI 'ff Ihi'_ r(,p{)rt.
..2 I}l.\!. \i-.NI ',.'\IA'I'2 :\NI}_'P:\NI}I'Ii>I:
The dual vent valve is a liquid hydrogen L_}itoff eomp,ment fin" controlling the ullage






D 7.2.1 CRITICAI, CONDITIONS. Tilt' critical b,a(iing ¢.ondltions on the dualboiloff
valve algt standpipe are the inertia loads at Centaur main vngine start (MES) and during
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Fi.u;ure 7.2-3. Dual Vent Valve Assembly Weigh: <tml Center of Gravity
7.2.:I TIIERMAI. DATA. The dual vent wllve ,m,I standpilit, shall be analyzed
c)a-
u.-;in_ :t h'nltn't'niure of --t,_d F.
;'.:2. t INI':IVI'I-_t I,{)AI)S. Inertia load f:lt.tc,rs whi, h :t(.t on the I,It2 ,lu:,l vt,nt v:llw:
:nitt ._l:tndl,il,, :try, listed in Table 7.2-1.
TABI.E 7.2-I. LIQUID HYDROGEN DUAL VENT VALVE AND STANI)I'IPE
INE RTIA LOADS
Dual Vent Valw. Standpipe
Associated A._s,,ciatt,d
, Longitudinal* l_tteral IAmgitudinal* lateral
Loading ( _,mditlon t4's g's g's g's
]11 ii ii ]] ill i i ................................. _l
Ccn "taur i.'lring and ._ 7.0 :6.0 * 7.0 ;.18.0
Burnout
.........................
Centaur Firing and _-12.0 .;1.0 l _25.0 : 1.0I
Bur nout t
................. ...................... ........... ,
Centaur Start - 5.0 ":1.0 I - 5.0 k 1.t)
.............................. _i ..
Sustainer I.'light + 3.5 ,1.0 - -
Sustainer Flight * 2.0 *I. 8 . • ------. '






l 7.2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The I,tl. 2 dual vent valve and standpipe do
not re('etvt' critical hmcls due to :lcr_)dynarni(' |'oret's.
7.'-).(; BUFFET AND I-'I, UTTER I ,( )A I),'-;. Tht. Ltt 2 dual vent valve and st_mdpil)e
(|_) not rt.(.eivt, critical l,)ads due to fluctuating [)rcssures.
7.2.7 MISCELI.._,NEOUS I,OAI) I)ARAMETERS. Since the dual vent valve and
standpipe are eonm:('h.d to the ullage volume of the LI12 tank, they are subjected to an
internal t)rcssure equal t,) the IAl,) tank ullage pressure. This reaches a maximum of
27 l)sia. See Fig_ar[. (;o2-.t for ullage pressure versus time.








t 7. :i _I_ II)I)II()(;I'N t.'I l.I.I.\'I: ()iTt:t..:--I:l)Ilhl,_ \*,X
t
Tilt' licllli_t h'.ttr,,14_'l; fill ,.:ct ¢!l':_in v:llx,. ,roll,-1 is i,. :ll_.cl iri t_li.t_tl-:ml 11_1 Hi;ilion
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l':..ll:_'-.:l-l. Liltuid llvrtro,,.tt'll Fill :_ncl lit'till '(:_1_," t ltllh.I
7.:;. 1 f'llil'It:Al. C()NI)ITI(iN,";. "rtlt, ,.riii,._l 1 1,1_l,tiiil,. _.,_littiti_lii l_lr lh, 1.ti> fill iiil(t
,ll';illi v:l]_, ,_tiil_.l i_ tilt. unihi[i('_ll iti_roim(.d 1,,;t_t :it l._tllit'h. "l'ht' ._,i'ntliltt !,,,rti¢_ii ,ll l.h_.
wik_' i._ l,ill,',l ,It_t nw;il'tt ;llltl t,ulw_lrd hy :i l;JIIt:lr<t ',t hit.It I_r,.:t!.:. th(' Itt_) t_o1'..-;il tt-'
I;.'41.: \ii'l)_l'll_' iiil,'rl';i('_,. Th,. tl_it'kllll (li_'¢iilil_.d .,-\._tl,ili. ;i -t,_lit I:iliV:il'_! ,it'lk':it_,¢t hv
7.:i.:t '_\'I':I(;III'S _.NI) Cl-:._'l'l':li Ol" ¢Jtl;\Vl'l"f li-Vr..\. Th, '._¢.i,._lil ,_1 lhr 1.1t.,
1ii1 ;iilll itr:iiil v:il.,l, ill._i:illliti_)n i_ Mllllll t'llllill.'ti'¢._t l,i ,li.-,r_ilii¢.d l,_:i(l_ :il l;iuil_'h.
7.:1.:: 'Hl!tl_h\l. I)ATA. Tke Ollc'r:ll.iill4 tl-ini,,'r:ililr_ ,,1 Ill,. 1.11, rill :lll, i ,h':tiii
v¢llw ,,tlllrl i-_- t2:i 1-'.
7.;i.-I INl-:l/l'l.\ I.t)AI)S. Inertia lo,<l_l._lilt l.h<, 1.11-,till ;ililt llr.iiii t,_ll_,t t,ilttt>l lii'l'
7.1.5 s'rt.:.\DY-S'PATE AIR IDAI)S. 'Vk(, lJt., till :,li, t iti-_li;l _.._,I,_,.,_lill_.i ,tot,s illlt




t 7.:3.(; Bt-FI-'I.:T ANI) I"'I,LTTF.tl I.OAI)S. "Fhr 1,11.2 1:11 and drain vulvc outlet doesnot rcceiv,' critical lo:tds due to bufft,t or flu('tuating i)rt.ssur(,s.
7.3.7 MIS(?EI I,ANI-()['S I,()AI) I'ARAME'rERS. The fu(,l ullage :rod head pressure
mu-_t b(. c, msidere(t wh(.n i_,'rforming the strt.s'_ m,.,l;'si_ .)f the "drt),)rne structure. Set,
Subs,,(.tion 6.2 f,)r ullalae l),'essure and fu(:l level st:,ti()n.
o.
Tx:_, h)ading conditions are considt-rt,d during fill and drain valve disconnect. The
loads asst)ciai_,(t with ,.a('h condition are l)rcst,nted )n Tabh, 7.3-1, USillg the sign con-
venli,)n lllustr:th,d in Fi_'ure 7.3-2. "rh(-s_, loads rcl)rt'st.nt file total loading on the
uirl)c)lnc >It u('turt.. :m(l :_II dynami(' rffrt't_ :,r(. in('hldt)(I.
TABI.E 7.3-1. I.I(_IL'II) IIYI)R()GEN FII.I..\NF) DR:\IN VAIA'E I)ISC()NNECT LOADS
'_',I '_',(,,:,_),(,_,)l.c,ading C,)ndltlon (in.-lb)! (in. '""!. " I ...... I (]b)
) | 1910 530Disconnect with m:_.ximu:n misalignmcnt 6500 11,300 247t) I _ 650
Nt)T1 ; I.(JA!.,S -\CT{)N -_IRHt)RN!
STRUCTURI .\T SI I'.U(A_I il,N ! l ANt.
t ()srllv_ |.t'RCI S ANI, ,MOM.) NT_ -_R[ _ _*
YI-\VI )
i
. , f'_ _'T(T,_,,C,I:r,-IL,_L)
I x-_M_ _ ()_(RAL)IAI.)
MZ
l'z (I,ONGI'I UDINAI )







_ ;..t I.[ql'ID tiYt)I¢,)(,EN l_()_)S'i"Pt'MP A:Xl)St'_IP......
"l'ht lJt. ! lu,,)st pu:np and stmq, (.lb,)w art l,,<.altd ,m the" X-:[ ux:.., b_.twecn quad-
rants f and lI a._ sh[_wn in Figur(- i. t- 1. Th(- I,,,,:,t ptmm i.- ..'l l,,w _;PSI! pump used to
in-ovid(, liquid hydrtJgcn at th(, [)roper pressure t(, the Centaur (-nginc turin)pumps.
l.ig,,m'e 7.-t-1. I,iqui(t l-Iydeogc.n Boost Primp and Sump
7.4. I ('I{ITI<'AI. ('()ND1TI()NS. Th,' c.,'iti:al l,,adiut,. _._._,liti,,ns ,)f tht- 1112 b,)cJst
t_ump art, the im.vlii, loads at BEC.O, MES, an:! MEC(). ,-,)mtmT,_d _ith tht, intt.rnatl
|)I't'SStll'_' ;It (':lt'|_ r(.spective time.
7.4.2 WEt(III'FS AND (.'ENTER OF (;RAVITY DATA. Th,.' lollo_ing _eights aml
('. (;. lo('ations shall be used for desil4_ ;m(I analysis. The .,,ump. elb,)w weighs 16 ptmml. _
and the bo(_st pump ,-rod drive weiRh 60 pounds. The ('.(i. h)cati¢m i.-. shm_n in Fi.<ur(,
7. t.2.
7.4.3 TIIERMAL DATA. The temperature ol the hu,)st pump inlet versus time is





7.4.6 IH'I"I'ET AND I,'I.UTTER IA)ADS. The LHo b,)o_t pump -tnd ._ump Co mlt
receive critical loads due l.o bufft,i or llucluiltil_g pre._ur_,_.
7.-t. 7 MISCE I,I,ANt.:t)US I,QAD PARAMI-TERS. The tnter'u,l l p:'t.,_-;urt, of the
boost pump inh ,t is ph:ttcd ;t,rsu,,: time in Fioure 7.-t-t. riw lw_,:mu t. acts simul-
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;. :, coM.v,\ i Ixrr.-.s_t'!'p!_m!i
Tim (.omma,_d (h slrucI unit is l,)cated (,n lJ,( 'l-Y a.\i.-. ')_tween _Luidrants 1 and IV
near the aft end ,,t the 1.tt 2 tank. Thc configuratttm is illu:,tratcd in lrigur( • 7.5-1.
- \ ...... i
,. 5.1 (:t{ITIC.\I. ('().+1)I I ION5. The (,rifle .t ,.<m(lili,u_ lot :l,,._i j, of lh t' (.ommand
(te._ll'tl(.t tlzli| _tli>tJ<)rI _tl'ticturt, is the int, l'|.ia 1_,1"_.,.>duc to lon__;ltll(lillal arid lal(.ral ac-
(..'ch,rati(m and vil)raticm during flight.
"'. 5. 2 WI.:I(;tIT."; AND ('ENTI':I{ O1" GRAVI IY DATA. Structural d',sl,.,.n weight of
the ¢'(mlman, l d(.--Iruet unit is 5.0 pounds. "I'hc _'.t;. of the unit is at Stalion -t0.t. 64
im.h,,s I"r,)m the. _,'hich' _.cntcrlim' _m the Y-Y ax[:..
7.5. :; TItI'.P.XlAI. I)ATA. The command _h::_truct unit supp_rts attach to the r.,tt2
lank skin x_hwh is al a temperature of -420:I :.
7.7,. ; INI;I:I'I.\ I.()AI)S. Inertia load factor'.- lot Ti:,. c,,mm:u:d destruct trait sup-
I,,,v: " ':uc'tu:e .;i (-Ii._t(.,i in Tabh, 7.5-1.
• • t) _ -- •1.-\,,I.t ,..,-1 COMMANI) I)ESTRt'CT ( NIT St t,p()l;r STt{UC'I'II{I.: -
INEI{TI.\ I.()AD I:At'T()I_.5
.......................... . _e I"




._]:IXJ III,,1,1 I_:ll_4iltldilla 1




I._m-,:nu_li,ml hm, l acts aft.
7.5.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS° The (.mnmand _lcstruct unit does n,Jt _(:ceive
critical loads din. t _aerodynamic fm'ces.
7.5.6 BUFt:!:T AND FLUTTEIi LOADS. The command destruct unit docs not re-
ceive critk:al loads _Iuc to buffet or Ilu(:tuating pressure.
7.5.7 MISCI':I.I,a, NEOUS LOAD PARAMETEIIS. No other critic:_l h)ads arc
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t )("i M'lv l'J6,)
t 7.6 I.'ORWAI{I) BUI.KIIEAI) PA(" KAGI.;S
F'ig_li'(.s ;.);--t au:i ;.(; .2 :,h,)',_ ).h, !).l'.'k:t;;,..- and t,,L 1,-IIl,t,tl.t'tllt I1[ t)ll th(. forward
bulkhcad. "l'ht, upper lit, l" w,tuit)lo.( nt sh(.lf i> tt,.att,d .,I St.,.ti,)n 172. lh_. lower tier
equipment ts lilOUlltt'd OI1 [Wf) :'ails that run ({v('uJnlv), llli:_li,, :ll'()tlll(' the" v,.tliCle at
St:it|oils 17." tn,[ 1"-.9.
7.(;. 1 ('HII'ICAI. C()NI)ITt_)NS. 'l'hv ,.'_'iti(':tl 1,xt:iini; c(,miH.mns tm the forward
t)ulkh(.ad _):t_...._,t..-, ar(' th(. inertia load.q duri ,,, Atla.-. J.tul;," "..... )., n, .Max q, M;,x _, a,_dCentaur
).tl <. a.,l:l ::ll-('t.).
" . G..' ',\ ;.l(;J]'l" .-\NI) t'EXI'l,:I{ f)]:" (;If-\\ l'l'h l).\ I -\. l'h,, ',,_.i.e,ht amt t'.(;, data for
t|,........ ''"li'"" ': ')',- '!)1 |ill' t||)t)('i" Oll'l I,)W_'I" ( (ltli|_ll'_( :1! -};. Iv, -: i. ,,'._:_'t,nil_ l'.,bh,s 7.8-1 and
_.li- ) l'i'S:)_', _i,'('IV
7.4;..; I}tl..R3I-\I. DA'|'A. 1.'or the _,-_t'i_).-.t. ,)_ -t:,.,,.s ui.ttv..q-, tht. t,.:npm'ature of
the l):lvk:i'.',t' • .'-qia]l |.x.t.on.qldt, t't,d to IX.-t_(i I"o
{h-. q: .,t '.hat ,'-Ul)l)')v' lira- U.l)I-..i [,t, ,!:,.: ,_ :)( . • . ."_ .,,h_ ,hl_' I," th,' l'ml I)t)ilt)ff
l'))',)l_.:!'. II, III ) _t'Ill. Tht :tl'i;l ht'a)(" f ).b:" _'t-._l van ,t':i. !t "_ ";'ml)('l';Itt, l't" ,)|" -:_(;_ ]._
't
- 7.f;.,.: iN) li'l't:\ It ;,\D, <. The iiwl'ti:l 1,,:,i Iat t,))-s in l'.tblt, 7.f;-:; .s!ulii i)_, used for
tl_. :tnal_--,i- ,,' all !-,.tcl,,tgl,s t)n th(, f()m_avd bulkhe-td, l'h, l):lv',_,,q.tt: suia;:)l t.-; :,|roll Ix.,
;initls;st'd u: tit:_ "|'al)Jc_ 7.()-:1 and 7.6-t. All ot tht. t)a_-Rag,, sui)p,)l'ts ,,u th,. uppt.r Lift"
:tltQ. Iht. t' i,tl.,] tl':tnsi)()n(tt, t', NASA StraJ:l G:ig,t, Ztll_t ]{_):t_.,,.k;:,l,..lv Pow_-i" ('_,utrol sup-
|)t)l't. _, ,)l_ th," I_,\vt.l" lit I'..',hall I)t. :tnaI.vz_ ,! ll:.{ll.L' T.)Idt. ;. h-3. 'Fh," vcn.t)!,.)(h.i" ,)f the
l)avKaV.t. >tiii!.,'fl'q ()II lho 1,)',;,'," ti('r :.httll !u..tiutl\/t'd U_tlL'.. l':=l,l_' 7.t";--I. t'\t'_'lJt |'()1" |h('
Inv, el... I 'l,,-! I..'l,'ta( ti'. l)a('k:ig_'s N_). 1. 2. ;::,;t ;', _'.bl,'" '_a.': :l!q)]:i':ll)l(' i.):l:l l.'l('lOl'.',
Slu):\n i', l"".i. ..'; ,-).
• , )7.(i..) "<I'I.ADY-.',.'TATI'. All{ I.g)AI)S. "['h( l'ma_ t.',t I),;],.._t. I,I !,:tcka.a,('s (I,) not re--
eei','e (').'It,( a I It)ads dtic to at.l',xlvr_l.tnic t't,l'_'t "_,
7.6.(i 1¢1FFET AND I"I.UT'[ER 1.t)Al.)5. Th,' t,,,'w:ll.l txtlkht':ld l),l,:ku_,es do not
i ('t:i'iV_.' uI'lilt'{il io;i/i,_ tltlt: it) buffet of ll'i('tii:,i '.lilt i'.'l't -- If! ".
7.0.7 .MtSCEI,I_.tNE()US I.()Aj) PAIIAMt-'TI-;RS. "4,) ,,l!_pr critical h,ads art:
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TABI,E 7.6-1. ['I'PEI{ TIEI{ EQUIP:MI,:NT WFI(IIITS #\NI) ('I..NTEI{S ()F GILAVITY
[ W_.ight z y x
Item (lb) (in.) (in.) (in.)
i , :: : , ii,|L i jl :,ll i:, : ,,m , J i i J
I
' Autopilot ¢;vro 1_.I)'2 168 3_ 0
Surveyor Arm Safe :3.03 172 , 45 -7
Aux Moduh, Timer 20.0 168 ' 33 -18
, t_L'\'EP Filt_.r 5.4 173 3.t -30
I
Svq 'rimer 10.5 168 26 -26!
In,,ctr T/C Rclcr(.nc(. Junction • I. 9 170 26 -36
Main l'mtt(.ry 67.0 168 .. 15 -35
(htiilanc_. C,)mputi,r 65.02 167 [ -20 -32
hmtr Accch, r()meter -1.36 171 i -33 -27
(;uidanc_. I),)wvr Supply 60.,_5 167 _ -37 -19. ,
" i
f;ui(lanc't, Elec'tr()nic Platform le.. _7 168 -39 6
Guid:mct, Piatf()rm Inshqll;Ltion i 35.7.'. 164 -3.3 19#
Multip h.x(,)" 5.3(" 170 2 t 30
. ' lCangc S:d't.tv.. th.t'_:i_cr (2) _ 1_.'.)_" 16._ , 38 22 )
Relay A_seml)ly Installation Surveyor ; 6.63 ' 17o :13 9
, t{ang¢, S:d(,t) lktttt-ry (2) 15.o_ 170 t2 10 ,
TAlti.i-i -" 6 -2 . I.()\VLR TH..R EQUIt)MEN'F WFIGiITS .\ND CENTERS ()I" GRAVITY
.............. Weight z y x
Item (Ib) (in.) (in.) (in.)
Amplifier -Autopil,)! .'_,rvo 17.49 179 45 ' _,
l{angt, Saft.ty Powt r (',)ntrol 9. _- its3 _ 3_, 20
'['_,h,t_lvtry I'aekagc Number 1 45.13 181 , 27 38
Guidancc L'_))lditiou(,)" 10.96 1_0 , -2o 47
Strain Gag(. - NASA 16. _; 1,_1 -3l 33
T)'anspondcr ('- lktnd 6.7 Ibl -42 19
(;uidance Signal 10.97 182 . -44 4
"I'rans(iucvr Box 4.74 18(i -.t I -8
Azusa Transpond(..r 19.28 1_,0 -39 -22
Telemt,trv Package Number 3 Spare 45.0 181 -26 -39
Inve)'tt, r 4o. _2 17:) 2(1 =4 1
Switch - Power Changeover 14.0 181 33 -:_2







TABLE 7.(;-3. EI,ECTRICAI,/EI,EC'I l{f)NIt' PA('KA(;ES INEIUI'IA I,()AI)
F A C TO P,S
M:Jximu,n -I.,,_._l,,:,Itn:,_ [ M:lxinmm l.ateral
W(-ight ('.':) I (:,.'s)
('on,IitJ,,n (Ib) N I N ] N N• " ti " t LAT
• Ii. [;lllll(:h O-2 _) +7. t ,_ !.1_ : |.it _ ' I. [ "(_.3
, ,,.) .'-6 I ,,'" .6 :1.0 1.'t .3
t 50 '5. Ii,,_ -2..," -t.o "1.I ' _4.5
, t35 '4.'2,u l.I :1.0 "l.-I i :3.2
I
' I
M.,x (l ()-2,0 I .a,o,,r -l.() 1.,, "'2.:; i _7.0
3., : :7.:; ,,v "2., 1.0 _'2.:} ] _-6.0
5o i '.*; :', ,,' i J :I ,) '_ "' '5.2
i
; 135 "5.2 .'," -':.(; :l.'J "2.:_ _ "3.9
i i
I
()-2U _,".9 . ;..) :5.9 ' :;;.;}
• :;,) ' I l ,) "i) :) I , ,,
tL
_y I
1:}5 _7. I il.L_ "5.9 ' l.hi
..... . ..... {- ..... $ ........ -,_
I I I i
_',nt,,':rMi y , If-S1} i ,-:."L,r-I._ I :].0 -1.2 :6._
i , ,
I i 35 , "(; _" or .,.._ :l.,) *l. "_ "5.5
: 50 t' +.;. ; ,_: -3.0 _l.'1 ,1.." "-l.7
.35 .;.:_,n --1.6 , "1.') _1.2 "3.3
I ' ; l
i (','!l|:'lll" _,]|'{'( ) : I|-_1) I "12. ", ' l.O _6.5 '(,.0
' I
i "_5 [ _11.5 _-1.o +6.5 :i_.O
i [ 50 ] .],_.'; +,..o +6.;, -_._







TABLE 7.6-4. E I,ECTRICAL/ELEC'F_{ONIC PACKAGE INERTIA LOAD FACTORS* -
POST 55-00200E ENVIRONMENTAL LEVEI,S **
¢
t v, , ,l , , ,,,, ,J"=' F
X: N N_
Longitud ina I Stcady-StaW I_ltera I Steady-State Vibration
(g's) (g's) (g's)
..........................
- 15.0 , .--t .5 ± 15.0
- 3.O -- --
*N-. N.. and N. arc to be applied independently.
"*Rcicrcncc I--I
"tABLE 7.(;-5. INVI:RTER AND TELEMETRY PACKAGES 1, 2, AND 3 INER ;'.:,_ L()AD
F'A("|'( )i{S* - P()s'r 55-00200 E l.:N V! R( )NM EN TA L I,EV E LS _¢
N_. N_ N.;
Lon;,_itudinal St,-ady-State Lateral Steady-State Vibration
(_'s) (g'._) (g's)
- 15.o ' =-t.5 = 11.4
- :;.0 .....







7.7 FORWARD UMBILICAL PANEL
The fot,_'ard umbilical panel is located cm th(. X-.X axis bct_.een Quadrants I and lI











STA 1. )2J_.q.............., ,,!
QNO CONNECTOR AT ,_ SYM
TillsPOSITION.
Figure 7.7-1. Forward Umbilical Panel
|
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7.7.1 CRITICAl, CONDITIONS. The critical loading c(mditiol,s of the forward um-
bilical panel occur at disconnect and during transonic flil4ht. The umbilical tiiscon-
nect l'oads ar¢ applied in c,m_bination with int.rtia loads du_ to vibration of the vehicle
at lauacfi.
The 16,,ds during transonic flight consist of a combination of aerodynamic pl_ in-
ertia loads.
7.7.2 WEIGHT AN1) CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Tile weight o[ the panel and
attachments is 31.2 pounds and the weight o[ the ,_vceptacles and cables is 24.0 pounds.
The C.G location ot the total structure is sho_ n in Figure 7.7-2.
Ii
I ..,,..,. I_,.li_ilARI'_(JMI_IL|(]AL.
S5.2 lb _ _ ..... :_1._v_4.5
t..(; IS ON rill. x .kY,ls
f
Figure 7.7-2. Forward Umbilical Ponel - Cenk_r of Gr_vity Location
7.7.3 THERMAL DATA. A temperature history of the forward umb_Uval pa_|
ispresentedinFigures 7.7-3 and 7.7-4. ' " '""," : '_
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7.7.4 INERTIA I_)ADS. Load fi_ctors for the umbilical panel at launch and during
flight are presented in Table 7.7-1.
' TABLE i.7-1. F()RWARD UMBIIJCAI. ISLAND INERTIA LOADS




Condition ° Longitudi:ral Ia_teral Longitudinal lateral
*Launch -1.4 ,Œ” ,"0.3+1.4 4-4.5
b.lach 1 +2.0 4=_4.2 :1:0.2¢. _2.0 4-6.0¢
01:8.4_
!
bhx q _2.3 _4.2 +0.3 _' _2.3 :!:2.5t
I:0.9 ¢ _ 4-3.9_
i 1
BECO i +8.0 _1.0 _5.8 t0.I ±2.4
Centaur MES 4!,0 /:4.2 ! -+-*0.5 ,I.0 _t4.5
1 May 1965
7.7.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTEI_ L()ADS. The forw;,rd umbilical panel does not
receive critical loads ,{u,, It) bufft.t ,u" {lu,'t:utting p,'_'._._t,uc.
7.7.7 MISCE LI,ANt_:: JUS I_)AD PAI{-_,)..1ETER5. Discommc! !o._d._ are shown in
Figure 7.7-6. 'rhc:,e act simulataneousl_ '_,uth Jn:-rtia 1,)ads at ktuneh prt.sented in
Table 7.7-l.
SPIN (.ONV[ NTION - lOADS .._} PI l|:b TO i h.':ti C( _N.,I,C'rOR* AT AIRPORNF.- ,;,5; IN'If R{-At'{
• Mx F_
_. ,) ,_t:,
_. * NO ('LtNN.C':"'I+_'i"l}qbi _'_:AI""N




Fv -" Ft)RCL N¢,i(k'_L 1,_ MI;.'_I: ._ "-KtK i i_
: _v r_0 1 t' ** i "-_90 LB**$
_ --
L 2 -,Sol.t, +_0LBFz - i_ORCI: IN I (_N(;IIUI)INAI :,I_,{ ("II_)N - P.a--................ 4- " .,.---
I
t M,_. " _-1,0 IN.- [.l, _  ,&èˆ IN.-Ir[_
i ,,, :t_
_.-II THIS INCLL,1._I-S WE !_ tT ._N, _WIND ONI.Y. _ 1. _N YARD I.OAI'i __!-".l& I 0 i'ER PLL/(I _d..g ACT_ 11_TH_ "'
+F v DIKEC3 ION AND _it_,} rt ,.) ,.iF ADIr]{D "I_, t'r.
2.0Paov_l_o"mr _m_ _. _ {st._'_ a_, _p_ _)RTs_'aumma_ a_-Mall__.t_._*_X:.s_o(_o't_.:_-.:_.
STRLI_RY '_IEI.D, lilt- IMPACT l:h_"roR I_ Rt.'I)IICF. l) AND .NOTED !_ A,0PLI_AS|.,I/_'l'lU-._k_ AN__ __!_i_.( ":
.. - ,."-_j:.,... .
D . . - ._ :_.'-',;"",-_. . - -
- ..- . - .. -,._-!_? •
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7.8 GROUND PLANE AND ANTENNA
The ground plane attaches to the forward umbllical panel at Station 188 and is cen-
tered on the X-X axis. It is also supported by two struts which extend out from the




Figure 7.8-1. Ground Plane and Antenna
7.8.1 CRITICAL CONDFrIONS. The critical loading conditions for the grcmnd
• plane and antenna occur at BECO and Centaur MECO. The only significant loads applied
arc inertia lo,'_ts.
' 7.8.2 WEiGtITS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The total weight of the ground







, Figure %S-.2. OroundPluae and Antenna Center of Oravity Location
_ _ : %25
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7.8.3 T|IERMAI. DATA. Temp(,:'atures ar(, not critic:ll for the.ground plane and
antenna.
7. _. t INERTIA I.()ADS. hl(,rtia I,):l_}s for tht. grourd p!am. aiid antenna are pre-
r
_cnted m "l'_dH(. 7. _,- i.
TABLE 7.a-i. I;R(i('ND PI,ANE ANIJ ANI'I';NNA -- l.\l..l{l [.\ Ltt-\l) I.'ACTORS
t
] Ma.,inium l;:,'_i;:t;-d-'i,-_-i"....T.... _i,i:"i_lmumt,ateral
t n "ni'ml )
C()ll(lith)n fAl)p)'°xt l...,,i I I :n,..rat l i
l.,ll(.r,l]
. - . i._,nl_,)udin_tl! 1 ...............
.... !, ..................... :::1 .... I [
P re lau rich ' ] ' "• i (1 , tl.O :fi._: t) "I.(1 I a6.0i •
Thrust l_Ul hlut) i) t) . ' 1. ;) -(,. 0 I "')" 7:" _ ! .0 i,i -6.0
i,nurich ) l) : l. !: hi.,) _ ,,i ._ , • 1.4 _, -{j.3
Mat:h _, 1t)-65 ,2,,' ',.., ' ,, .', ) ..'.l) -,).3-_ : :_i.5
Maxq. 7f) ?5 ""-.7_ _-_." i I ,, ;" ....." :l '_) ',I ]' -7.0
_|a._, S[o_h j'_o -t.tl - ;i :¢_ 3 { t) '3."
I
.... ' ..t . -L.', '3.qlll.:Ct) :1_, -5 - ;;.i : II
_l£,_;ll_illll-I I"iil_|it i Ys;ii • 1.5 " 1.5 l ,' !.., I "."_>.l;
, i t
Sustaim, r Cutotl I -::'_' 2. tj • 1.., ' "s..'. ;:. ') ._ .; 1.
C('itt,ill'" l,-.'t MI':S ) ) ,') -li. i: i -• : ' . _ I ili. , • ,L:. , .i).:)I
' t •
Crntaur l,lighi i .:) .i "il.i i -i. , -:" ,, '. 6, -)! ! * ' " " " i
Ct:iitdtir 2rid , , ,i;. 5 • i;. l) l " i i 'i {,..i _Q, 0 ,i
#
7.8.5 STEADY-STAI:_. AIR II)ADS. "r!_( gi,,)iii_tt l)hinr _,rat .;nt,,i_._t d,) iiot t et-(:lye
crilical loa(t,_ (hit: t() avr(_t.vr, a_iit, [ore(:_,
7.8.6 Bt-FFET A%II) I,'LI)TTER IA_AD,';. Thr tr.rouno plat,. ,.t)ld .,)tt(:nria do not re-
ceive erotical loads (luc t,) ))uftet ,)r lht( tu:tting pt-csqur,.-.
7, 8.7 MIS(:EIA.ANEtKtS l,()Al) I)ARAMETEIi£. N,' otbt r cl itit:;t| loada arc
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7.9 FORWARD bq_IBILICAL ISLAND BULKH EAI)
The forward umbilical island bulkhead is lot.atoll on the X-X axis between Quad-
rants I ,and lI at Station 218.9. This bulkhead supports the cabling that extend along the
side of Centaur and is shown in Figure 7.9- !.
STA. 21 .%u
I
['7".A t'  JHCAL
VII_2_=W A" A STATION 218.9
FWI) QUa) I (20^!) II T._NK RING
[ 4BIq6LV i
• Figlare 7.9-1, Forward UmbilietJ l,;hmd Bulkhead
" 7.9.1 CRII'ICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading condition on the forward
umbilical island bulkhead occurs during transonic flight when differential pressure
across the bulkhead is a maximum. Buffet loads along with the respective plug and
receptacle inertia loads act simultaneously with maximum steady-state differential
pressure to breatc the maximum loading condition.
7.9.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVI'I_" DATA. The weight of the forward
umbilical island bulkhead is small and does not impose eriticai loads on the structure,
however the concentration of disconnect plugs, receptacle and associated cable weights
must be considered for analysis of the bulkhead itself
A typical plug and receptacle, combinatirm at the forward umb!lieal 'sland bulkhead
interface weighs approximately 0.5 pounds. The length of cable, which is assumdd
reacted at the bulkhead, is estimated at approximately 1.0 pounds. Therefore, for
purposes of ,analysis, the following weight criterion is applicable.
Weight per each cutout in
Bulkhead (pounds)
,,
• Plug and Receptacle
Combination 0.5
I_ngthof Cable , 1.0
u
Total 1.5
The center of gravity of each weight concentration is placed directly at the midpoint of






*'-.9.3 TIIERMAL I)ATA. lcmperatures are not crlli(,al h)" ill,: fl}rward umbilical
island bulkhead,
7.9.4 I_:ERTIA L_)AIi:.. |'h(' :.it'l"tja 1,_ad:_apidh':u)l,." t(, ;h," plug_, receptacles,
and cables which arc _Itt:wht'_I to) tile llmbilw::l ist:md bulld_c_! are presented iv Table
7.10-1.
7.9.5 STF,\I)Y-.<T-\Tt,: AIR IX)ADS. The stead)" stm,. ,.lillerential pressure across
the forwarli ttmhilit,a} i,_l:md bulldlead is tlh,t(('_t versus Mach number in Fig-ure 7.9-2.
This acts ,,i mu lta,mou._ l,, with bufft.t Ic:t(l._ :Is pr_.semed in Paragraph 7.9.6.
. Figure 7.9-2. Forward Umbilical I:-'land Bulkhead - DifferenUal Presau_e -_.
I . -:',_ ,.._,.,;f.,._...




7.9.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. For design and stress analysis of the
forward umbilical island bulkhead, an equivalent static pressure is used to represent
buffet loads. Equivalent static pressures arc presented in Table 7.9--1. Data pre-
sented in Table 7.9-1 and Figure 7.9-2 shall be combined for the applicable Math
range.
TABLE 7.9-1. FORWARD UMBILICAL ISLAND BULKHEAD -
EQUIVALENT STATIC PRESSLrRE
Mach Number Equivalent Static Pressure
fillI ii ii ii i
0-0.75 _0.50 psi
0.75-0.85 -_2.40 psi
0.85 and higher _0.50 psi
, , ....


















O 7.I0 FORWARD UMBILICAL ISLAND FAIRING
The forward umbilicalislandfairingprovidesa sm¢x)th"tt,,'odynamicramp infront
ofthewiringtunnelwhich runs along theX-X axisl_,tween($uadrav3.s|and If. The
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STATION 190 200 210 22(i
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SECTION A-A
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!
Figure 7, I0-I. Forward UmbilicalIslandFairingCo_iguratlon
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7.10.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. Critical loads cm the fl)rward umbilical island
fairing are those due to steady-state air loads, buffet, and inertia. Maximum air loads
occur (luring transonic flight, while inertia loads are highest at B ECO and Centaur
MECO. Maximum temperatures on the fairing coincide with high inertia loads at BECO.
7.10.2 WEIGtIT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The umbilical island fairing
weighs 14.5 t_mnds. Th(, C.G. is on the X-X axis at Station 2o8 on the inside surface
of the fairing.
7.10.3 TItERMAL DATA. Temperature histories for several data pohlts on the
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Figure 7.10-2. Forward Umbilical Island Fairing - Tetntmrature Profile
at Point of Maximum Heating on Fairing.
7-32 i ,
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t. 7.10.4 INERTIA LOADS. The inertia loads for the: u.nbilk.al ishm, i fairing are
presented in Tabh: 7. Io- 1.
TABLE 7.10-1. I-'()RWAIil) { .Mt;ll.lt.TAl. ISt.:\Nt) l..\ll{IN_; - I.\'I;IFI'IA
I,( )A I) FA('TOtIS
[ blaximunl l.ongitu, iinal lnei t_:, ] Maximum L;dm'al Inertt,i( ,-)
t r .......... --!, ..................
! i .'\.'.'_,>{'i:ii,',t i As_J,,':i:ited
I l,,nRitudimil I i l,ateriil
('ondlti(nl I i I.al[:i',i! .-: lamgil,i_tina]
=:: : ,,,.,, ; J_ .... I. ......... = :<rl : ,, ,, ,
t i
Prelamieh ; - 1 0 iO. i I : O. 02 _ i tJ _-0.12
i " ! I •
Thrust Iklil(hip ! "I.0 _I.'2 , ::i. 12 ,; :1.0 _'-i.32
l" |'l i _ ,) iIAlUl t':, ' l.'t -4.a ' =-I}._J : I. t t4.5
I
M:l('b I i 2.0 z-l. "x i :-°.2 ¢ : -2._i -6.0 t
:'1.4-* : ¢, +7. -t
Maxq -2.:I _:-1.2 " : "+ > ' '-2 5 ¢
:,i.,; "3.6 t
Max Slosh 6. l -,I.5 '. _t.t, : _:2.4
. Stkstailif'r Fiieht. ->.f__ _ ct,5 : • I . " r..I .6
Stl_ttd!lt'!" ¢'utoft ! - _ -" .i ' • 1 -t
; I
('t'nt:illl" isi MES _1.0 -_-t.2 -_1).5 • i.', : :-.t.5ii
Centaur Ieliaht t i,. I _ :_.5
" ' "_' " /' ' " " " ' :4 5Ct'ntaul'-n,t .1, t () •6.5 _.t 9 ,:., -n '
...................................... 1 ! ........ ]_,
+'l';ul._t.nti:_ !
tltiixli:tl
7. 10.5 ._TI,ADY--._'!'.\ I'E AIR I,OAIiS. _lt.'ii;t 5 • .v,talc tlilIt'l ¢'!,:-:il '.t't';.,_ltil t, Oil tilt'
hiiriug is stlm_n i!1 l"ig_li'_ .-. 7.11)---t ,qnd ,. ll,-,. Sigh. load; ,,, t.l:_- lc_ii i,_:,. :ill IWeSeutod
iri Fi.Rlll "t, lt;-ll, l)l :t_ I,,a,t_ a:'c ,, ; .• "_. .JVt:ll in t iglll'(:_ . If)-7 .u:,l 7 I1)--_ illl(I .-,h,)ul_t I).-
al:_lplicd ;it lh<' {_ntl'_fi_! ,_1th,- l:til'll)la er_'._s-.',,.,:ii_,n:ii art.,,, l; .d_ ,:1,t i_., .>_,,t.'.:',lhiit the
Iilii'ini, axial ltl:'..,I slltn'.i: I !,t. t'oi;llliil¢ _1with "_ ....• _,h." l':t,!i.ll (".;i_iii_lli .', ,,I ,;:ill _illi_'lt:nll;tlt
In'l,._Ui'_'._ in ,I,';t,:'nili_i;,.. I _,ids t,_) ulnltll:, ii i:,l:m_! ,.tl!.;,.l.in,.t,'-
II is l't't'_.,lilnt'lltlt tt that tile luads illf,,t'll_,aLi_ti) ln'e.-._'nh'd 11 _.:ita!:_i - 7. l'_- [ th_'otigh
7. lli-._ t_. c_mi!)m(id 111 lht' most t'OllSt'l'V:ltlvi' il'ltl_l;l, I ir, tll_, S!l , _,;_ 7iit/llV:_i.-_. l-,'l" _.x-
:inilllt- , l'a_lia] t)ucstilig toad and tail'inla dr:if: [o:id :,d¢i in i:i'_d'_,'i-:u 'u,, lit ill ;il_;til lilt'
uulbihcal p-int.,l txl._t. ($hition 21". '.)}. ._llixl:nuni dl;i:; h_,,:t she..:'1,__,:_,,e_t.(! with the l'adial
t;Olllpont, nl :.)1 bldrstnly load in this (.'list,, ,iiill niJ,rtiii_iliil dl',tg .,,.l:')cH !:< used with tilt,
radhtl erushhlg load to obtain iIl3ximtllll lllonli.,nt abtait Station 21-. 9 in the opposite
direction.
• 7-34
] 9660 ] 36 ] 3-434
• _r • .+GD/t..-J,I l.)t;,,-u t i
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i Figure 7. I0-7. Fol_'ard Umbillc_tl l_land Fairing Variation of Aerodynamic Drag






Figure _. 10-8, Forward UmbilicalL_lai_lFalriagl>iff_;rent.ial Pressure across the
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I
7.10._; BI't'I'E':' AND '-'I,"TTEI{ LOADS. An equivalent _tatic pressure is used
to represent the i_utlet l,_a,l.,-. l'hc buffet loads vary with Ma(.h number and are listed
iu Tnbh, 7. liJ-z.
"F.XI_I.E 7.10-2. I.'ORWARD UMBII,ICAL ISLAND FAIRING- EQUIVALENT
STATIC I_RESSURE *
{ --Math Numt_u" Equivalent Static Pressure
__ - , , ,==,,, , • , ,,
I
I 0-0.75 ! _0.50 psi
i 0.. 75-o. 85 | ±1.1 psi
l: (_. ",5 and higher _0.50 p._l
7. lo. 7 M'S,q('I..'I.LANI.'()(:S IS)AI) PARAMETERS. :-.,, ,,flmr critical loads are
alq)lit-d to th,. t,_r_v:_cd umbi!i,':,l ish, nd fairing.
7-40
1966013613-440




7.11 CHRISTMAS TREE FUEL SENSOR$
The Christmas Tree fuel sensor installation uonsi_ts ,_f a network of aluminum
struts within th(- Lll 2 tank wl_Wh support instruln(.nts lot mcasuril:g fuel location during
a two-burn mission. The location oi the struts ts shown in Figure 7.11-1. The joint
at the end of each strut consists of a bolted clevis as shown in Figure 7.11-2.
ST._"I'ION 17%20 " --_
ST _TION 209._6 -_ ..... -_
!
I
ST _.TI,)N 22S.00 J-----_ .......].
1
STA"IION 258.00 -- ._ ..... "_J2]]
I


















. l.'l_twt :. i.]-2. Christmas-: ['rce Strut Clt.vis Config_r:ttion
I
7. ] 1. ! ('IH'I't( ', 1. (', _NI)I'FI()NS. Th(" onl_ critJcat i,_ading ,-,)ndition imposed on
the ('hri_lm;t: "|'rt,t, i_stall:dion is inc:-tia loads., mainly caus_,d I,.. vIl_fati_m of the
%trut.ttzl t.. All -d:lt..z [.'.Llt].-;O11thc _tructurt' ilrt, n(rgli;4il,lt.,.
7. 11. -' \k !l(;ll'r.q ANI) CEN'FI-:R OF GRAVI'I_" I)ATA. The weights presentt:d in
Fabh 7.11- 1 ._hall b,. u..,cd for slructur;:l design and amtlysis.
I'ABI.E 7. l 1- I. CIlRISTMAS TREE COMPONENT WEIGIITS
Item Weight
(lh)
Total ('hristmas Tree Structure I_.15
Total Sensors plus Harnesses 6.50
Total llarness Clamps 3.06
Vertical Strut ' 1.84
Top Strut (each) 0.-t0
lh,aviest Horizontal Strut 0.64 or 0.1067 lb/ln.
55-11976-3 Vapor Sensor 0.13
55-01278-101 Temperature Transducer 0.01
Harness pt,r tlorizontal Strut 0.002 lb/in. •






7.11.3 TIIERMAL DATA. The temperature of the st,-uc_re is at -423°F when
wetted by the liquid hydrogen. '
!
7.11.4 INERTIA I,OADS. The hiertia loads for tim Christm'ts Tree as a complete
#
unit 'are pr,.:_.nted in Table 7.11-2. Th(" im.rtia loads on each strut arc given in Table
7.11-3.
'FAB,LE 7. ll-g. CHRISTMAS TREE AS A COMPI,ETE UNIT - INERTIA
LOAD FACTORS
Time ,,i [ L()ngitudii,[ii ..... -J Associated Imterali
l'l_ht I (g's) I (g's)
................ t
Launcit 1.5:24.0 t el.0I
_ t 1.5 ,S ±25.0 }
2 .:l =2 t .o i _ 1.0
"Frm;.',_ulic - Max q I 9 ._ '
t
• -.,, :25.0
I "ItBEt'() 5.b : 12.0 : _1.01' ,ntam" 2nd MES :'.0 r.l:-:.t, i _1.0
t '1M !-:1"1) . 9.0 "_12 .',) j _l.O
, _................................. l.........,,!.o.......... J........... _:,)_o___
"['ABI.F 7.11-3. CIIRISTMAS TREE STRU'FS AND A'FTACIIMENTS -
INERTIA LOAD FACTGRS
Tim(. of Longitudinal Associated Lateral
Flight , (g's) (g's)
Launch . 1.5 = 27.0 ±l
1.5 • 27.0
Transonic - Max (1 2.3 ±27.0 _1
2.3 + 27.0
MECO 9.0 ± 12.0 il.0
9D ±13.0. ..
NOTE:
All vibratory (±) inertialoads act normal to the strut trod





1.5 STEAl)Y-STATE AIR I.OADS. The Chrislma._ Tree fuel sctmor installa-7. 1
tion (lots m,t r_.(.( J',(. (','iti(.al loads due to a'erodynami(..f(n-ct,s.
7. lI._i BUFFET AND FtA'T'I'I.:i( IX)ADS. The Christmas "Free fucl sensor instal-
l:,taJa do_.s n,)! vt.,'civc critical loads dut y tv buffet or fluctuating pr_.ssurcs.
7. l I. 7 M!S('I'-'I,I.ANE()US I,()AI) PARAMETERS. No otbcr l(,_(ts ,m the Christmas








7.12 UQUID HYDROGEN ZERO - G BAFFLE
"I'he ze.ro-g lmfflu is a device used on two-l),trn inissioil vohit'lcs (only) to (tamp
out sloshing in the LH2 tank during the coast phase of fight. The l,affie consists of
a ring attached to-the cylindrical portion of the LH2 tank at Station 333.30. The con-












7. 1'2.I CRVFICAI, CONDITIONS. The criticalloads on the zero-g baffleare clue
to vibratory :m,! st(:a(ty-slate incrlia, ,,oral)\ned with differential pressure ,lue to fuel
slnshin_. In addition, a lo,:,,lized pressure nn the baffle exists due to/low from the
w)lute ble(,.t line impinging on the structure.
7. 12.2 WEIGItT AND (:ENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The structural design weight
of Ihe entire l):fffle -- 15.0 pounds. The. C.G. is located on the Z-axis of the vehicle.
7. !'2. :, TIIERMAL DATA. The b',fffl(, and support structure is at a temperature
¢_i -t23F while immersed in the liquid hydrogen.
7. 12. i I';FI1TIA LOADS. Inertia loads on the baffle are pre_ented m Table 7.12-1
fm all _'rll,, ai times during flight.
"i x!_: 1.. 7. I'.'-1. LIQUID HYI)R()GEN ZERO-G BAFFLE INERqiA
(.:DAD FACTORS
Steady-Statv [;:..rti_, i Vil,t :tt,,.'.'v !nertia
!: (G':) i(;'s}
.... _ .... -'YT."'T. :-"T .... r
! l'i' ' t,)O._._l.Ll,'!lllJtl i l._,: -'.';:l l.os_:'itl:,!1,i,,i t._:tcral
...............................,, _ -E-,;........"_.... _,:-F....... _. ......... -;_,, :; ..' o
t
. : , ' . I tZ 0
[ :!'li:(-b ' ,... : :0.., ] z ]_j..I; .
I




;.J_t't't_ ," •-'- " " -_-0....," ale. _'. _'" 0
: i --"
i • *ll i • •!T_oo.',[ I ;:I .-\'tel , " ]..) _0. "; : : I' ,: ._'2 _'_
i ! ,% [ I
, _ I_ " " ]t_ I. t ,' l),(..,-:it:_-:" fir..: .'11;."; - , . '-il .5 , _0 .... I ....
! , I
!l-'lrst MI"C_, ":}. t' FO. 5 ! _._. ,_ i tlt_. _' t-2.0
' t[,.;'_a',t O ! O ',; 0| t [ |
iCentaur " .... n:i MES : ,3, 0 _0.5 i ._0. _- t 'In o 42.0
' ,' Jist'eo:ld M !. ('"-) _7.0 | _ I t'_ !1 ._'2.0
................ . ................................
7.12..; :_I'EADY-STATE AIR LOAf)S, The liquid hydrogen zcro-g baffle does not
re(.(,ive ('_'itt_':tl l(_a(t>, due to aerodynamit' loreos.
7. 12. t; BI'FFI'T :\NI) FI.UTTER I.()._.DS. The liquid hydrogen /t:ro-g baffle does






7.12.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOADING PARAMETERS. In addition to the inertia
loads presented in Paragraph 7.12.4, a differential pre_sure exists across the baffle
due to fuel sloshing and flow from the volute bleed line. These differential pressures
are presented in Table 7.12-2, with the method of load application shown in Figure
7.12-2.
TABLE 7.12-2. LIQUID HYDROGEN ZERO-G BAFFLE If)ADS DUE TO FUEL
SLOSHING AND VOLUTE BLEED LINE FLOW
(pj,., P,,.
Time (psf) (psf) (psf)
Thrust Buildup 0 0 0.025
Launch 0 0 0. 025
Mach 1, Max q 0 0 0. 025
BECO 0 0 0. 025
Boost Pump Start 0 1.6 0.025
Centaur First MES 6.0 0.85 0.37First MECO 6.0 ll.s 0.37 •
Coast 0.05 I.6 0.025
I
CentaurSecond MES 6.0 0.85 0.37
Second MECO 0 0 0
NOTES: (1)These pressures actsimultaneouslywiththe
inertiaload_presentedinTable 7.12-1.
(2)See Figure 7.12-2 formethod ofload
application.
Pc -_Pressure due toslosh
P._= Pressure due toflowfrom volutebleed









t. (1_)_, is thL' value given li_
Table 7.12-2
2. _, acts on the shaded portion 0
of the baffle ,'_ shown in View [ _.
A-A (uniformly distributed at
the value given In Table 7.12-2) , ..
I r"
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SECTION VIII
LIQUID OXYGEN TANK BOLT-ONS AND WELDMENT8
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The data presented in this section is applicable to major components bolted or
welded to the basic liquid oxygen tank structure. The loads on the basic tank are pre-
sented in Section VI.
8.2 LIQUID OXYGEN BOOST PUMP AND SUMP
The liquid oxygen (LO2) sump is located on the Z-Z Axis between Stations 468 and
454. The boost pump is attached aft of Station 468 with the pump shaft running into
sump as shown in F_ntre 8.2-1•
Z













The sump serves as a cold reservoir for the oxygen boost which in turnptllnp,
provides a constant supply of liquid oxygen to the two main engines through the liquid
oxygen duct.
_s.2.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading condition on the LO2 boost
pump is a combination of pressure, Max g, and vibratign loads.
_. 2.2 WEIGItT AND CENTER OF GI_.AVITY DATA. The weight of the sump bell
is 20.5 pounds and its center of gravity (C.G.) is at Station 459 on the Z-Z Axis. The
boost pump weighs 51.2 pounds and its C.G. is at Station471. also on the Z-Z axis (see
Figure 8.2-1).
_. 2.3 TItERMAL DATA. The _cmperature at the boost pump inlet is plotted
agaim_t Centaur engine firing time in Figure 8.2-2 [or both one- aiRl two-burn missions.
ts. 2.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia load factors for the LC_2t_ost pump end sump are
listed in Table 8.2-1.








_.2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The LO2 boostpur'p :tndsump do not receive
criticaloadsdta:toaerodynamic forces.
_..2.6BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The IA)2 i)oostpump and sump do not
receivecriticaloadsduc tobuffetor fluctuatingpressure.
i
8.2.7 MISCE LLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The b(x_st pump inlet pressure








8.3 THRUST CYLINDER MEMBRANE
The thrust cylinder membrane is located on top of the thrust barrel in the LO2 tan)
at Station 443 as shown in Figure 8.3-1. The purpose of the membrane is to keep the











! I i .
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• Figure 8.3-I. Thrust Cylindex Membrane Configuration
8.3.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading condition for the thrtmt
cylinder membrane is a combination of a differential pressure aorou the membrane
due to LO2 sloshing, and tension in the plane of the membrane oaused by the engille
thrust loads. The maximum membrane tension due to thrust loads occurs during Cen-





8.3.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA, Iz)ads due to the weight of the
thrust ?ylinder membrane are not critical.
8.3.3 THERMAL DATA. Since the thrust cylirKler membrane is located in the LO2
tank, it experiences a temperature of -297°F.
_. 3.4 INERTIA LOADS. Loads on the thrust cylinder membrane due to inertia
arc not critical.
_. 3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The thrust cylinder membrane does not re-
ceive critical loads due to aerodynamic forces.
_.3._; BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The thrust cylinder membrane does not
¢
receive critical loads due to buffet or fluctuating pressure.
.8.3.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. A differential pressure across
the. m_.mbrane of 0. 015 psi must be combined with the maximum tension duc to e_vgine
thrust loads when the membrane is submerged in liquid oxygen. After the LO2 level
has dropped below the membrane, the differential pressure _ across it is increased to
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8.4 ENGINE GIMBAL BLOCKS
_t
The main engine system of the Centaur stage has two Pratt and Whitney 1tL10A
liquid oxygen - liquid hydrogen engines. These are fixed thrust, single chamber, re-
generatively cooled, gimbal mounted engines. The main engines provide the major por-
tion of the propulsion thrust required after burnout and separation from the Atlas first
stage.
Three different engine systems are structurally considered for the Centaur vehicle:
the 15,000 pound thrust 11L10A-3-1 engine on AC-6, AC-7, and AC-11; the 15,000
pound thrust RL10A-3CM-1 engine on AC-8 and AC-10; and the 17,500 pound thrust
RLI_)A-3-3 engine on AC-9 and AC-12 through AC-15. The -3CM-1 and -3-1 engines
are very similar physically and have identical thrust ratings. The -3-3 engine differs
only slightly physically. The greater thrust of the -3-3 is attained through minor inter-
nal modifications. Thrust characteristics of the engines are listed in Table 8.4-1.
TABLE 8.4-1. ENGINE THRUST CHARACTERISTICS
Engine Parameters Units RL10A-3-1 and 11L10A-3CM-1 RL10A-3-3
-- i H tt _ It
Steady-State Thrust (Vacuum) lb 15,000 17,500
Thrust Tolerance ' % S2 s2
Thrust Overshoot % +15 +15
Angular Thrust Misalignment deg S0.5 S0.5
Linear Thrust Misalignment in. -_0.125 _0.125
Each of the two Centaur engines is supported at its forward end by a gimbal block
which connects the engine tb the aft lmlkhead. The engine is fastened to the gimbal
block by four bolts and the gimbal block is fastened to the aft Imlkhead by four bolts.
The gimbal block transfers longitudinal loads, lateral loads, and torsion about the
longitudinal axis from the engine to the aft bulkhead and thrust cylinder. The engine
configuration is shown in Figure 8.4-1.
The symbols listed below are those used in Figure 8.4-1 and in the tabular material
that follows.
Symbols Description
Angular acceleration of engine
C.G. Engine center of gravity








F Force on gimbal block at gimbal pivot axis
I Moment of inertia of engine about pivot
0
M Mass of engine
N Dynamic load factor
P Force on engine at pitch actuator pickup
Distance from gimbal pivot to center o[
gravity of engine




To Torsion on glmbal block about z-axis
W Weight of engine
Y Force on engine at yaw actuator pickup
x Component along X-axis
• y . Component along Y- axis
x-z In the X-Z plane
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8.4.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The loads presented are those acting on the gim-
hal block at the gimbal pivot_ axes. +Fz acts in the aft direction, causing tension in the
gimbal block. Three loading conditions are considered: thrust buildup, steady-state
thrust, am! thrust decay. All known possible loading variables were incorporated in
all possible combinations to determine the maximum loads for each condition. The
loads corresponding to each maximum are also presented to represent a complete load-
ing condition on the gimbal block pivot axis. o
The loads acting on the interface between the gimbal block and the tank must in-
clude the load in the yaw z_.ctuator support strut which is bolted to the gimbal block• The
strut desi_,m loads are presented in Subsection 8.5. The nine gimbal positions are noted
in Figure s.4-2 and in Table 8.4-2. For a given engine gimbal position, the gimbal
block loads and the strut load should be combined to attain maximum loading.
+X


























*Reference Figure 6.4-2 for
position locations.
8.4.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weights and mass mo-
ments of inertia about the gimbal point for the Centaur engines are listed in Table 8 •4-3•
• TABLE 8.4-3. ENGINE WEIGHTS, CENTERS OF GRAVITY, AND MOMENTS OF
INERTIA ABOUT THE GIMBAL POINT
, RL10A-3-1 and
Units RLIOA-3CM-1 (15K) RL10A-3-3 (17.5K)
I IllIIIIH
Weight Ib 350 365
C• G. * in. 23.9* 24.6*
Ixx slug-ft 2 66.4 70.2
_y slug-ft 2 65.1 68.6
!
,, , .....................
Note: *Located from gimbal point.
.... i i , it ii -
8.4.3 THERMAL DATA. The engine g/tubal blocks are bolted to the LOB tank
which is at -297°F throughout vehicle flight.
8.4.4 INERTIA LOADS. The Centaur engine inertia load faotors for three off*
tlcal loading conditions are shown in Table 8.4-4.
t
8.4.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The enE/ne glmbal blocks are not subjected
to crltteal loads due to aerodynamic forces.O
8.4.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS, The engine _ blocks are m_ sub-






TABLE 8.4-4. ENGINE INERTIA I.OAD FACTORS
• Thrust Buil_iup Condition
Mftx Nx •I.I _ I.! [ 4.10.=2.3
M_LX Nv ._I.I 4-1.1 1 +I0.-2.3
Max Nz _-0.1 4-_0.1 [ q.lI,-3.3
Steady-StateThrust Condition
I,M:IxN/ + 1.0 o 0
Max_y [ o _v.o o
M_____J o o *.l.o
Thrust Decay Condition
M_LXN_ k 1.1  1.1.7.7, -2.2
M:tx Nv _.1.1 _-1.1 -_7.7. -2.2
Mttx N. _. 0.1 60.1 --8.7,-3.2
_.4.7 MISCE LI.ANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. The totalloadsactingon thegim-
t_tli,h_;ksare due toa combinationofenginethrust,inertia,engine glntbaling,and
actuatorloads. Totalloadson the gimbal blockshave,been calculatedforthrustbuild-
t_),_leady-statcthrust,and thrustdecay. These loadsare summarized inthe follow-
ingl,aragraphsforboththe 15K and 17.5K thrustengines.
",.4.7. I Gimbal Block Loads on theRLIOA-3-1 and RL10A-3CM-1, 15K Engines.
Ya_ :tctuat,rstrutloads,Paragraph 8.4.7.3, must be added tothe loadsinTables
8.4-, _z'ough 8.4-9.
t
During thrust buildup, the thrust may exceed the steady-state thrust rating by 15
percent. This condition exerts the highest value of longitudinal load on the gimbal
bh,ck.
TABI,E 8.4-5. MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL (Z-DIRECTIONAL) INERTIA
LOADING CONDITION - THRUST BUILDUP
Gimbal N x N v N z TO
Position (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) {in.-Ib)
Max Ny 6 +1837 ˜,Ø¨ -21,347+3943
Max N v 3 -k 310 "t:2272 -2!,383 __3491
Max N z 1 ± 312 4. 774 -21,423 ±3814






TABLE 8.4-6. MAXIMUM LATERAL (X- OR Y-DIRECTIONAL) INERTIA
LOADING CONDITION - THRUST BUILDUP
Gimbal N _ N v N _ TO
Position (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) On. -Ib)
II I l,l,V,, I II I ] l ... _ ,.,.p_ II I I II
Max Nz ' 6 _1946 ±2320 -20,985 ±4014
Max Nv 3 ± 436 _2321 -21,021 _3558
Max Nz 1 ± 433 _ 835 -21,061 i3841
• Max TO 4 ± 525 ±1619 -15,061 ±4371
...................... | .
Steady-state thrust is the normal operating conditton of the Centaur engines. This
, condition exerts the highest lateral loads on the gimbal block.
t
TABLE 8.4-7. MAXIMUM Z-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA LOADING CONDITION-
STEADY- STATE THRUST
,, , , • . ......... , ,u.| , ,u
Gimbal N _ N v N z To
Position (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (in. -Ib)
i Ill _llllllI J II Ill I JI Ir
Max N 6 _2253 ±2332 -30,742 *7524
x
Max N v 3 • 729 :1:2334 -30,799 :_7240
To 4 +2211 :_ 764 i -19,967 _9062L
TABLE 8.4-8. MAXIMUM X-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA LOADING CONDITION -
STEADY-STATE TqRUST
Gim hal N x N v Nz To
Position '. (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (in.-Ib)
.............................. , l|m
Max N x 6 "2361 _'2268 -20,380 :_7593
Max N 3 .t. 855 :f:3270 -20,43 ? :1:7305Y
Max N z 1 _ 855 • 766 -20,460 _8046
Max To . 4 _2334 :I: 735 -30,339 d:9069
TABLE 8.4-9. MAXIMUM Y-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA LOADING CONDITION -
STEADY-STATE THRUST
. t e ,n
Gtmiml N_ N v Nr TO
Position (Ib) {Ib) Ob) On. -Ib)
I I II I II II III I I | II III I
Max Nx 6 :!:3343 d_380 -30,380 i75S8
Max Nv 9 _ 868 :1_882 -30,338 :_6845
Max N: I • ?40 -,, 874 -30,440 180_





(_ The thrust decay case imposes'maximum longitudinal vibratory accelerations upon
the aft bulkhead but does not produce critical gimbal block loads.
8.4.7.2 Gimbal Block Loads for the RL10A-3?3, 17_5K Engine. Yaw actuator
strut loads, Paragraph 8.4.7.3, must be added to the loads of Tables 8.4-10 through
8.4-14.
During thrust buildup, the .thrust overshoot of the 17.5K engine is 15 percent as
with the 15K engine. This condition again produces maximum longitudinal timbal
bl,_:k loacls.
TA.BLE 8.4-10. MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL Z-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA
LOADING CONDITION - THRUST BUILDUP
• I Gimbal N x N _ N t ToPosition {Ib) {Ib) (Ib) {in.- Ib)
i ==m. ill i ,mi t m L I I
Max N 6 ±2050 Œ -2-_,206 t:4211
Max N 3 t- 324 _:2495 -24.265 _3603
¥
Max To" i 4 -t- 834 ±1699 -lh,Zt_2 *4429
'rABLE _.4-11. MAXhMUM LATERAl. X- OR Y-DIRE(.TIONAL INERTIA
LOADING CONDITION - THRUST BUILDUP
Gimbal N x N v N z To
Position (Ib) fib) {Ib) {in.-lb)
II II . IIII I lmll I!I!I [_ff
Max Nx 6 "2"154 _:2533 -23, t_46 x_4234
Max N v 3 _b449 ,2543 -23,905 43652
Max N 7 1 + 445 + 853 -23,943 _.3935
Max To 4 _: 712 ,1833 - 17,92_ _4439
#
, @
Steady-state thrust, the normal operating condition of the Centaur engines, im-







TABLE 8.4-12. MAXIMUM Z-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA LOADING CONDITION -
STEADY-STATE THRUST
Gimbal N x N v N z To
Position (lb) Ob) (lb) (in. -lb)
Max Nx 6 ..2451 -.2531 -23,296 -.7779
Max N 6 -.2451 ..2531 -23,296 -.7595
• ¥
Max Nz 1 _ 750 4- 831 -23,375 _8149
Max T 4 ..2409 + 928 -22,514 _:9148
4
TABLE 8.4-13. ._LkXIMUMX-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA LOADING CONDITION -
STEADY-STATE THRUST
Gimbal N x Nv N t To
Position- (lb) Oh) (lb) (in. -Ib)
I H aHaa , ,
Max Nx 6 --2554 +2466 -22,931 :i:7809
Max N 6 --2554 4-2466 -22,931 _'/625V
I Max 1 _: 871 • 783 . -23,010 _8162Nz
Max T 4 -.2530 4- 898 -22,879 -.9148
TABLE 8.4-14. MAXIMUM Y-DIRECTIONAL INERTIA LOADING CONDITION -
STEADY-STATE THRUST
Glrabal N x N v N z To
Position (Ib) (Ib) (Ib) (in. -Ib)
II IIII I III )Ill I IIII L IlillRIL [" III IIIIIIIII
Max Nx 6 -.2441 .4-2573 -22,931 ,7774
Max N v 3 .. 754 :i:2574 -22,973 -.7384
Max N z I -.757 d: 891 -23,010 -.8153
Max T 4 -.2419 d: 793 -22,879 -.9157
4'
The thrust decay case imposes max/mum loq_ItadJaal vibratory accelerations on
the aft bulkhead but does not produce critical 8/tubal blook loads.
S.4.7. S Yaw,Actuator..S_.utLoads. One lel of the yaw sotustor s_ tripodis
bolted to the stmbal block, The loads on the simbal block from the strut should be
added to the i_'_1 block loads of Paragraphs 6.4.7.1 and $. 4. V.I. The strut leads
are the same for both the 16K and 17.5K eniqns and are presented in Tables $.4-16
and 8.4-16.
$-16








Engine Angle Angle Sx Sz
Position (degrees) (degrees) (lb) (lb) .
I 0 0 dr200 :b128
2 -4 0 :t:197 :_125
I 3 +4 . 0 :t200 {:128
]
l 4 . -4 +4 :t:1tt4 :k 6'/
! 5 ' 0 +4 _107 • 68
6 +4 +4 :hi07 + 68
7 -4 -4 _:288 •183
_ • 0 -4 +292 .-186I
9 +4 -4 :t-292 .-t:186
!
I ....
TABI,E _.4-16• YAW ACTUATOR STRUT LOADS- STEADY-STATE TIIRUST CASE
Pitch Yaw I
I':nl-;inc Angle. Angle S x I S ,.
Positlon (degrees) (degrees) 0b) l (Ib)
1 0 0 _:519 _332
2 -4 0 +511 +327
3 +4 0 +519 +332
4 -4 +4 _-269 +172
5 0 +4 +278 Ø$$6 +4 -1:278 +178
7 -4 -4 4748 =_478
8 0 -4 _757 +484
9 +4 -4 +756 4484






D 8.5 ENGINE ACTUATORS
Thrust-vector control of the two P&W RLIOA main engines, for pitch, yaw, and
roll control during Centaur stage flight, is provided by electrohydrauLic actuators which
glmbal the thrust chambers. The _ctuators are in turn driven by signals from the
servoampUfier package mounted on the lower electrical equipment tier. The actuators
consist of three major components: the actuator cylinder, a servovalve, and a feed-
back transducer. Pitch and yaw/roU actuators are shown in Figure 8.5-1. A schema-
tic of the actuator hydraulic system supply is shown in Figure 8.5-2.
H_O 2 ENGINES PI





H_O z SUPPLY | ACTUATOR
C1 YAW/ROLL
: ACTUATOR AZ A_
H_O_ ENGINES
i4B,_LVl ViEWLOOKINGFORWARD
.. Figure 8.5-1. Electrohydraullc Main Engine Actuators - Location
8.5.1 CRmCAL CONDITI(JNS. The critical loads on the engine actuators occur[
t during Centaur engine firing. Consideration was made of the possible limiting condi-
tion where the engine are forced against the actuator stops at the maximum angular •
velocity of the engines. This condition could exist only if maximum demand is made on
the vehicle control system.
,!
8.5.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Loads dm to the weight of









D 8.5.3 THERMAL DATA. A temperature versus t/me study was conducted for the
hydraulic system for a two-burn mission. The system was divided into segments as
shown in Figure 8.5-3. Attachment temperatures are shown in Figure 8.5-4. Tem-
perature distributions in the actuator ends are shown in Figure 8.5-5. Yaw actuator
and actuator piston temperatures are given in Figures 8.5-6 and 8.5-7. Maximum and
minimum temperatures of the hydrat/lic lines are shown in Figures 8.5-8, 8.5-9, and
8.5-10. The reservoir oil temperature predicted extremes are given in Figure 8.5-11,
and maximum and minimum predicted manifold oil temperatures are presented in
Figure 8.5-12.
The main pump temperature history is shown in Figure 8.5-12. Temperature
histories of the manifold skin and oil are shown in Figures 8.5-13 and 8.5-14.
8.5.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertia loads on the engine actuators are not critical.
#
8.5.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The engine actuators do not receive critical
loads due to aerodynamic forces.
8.5.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The engine actuators do not receive
critical loads due to buffet or fluctuating pressure.
#
8.5.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. Actuator loads are caused by
thrust misalignment, thrust buildup transients, and engine gimbaling. An offset of
: d_0.125 inches in any direction is assumed to exist between the thrust vector and the
: engine centerline. The Pratt & Whitney engine specifications list a maximum thrust
of 1.15 times the steady-state thrust for both the 15K and 17.5K engines during thrust
I buildup. Actuator gtmbal loads have been investigated for the nine possible engine posi-
: tions described in Paragraph 8.4.1 of this report. The positions include a neutral set-
ting along with a maximum _xcursion of *4 degrees in either the pitch (Y-Y axis) or
yaw (X-X axis) direction, or in bo_ pitch and yaw directions simultaneously. The
actuator design loads resulting from the above conditions are listed in Table 8.5-1.E
• TABLE 8.5-1. ENGINE ACTUATOR DESIGN LOADS
: Load on Pitch Actuator Load on Yaw Actuator
Condition (lb) {lb)
Thrust Buildup 2000 1000
Steady-State Thrust and Thrust Decay 2600 2600





N_TE: IN ADDITION TO I1t1_ .M3OVE NOTED SOLID SEGMEN'FS THL;
FOLLOWLNG Ft.t lID SF GMENTS WF.RI. ALSO US[.D
LOCATION FLUIDSEGM_N'FNO.
ACTUATOR ASSI:.MBLY (RETURN LINE) 1.2. 3. 4
STAINLESS STEEl. TUBING (RETURN LINE) 5, 6, 7
MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY (RETU&N LINE) 8, 9
FLEX }lOSE LINE (RETURN LINE) 13, 11.12
POWER PACKAC_- 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
FLEX HOSt: LINE (P_ LINE) 19, 20, 21
MANIFOLD ASSEIV_LY |PRESSURE LINE,) 22, 23
:'.'_AINLESSSTEEL TUBING (PRESSURE LINE) 24. 25, 26
D ACTUATOR ASSEMBL_ (PRESSURE LINE) 27. 28
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D , 8.6 HYDROGEN PEROXIDE AND HELIUM BOTTLES
The hydrogen peroxide and helium bottles are mounted on the aft bulkhead as shown
in Figure 8.6-1. The H202 bottle is on the X-X axis in Quadrants II and IV. There is
t
only on He bottle for AC-6 and it is mounted in Quadrant HI as shown in Figure 8.6-1.
later vehicles may require more than one helium bottle, and this section of the report
will be suitably revised to include loads for other bottle arrangements.
The helium bottle is the storage vesselfor the helium gas used in the ullage pres-
surization system. The hydrogen peroxide bottle is used to store liquid hydrogen pero-
xide for use in the monopropellant attitude control engines.
J
X






t I I I
t,,.. J L._j
Figure 8.6-1. Hydrogen Peroxide and Helium Bottles
8.6.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading conditions on the hydrogen
peroxide and helium bottle support structures are cuased by the inertia loads at Max q,
BECO, Centaur MES and MECO. The critioal inertia loads are a oombiaation of the
steady-state and vibratory inertia loads.
8.6.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. Weights and C.O's for the
•. bottles, bottle contents, and bottle supports are listed in Table 8.6-1. The bottk ccn-L
tent weights listed are representative of a two-burn mission and will not be exceeded for
.-_.., any mission. The C.G. of each bottle and its contents is assumed to be at the geome-










..................... II II I
• Bottle Dry Weight lb 27 I 50
Bottle Contents Weight*
• Full lb 250 7
IAftoff lb 240
MECO (Final) lb 160 I
[ B,.)ttlc Support Weight Ib 13 5
Bottle and C,mtents C.G.
z Station [ 459 459
) in. ) 0 -24
x in. -38 -32
*These weightsare representativeofa two-burn missionand are
higher than those of a one-burn mission
D _. 6. ;) THERMAL DATA. The operating temperature of the bottles is room tem-
perature, although when the bottles are charged they may reach a temperature of
16. ! .. Sufficient time exists between charging the bottles a_ut launch for them to cool
t(, ambient temperature.
._. 6.4 INERTIA LOADS. The steady-state inertia loads are given in Table 8.6-2
and the vibratory inertia loads in Figure 8.6-2.
b. 6.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The engine area bottles do not receive cri-
tmal loads due to aerod_,namic forces.
TABLE 8.6-2. ENGINE AREA BOTTLES STEADY-STATE INERTIA LOAD FACTORS*
I_r_ltudinal Load. • Lateral Load
Condition (g's) (g's)
........ :- _ Jill
Max ._q +2.3 ± 1.0
Max q +5.8 _:0.1 • 0.3
Centaur First MES +1.2 _:0.5
Centaur First MECO +3.2 _:0.5
Centaur Second MES +3,5 _:0.5
Centaur Second MECO +4.5 _:0.5
NOTES: * These steady-state loads must be combined with vibratory i_rtia '
D loads presented in Figure 8.6-2.




8.6.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The engine area bottles do not receive
critical loads dqe to duffer or fluctuating pressure.
8.6.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETEr_S. ]¢oother orlUe_l _ are














8.7 T-4 AFT UMBILICAL PANEL
The T-4 aft umbilical panel is located on the aft bulkhead at Station 445. It is
28°40' from the Y-Y axis in Quadrant II. The panel supports the airborne portion of
the disconnects as shown in Figure 8.7-1. The location of the connectors on the













Figure 8.7-I. T-4 Aft Umbilical Panel Configuration
8.7.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading comfltions for the T-4 aft
umbilical panel occur during umbilical disconnect and during transonic flight. At the
instant of disconnect, ejection loads plus dead weight and wind combine to produce a
critical loading condition on the airborne structure. Other crlUoal times dining the
disconnect sequence are at maximum lanyard tension and Just as the guide pins are
fllding free of the airborne tmnel (maximum friction).
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8.7.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weight and C.G. shown
in FiKure 8.7-4 includes all tubes, wires, and connectors that are fastened to the um- F
bilical pare:i, as well as the panel itself.
Z Z F UMBILICAL PANEL X
I / '0
, !
_1 @ j,MISSlL}- AT']ACJ I I . Y_
I'OINT_ _ t Ii iiii
11.3"' !
TOTal WI'.I(_4T = 15.5 LB
Fiffure _. 7-4. T-4 Umbilical Panel Weight and Center of Gravity - Location
_. 7.3 TItERMAL DATA. The temperature of the brackets at the tank is -293 ° F
and that of tbe GSE/airborne interface is assumed to be 70°F during launch. The tem-
perature history of the umbilical panel during flight is presented in Figure 8.7-5.
8.7.4 INERTIA LOADS. The T-4 aLt mnbilicalpanel inertiaload factorsduring
criticaltimes of flightare presented in Table 8.7-1.
8.7.5 STEADY-STATE AIR IX)ADS. The maximum stcady-statecrush pressure
bn the T-4 aft umbilical panel is plotted against Mach number in Figure 8.7-6.
8.7.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER I.fJADS. The T-4 aftumbilicalpanel is subjected
to a :t0.54psi steady-stateeqvivalentbuffetingload. This load should be combined
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Figure 8.7-5. T-4 Aft Umbilical Panel Temperature History
TABLE 8.7-1. T-4 AFT UMBILICAL PANEL COMBINED STEADY-STATE ACCEL-
ERATION AND VIBRATION LOAD FACTOR8 DURING FLIGHT
" " '' " '" """ ......... ' " " " ' + "+i
Load Factors
Loading Condition Longitudinal _is!,,.[ Latera'i _'S)
Launch* + 7.0 • 3.0 j-
• Launch* - 5.0 :_ 3.0 _
Launch* + 1.0 • 6.0 :.{'.
Mach 1 + 2.0 ± 6.5
Math i + 8.0 i 1.0 _:
• .f.:
Mach 1 - 4.0 + 1.0 ,.
Max q + 8.3 ± 1.0 , !_
M_q - 3.7 + 1.0 '];,':
• Max q + 2,3 i 6.5 '_'
Centaur MES +12.0 _: 1.0 p..
Centaur MES - 10.8 • I. 0 _'
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Figure 8.7-6. T-4 Aft Umbilical Panel Steady=State Aerocynamic Loads
8.7.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. Other critical loads on the
T-4 aft umbilical panel are disconnect and impact loads.
8.7.7.1 Disconnect Loads. Figure 8.7-7 presents loads for the most critical
conditions during disconnect, namely:
a. Latch pi_ release
b. Spring ejoction |
c. Guide pin movem6nt.
These loads are imposed on the airborne structure at the GSE/airborne interface.
I
AFT _ _ Fv
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The 170-_'mnd force of the liquid helium disconnect (Table 8.7-2) is due to m_i-
mum pressure in the line; and the other forces are spring loads. All ejection loads"
are considered to be suddenly applied and should be multiplied by an impact factor of
2.0 for stress analysis of the structure.
TABLE 8.7-2. T-4 AFT UMBILICAL PANEL FORCES AND MOMENTS
Force (Ib) Moment (in.-Ib)
!
Load Condition F i Fv Fz Mz M v M z ,
iii tJi_ l i i .....
Latch Pin Release d:110 +340 _100 +625 4-125 _:835
(maximtun layard pull)
Spring Ejection 4-25 *860 t 70 -415 _125 _255
(beg"aniugof ground panel moUon)
Guide Pin Movement 4-25 +250 + 70 +690 _125 :k360
(endof guided motion)
*The -860 Ibload is the sum of the individualejectionloads actingat he airborne/
GSE interface,as i_mized below:
2 Instrumentation (40Ibeach) -_ 80 Ib
4 Pneumatic (50 lb each} = 200 lb1 Vacwun (0 Ib) = 0
1 Liquid H.qitum (170 lb) --- 170 ib
2 Springs (205 lb each) : 410 lb
Total = 860 lb
8.7.7.2 Impact Loads. Three impact loads which occur on the GSE portion of the
T-4 aft umbilical panel are:
a. Maximum lanyard tension = 360 lb
b. Load on guide pin stop nut = 4450 lb per pin
c. Load on latch housing due to piston bottoming out m 2500 lb
An internal pressure of 400 psig is present in the latch housing at this time.
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8.8 T-0 UMBILICAL PANEL
i: The T-0 umbilicalpanel is locatedin Quadrant II,at Station437, 16°25' from thei
Y-Y axis. The panel supports the airborne portion of the T-0 umbilical disconnect.
i Figure 8.8-1 shows the airborne panel configuration.
8.8.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The T-0 umbilicalpanel is subjectedto critical
loads at umbilicaldisconnectand during transopicflight.The panel is subjectedto two
criticalloadingconditionsat T-0 disconnect. These are when the lanyardpullis a
maximum (backupdisconnect),and during a normal (primary)disconnectsequence when
ejectionspring loadsare critical.
During _light,inertiaand aerod_namic loads combine to create a criticalloading
conditionon the structure.
0
8.8.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weight of the T-0 panel,
recer'_tcleand cable is3.8 lb. The C.G. locationis shown in Figure 8.8-2.
8.8.3 THERMAL DATA. The tank bracketsare a temperature of -293°F while
the GSE/airborne interfaceisassumed to be at 70°F.
8.8.4 I_'VERTIA LOADS. The inertia loads for the T-0 umbilical panel are given
in Table 8.8-1.
TABLE 8.8-1. T-0 UMBILICAL PANEL COMBINED STEADY-STAT _,CCEL-
ERATION AND VIBRATION LOAD FACTORS DURIN_ _'LIGHT q
Load Factors
Loading Condition Longitudinal (g's) Lateral (g's)
Launch * + 7.0 _3.0
Launch * - 5.0 ,3.0
Launch * + 1.0 *6.0
Mach 1  2.0_6.5
Mach I + 8.0 _I. 0
Mach 1 - 4.0 _:1.0
Max q + 8.3 ,1.0
Maxq - 3.7 ,1.6
Max q + 2.3 ,6.5
Centaur MES +12.0 ,1.0
Centaur MES -10.8 ,1.0
Centaur MECO + 7.0 ,12. 0
L- ' ....... " .............
• These loads are not to be combined with d/scommct loads.
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Figure 8.8-2. T-0 Umbilical Panel Center of Gravity Location
$
8.8.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The steady-state air loads for the T-0 um-
bilical pa_l is platted against l_ch number In Figure 8.8-3. These loads act Ln com-
bination with buffet loads presented In Paragraph 8.8.6.
..........................._: .. . . _ ...... _.... NOTES.
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I 8.8.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The buffetload on the T-0 umbilical
panel must be added tothe steady-stateair loadpresented in Paragraph 8.8.5. The,
equivalentstaticpressure which represents buffetloadingis_0.54 psi.
8.8.7 MISCELLANEI_US LOAD PARAMETERS. The critical loads on the T-0
umbilicalpanel disconnectare presented in Figure 8.8-4 and Table 8.8-2. These
loads includewind, dead weight, and lanyard misalignment effects.




Figure 8.t_-4. T-0 Umbilical Panel Loads at Disconnect
TABLE S. 8-2. T-0 UMBILICAL PANEL FORCES AND MOMENTS
' Force {Ib} Moment (in.-Ib}
Condition Fx [ Fv F z M x M v M z
all i Ill iiiii, u |11111 ii [ I i iii ii ill •
Primary Disconnect i:5 -275* +15 +115 _30 :_40
Backup Disconnect _:35 +125 +30 +145 _:30 _-135
*This ejection sp_'ing load is applied suddenly, and should be multiplied by an im-







The primary function _f this component is to transfer liquid oxygen and fuel from
the pumps to the engines. The ducting contiguration is shown in Figure 8.9-1.
Y
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' Figure 8.9-1. Propellant F_e_g Configu_'qtion- Main Engines
8.9.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical loading conditions on the ducting
occur during centaur thrust buildup and Centaur MECO when the inertia loads are the





T 8.9.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weight of the empty pro-
pellant ducts are as follows:
LO2 Duct -- 18 lb
Fuel Duct = 20 lb
A C.G. is not applicable for this installation due Lo the length, number of supports,
and complex geometry of the ducting.
: 8.9.3 THERMAL DATA. The temperatures for the propellant ducts are:
Fuel Duct = -423 °F
! LO2 Duct = -297°F[
i
8.9.4 INERTIA LOADS. The inertia loads for the propellant ducting are given in
Table 8.9-1.




........... ,, ,, 4 • ,u_ Ji
MECO * 12 _1.0
' MECO + 7 • 6
TBU -3.2 +I.0
•+ longitudinaloadacts aft
8.9.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The propellant ducts are not subjected to
critical loads due to aerodynamic forces.
8.9.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The propellant ducts are not subjected
to critical loads due to buffet or fluctuating pressure.
8.9.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. Propellant duct internal pressure
is presented in Table 8.9-2. The LO2 and LH2 line pressures are the same f,_r both
the 15K and 17.5K engines.
TABLE 8.9-2. PROPELL&NT DUCT MakXIMLrM STEADY-STATE OPERATING &
TRANSIENT PR_SSLLRES
• ' , , |, , i , _ j
Pressure (psia)
Condition LO2 Fuel
" IIIII I II I III I III II I li
Maximum S.S. Operating Pressure 125 50





8.10 LIQUID OXYGEN VENT VALVE AND STANDPIPE
• The LO2 vent valve and standpipe are located in Quadrant I, 30 degrees from the
X-X axis as shown in Figure 8.10-1.
The vent valve controls the ullage pressure in the liquid oxygen tank by venting the

















Figure8.10-1. LiquidOxygen VentValveand StanclplpeConfiguration
8.10.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. There are two critical loading conditions for the
LO2 standpipe. The first one occurs at BECO when the maximum slosh load acts with
the Max g inertia loads. The second critical condition for the standpipe arises from
O the inertia loads at Centaur MECO.







_ 8.10.2 WEIGHT[' AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The structural design
weight of the vent valve and associated equipment outside the tank is 10.5 lb. The
total weight of the standpipe and miscellaneous attached hardware inside the tank is
8.3 lb. The C.G. 's of both items are located as shown in Figure 8.10-2.
8.10.3 THERMAL DATA. The temperature of the IX) 2 vent valve and standpipe
is -297°F.











0 8.10.4 INERTIA LOADS. The inertia load factors for the LO2 standpipe and vent
valve are found in Tables 8.10-1 and 8.10-2, respectively.
TABLE 8.10-1. LIQUID OXYGEN STANDPIPE INERTIA LOAD FACTORS
t
Steady-State
Acceleration (g's) Vibration (gts)L
Condition Longitudinal Lateral Normal to Standpipe
BECO +5.9 4-0.3 [ negligible
_,IECO 7.0 +0.5 ±24
!
I




Condition Longitudinal (g's) Lateral (g's)
MES _16.0 ± 1.0
MES - 10.8 ± 1.0
MECO + 7.0 +16.0
MECO _ _30.0"
*Acting in any direction on the outlet duct only (Reference Figure 8.10-2).
8.10.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The LO2 vent valve and standpipe do not
receive critical loads due to aerodynamic forces.
8.10.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The LO2 vent valve and standpipe do
not receive critical loads due to buffet or fluctuating pressure.
8.10.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS, During the first 70 seconds of
flight, the LO2 standpipe experiences slosh loads reaching values as high as 50 pounds,
acting normal to its length. The slosh loads are considered uniformly distributed












8.11 WIRING TUNNEL AFT BULKHEAD
The wiring tunnel aft bulkhead is located on the X-X axis between Quadrants I and
II. The bulkhead supports the liquid hydrogen (LH2) sump elbow at Station 412 and the
connectors and fittings for the wiring and tubing i_ the wiring tunnel. Figure 8.11-1
shows the tunnel aft bulkhead configuration. The hole arrangement shown does not rep-
resent a particular bulkhead configuration but is typical for vehicles AC-6 through
AC-15.
t_U.M) I QUAD II
X
"'"" / Jz \
ooo.-,
[4B264LV] VIEW LOOKING• FORWARD
Figure 8.11-1. Wiring Tunnel Aft Bulkhead Configuration
8.II.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The critical oadingconditionon thewiring tun-
nel aftbulkhead is a combination differentialpressure, the loadsimposed from the
boostpump fairingand skirt,the LH 2 sump elbow imposed loads and thedisconnect
force at Atlas/Centaurseparation.
8.11.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weight of the aftwiring
tunnelbulkhead does not impose critical oadson the structure. The plugs, receptacles
and wiringwhich are supportedby the bulkhead conservativelyconsistof 2•0 pounds
(total)per bulkhead cutout. This weight isnegligiblecompared to the disconnectforce
described in Paragraph 8.11.7.
8.11.3 THERMAL DATA. The minimum temperature of the wiring tunnelaft
bulkhead is-280°F.
¢
8.11.4 INERTIA LOADS. Inertialoads on the aftwiring tunnelbulkhead are not
critical. At BECO, the plugs, receptacles and supported wiring length receive a max-
' imum axial acceleration of 5.9 g's (acting aft), however, the bulkhead is subjected to
more critical loadings during transonic flight and at Arias/Centaur separation. Refer-






8.11.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. See Figure 8.11-2 for air loads on wiring
tunnel aft bulkhead. The air loads shown on the bulkhead include the effect of fluctu-
ating pressures.
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Figure 8.11-2. Wiring Tunnel Aft Bulkhead - Differential Pressures
8.11.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The effects of fluctuating pressure are
included in the loads presented in Figure 8.11-2.
8.11.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. At Arias/Centaur separation,
the disconnect plug and receptacle electrically demate and release a system of springs
which push the two halves apart. The maximum design load for the plug and receptacle





8.12 LIQUID OXYGEN FILL AND DRAIN LINE
The LO2 fill and drain line is loCated in Quadrant II with the disconnect interface













tJ' " _'TATION 446 1
y j_'
.....= KINGFORWARD{
Figure 8.12ol. Licluld Oxygen Fill and Drain Line Configuration
8.12.1 CRITICAL CONI)FrIONS. The critical loading condition of the LO2 fill
and drain line is at disconnect, when a combination of disconnect loads and pressures





s. 12.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weight of the fillLO2
and drain line does not impose critical loads on the structure.
8.12.3 TIIERMAL DATA. The temperature of the IX) 2 fill and drain line is
• -297°F.
8.12.4 INERTIA IX)ADS. Inertia loads do not add to the critical loading condi-
tion due to the time of ground disconnect for the fill and drain valve.
8.12.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The _ fill and drain line does not receive
critical loads due to aerodynamic forces.
8.12.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The L_ 2 fill and drain line 5,)es not
'receive critical loads due to buffet or fluctuating pressure.
8.12.7 MISCEI,LANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. Pressure and disconnect loads
must be consi(lered in tile analysis.
8.12.7.1 Pressure. Liquid oxygen ullage and head pressure act on the IX)2 fill
and drain Line. The ullage pressure is given in Section VI of this report.
8.12.7.2 Disconnect Loads. Consideration is made of the effects of impact, mis-
anti boom and vehicle It is further assumed thatsile drift, possible misalignment. the
static line disconnect is in operation, since it results in higher loads then the primary
bolt breaker. Loading conditions and associated loads are presented in Table 8.12-1.
The disconm,ct load sign convention is shown in Figure _. 12-_.
TABI,E s. 12-1. LIQUID OXYGEN FII,I, AND DRAIN VAI,VE DISCONNECT LOADS
.............. , .... _ _ ,, ,,
--- 7
M_ M, M_ P_ ! Pr] P_
Loading Condition (in.-lb) 0n.-lb) 0n.-lb) (lb) ](lb)] (Ib)
• ,, ,, . i 7 2 1,..
Disconnect with no misalignment 0 13,000 0 1050 0 ! 1300













































The Atlas booster vehicle structure consists ,'f two sections: the tank section and
the booster section (see Figure 9.1-1). The tank section consists of a pressurized
stainless steel cylinder which is divided into fuel and oxidizer containers by an inter-
mediate'bulkhead. The Centaur vehicle is mated to the Atlas by means of the interstage
adapter, which in turn is attached to the forward end of the liquid oxygen tank at Station
570. The jettisonable booster section, secured to a thrust ring at the aft end of the
tank, consists of a main thrust cylinder, two forward nacelle door assemblies (attached
to opposite sides of the thrust cylinder), an aft engine fairing assembly, and a fire-
shield assembly.
F--:-- STA.570
SUSTAINE R f i
BOOSTER jSTAGE





















9.2 STATION 570 JOINT
The Station 570 joint is the interface between the Atlas booster vehicle and the in-
terstage adapter. The joint configuration is shown in Figure 9.2-1.
9.2.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS. The Station 570 joint is subjected to a combination
of ax_.aI loads and bending moments. The axial loads are due to aerodynamic drag, in-
ertia loads, and differential pressure across the inte-..-stage adapter. The bending mo-
ments during th_ first 100 seconds of flight are primarily due to vehicle angle of attack.
At booster engine cutoff (BECOt, the air loads are small, and the principal bending
moment contribution is vehicle eemer of gravity (C. G. ) offset.
9.2.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The following weights shall
be used for design and analysis of the Station 570 joint:
Maximum weight forward of the Station 570 joint = 41, 1CO lb
Min:mum weight forward of the Station 570 joint = 39,050 Ib
9.2.3 THERMAL DATA. Thermal environment of the Station 570 joint is pre-
sented in Paragraph 4.1.3.
9.2.4 INERTIA LOADS. The inertia contribution to axial loads during the first
100 seconds of flight is included in the data presented in Table 9.2-1. At BECO, the
longitudinal inertia load = --5.7 *_0.1 g's. This acts simultaneously with tim bending
moment at Station presented in Figure 6.2-3.
TABLE 9.2-1• STATION570 JOINT - MAXIMUM ANTI)MINIMUM AXIAL LOADS
Time Ii Maximum Axial Load Minimum Axial Load
















.... 10..0 ..... 149,300 .......... 119 ,,000 ........ _











E 9.2.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. Drag and interstage adapter internal pres-sure contributions are included in the axial loads data presented in Table 9.2-1. The
bending moment due to angle of attack is included in the plot shown in Figure 9.2-2.
The time of maximum bending moment is not well defined and is therefore assumed to i
occur between 56 and 76 seconds.
9.2.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The Station 570 joint does not receive
critical loads due to bttffet or fluctuating pressure.
9.2.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other critical loads are im-















The data presented in the subsection is only that required for minimal stress anal-
ysis of the Atlas basic tank skins and flightreadiness certification.The criticalvehicle
stationsanalyzed arc: Stations570 (immedmtely aftof the interstageadapter interf'_,ce),
770, 812, and 960. See Fi_,mre9.3-1 for basic tank configuration.
9.3.1 CRITICAL CONDITIONS• The criticalloadingconditionsfor the Atlas pro-
pellant tanks occur during the first 100 seconds of flight and at BECO. During the first
100 seconds of fligbt, axial loads due to inertia and aerodynamic drag act in combination
with maximum bending moments. At BECO, axial inertia lo',_ls are highest, and they
act in combination with a smaller value of bending moment.
9.3.2 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY DATA. The weights listed in Table
9.3-1 shall be considered for stress analysis and flight certification of Centaur boosters.
TABLE 9.3-1. FLIGIlT CERTIFICATION ATLAS BOOSTER
' STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS WEIGHTS
........ Weight Forward of S_ation (Ib)
Station ...... Maximum Minimum
570 (Aft) 41,300 39,200
770 41, 920 39,820
I 812 42,040 39,940
• 960 (Fwd) 42,740 40,640
The propellant levels versus time are plotted in Figure 9.3-2 for both Atlas tanks.
' The propellant station levels at launch are presented in Table 9.3-2.
TABLE 9.3-2. ATLAS BOOSTER VEHICLE PROPELLANT LEVELS AT LAUNCH
Condition ........ Station ....... Tolerance
,,,, , , i, ,, ,, , ,,,, ,
Tanking
Liquid Oxygen 542.5 ± 0.8
Fuel 932.3 _._'. 7
Thrust Buildup (Ignition)
Liquid Oxygen 546.8 ± 1.2
Fuel 935.3 • 0.8
Transient Launch ..:.,•
{2-Inch Motion)
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9.3.4 INERTIA LOADS. At launch, the propellants are subjected to transient
accelerations due to the response of the vehicle to thrust buildup. The inertia 'loads on
the propellants due to the thrust transients plus steady-stato acceleration are presented
below•
During the first five seconds of launch, the longitudinal oscillatory transient accel-
eration factors are:
Liquid oxygen 1.65 g's
I













9.3.5 STEADY-STATE AIR LOADS. The aerodynamic drag contribution to axial
loads on the Atlas propellant tanks is included in the data presented in Figure 9.3-4
These axial loads are intended only for the stress analysis of the vehicle, and riley
represent an extreme condition for alI flights. Reference 9-1 presents methods by
which actual flight loads are predicted immediately prior to flight.
The ground wind loads on the free-standing vehicle prior to launch cause a critical
loading condition. In order that the structural integrity of the vehicle not be jeopardized
during the tanking and standby sequences of the countdown, the maximum giound wind
speed to which the vehicle _hall be allowed to be exposed is presented in Reference 9-2.
9.3.6 BUFFET AND FLUTTER LOADS. The basic Atlas propellant tank struc-
ture does not receive critical loads due to buffct or fluctuating pressure
9.3.7 MISCELLANEOUS LOAD PARAMETERS. No other loads on the basic Atlas
propellant tanks are critical.
• 9-12
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